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LEO DOUCETTE AND HIS
ISLAND PARK BAND
New England's Most Versatile Band

Tickets 50 Cents
123-126

At the Sign
Si North National Dank

Earn

Learn

Save
Boys and Girls—the more you LEARN
and EARN—the more you can SAVE
and have later on. We invite you to
open a Savings Account at this Bank.
Capital,
$100,000.00
Surplus,
100,000.00
Undivided Profits,
98,365.00
Resources,
2,910,000.00

OPPORTUNITY
comes most often to those

who are prepared to take ad
vantage of it. Ready money

is always an advantage and

there is no way so sure of
obtaining it as by saving.

We welcome new savings

accounts.
i

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Rockland, Me.

Organized 1888
Dividends 5|/^% Since 1907

Dividend Notice

Rockland Loan & Building Association
Owners of Shares in the Sixty-First Series of the
Rockland Loan and Building Association are hereby
notified that a

$g83 Per

Share

will be made October Twenty-first to mature the
same, and the value will then be

$203.22 per Share
There are 71 Shares outstanding in this Series, on
which Shareholders have paid in

$10,224.00
Dividends added amount to
Present value

$14,428,62
This may be withdrawn in CASH, or reinvested in
4% MATURED STOCK CERTIFICATES, or AD
VANCE PAYMENT CERTIFICATES which pay
about 5%.
z

Shares are issued at any time.

.
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ITS

MUM

USED FURNITURE
SOLD

TIME

The
Little Flower Shop

1 he Benefits of a Bigger Bank Balance
A Measure of Personal Success

THE THOMASTON
NATIONAL BANK

roofing

LOOK AT THESE PRICES ON ROOFING!

$4,204.62
;

J
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,

Flowers

Rockland, Maine

Dividend of

FIRST

BOOK

No back payments.

Offices 18 School Street
Opposite Postoffice
Rockland, Maine
126Stf

FOR FORTY YEARS

Has Local Society Continu
ously Read Shakespeare—
Anniversary Coming

The Shakespeare Society, which on
The present summer has again sey’s and other leading magazines in
A Rockland boy who was trans- wife and son Herrick were flying
Monday evening celebrates its 40th
from Paris to London. They wouldn’t numbered among Thomaston’s visit this country and in England.
It is to be expected that the suc anniversary with a hanqu t and a
ago. and who is frank to say that he have missed the trip for anything, but ors Miss Ruth Blodgett—again, for as
good time at the Copper Ket
jr
1^ finds his new surroundings very con- young Herrick shakes his head very she herself says; “Part of each sum cessful writer of short stories is general
eventually to blossom into the novel tle, claims distinction of being not the
--------------------- j genial, is spending part of his vacaemphatically in the negative when
mer or autumn I spend in Thomas of length., “Birds Got to Fly,’’ a novel oldest club in Maine, not even the
AT KNOX HOSPITAL
tion at the homestead on Spruce asked if he would like to repeat it.
ton. which is the town from which in Six Parts,” is a good “first" that oldest so-called “Shakespeare Club,”
___
I street. His liking for the America Marbles and automobiles for him.
Mr. Thomas will devote a month to my mother came, and where there gives promise of still further achieve some of which study current events
w,
~
j
\z
LJ
to
southward is fostered doubtment between covers, Miss Blodgett and literature and civics, but the only
l\ext 1 uesday You Can Have less by the fact that he has there business affairs in the New York are still many sentimental ties.”
has a keen insight into character, club in Maine which has studied
____ :
D
achieved success which would not office, after leaving Rockland, but
r ree Expert Diagnosis By have been e^ny possible in the more Mrs. Thomas and Herrick will remain This summer may be particularly commands a good easy style and tells Shakespeare’s works every year con
in New York for the winter in order marked by reason of the appearance here a story of life as a New York tinuously for 40 years.
limited field in North America.
Specialists
The society has read every play of
Lucian Thomas is a son of Mr. and that Herrick may have the advantage of Miss Blodgett’s first book. “Birds girl found it, brought as a bride to
Mrs. C. M. Thomas, a product of the of schooling in his native country. Got to Fly.’’ brought out by the well- the shoe-manufacturing town in Shakespeare at least once, and some
as many as four times. It has staged
A diagnostic chest clinic will be local schools, and a graduate of Uni- January, February and March, you
Macbeth, Othello, Merchant of Ven
held in the out-patient department . versity of Maine, where he studied must know, are the summer months
ice, Hamlet, Antony and Cleopatra,
of the Knox County General Hospital 1 electrical engineering to such effect in Brazil, hence the schools of that
Richard Third. Romeo and Juliet. As
(ambulance entrance) on Tuesday, that he is today chief engineer for the country will be having a vacation.
You Like It, Two Gentlemen of Ve
Get. 22, starting at 10.30 a. m. The Emprezas Electricas Brazileiras, a It will thus be a sort of continuous
rona (the. two last named have been
hospital collaborates with the Knox subsidiary concern of the Electric performance for Herrick, who will be
given recently in practically com
County Medical Society, the Maine Bond & Share Co., of New York, and studying in New York while his South
plete form) and others.
Public Health Association and the having its main office in Rio de American playmates are kicking up
In addition, the society has read
their heels down in Brazil. Just how
Rockland Red Cross nursing service. Janeiro.
plays of Ibsen, Shaw and other mod
It supplies light and power for much this will appeal to him he did
Specialists making the examinations
ern dramatists, and last year gave not
are coming from Portland. Dr. Estes electrical plants scattered throughout not relate, but he has the manner of
only a remarkable performance of
Nichols is the chest specialist, Dr. Brazil, which, while It has a popula a boy ready to accept any circum
Two Gentlemen of Verona, but a dra
E. H. Drake the heart specialist. Dr. tion hardly more than one-third as stance and do hjs level best.
matic presentation of Josephine
Now let us return to Brazil.
E. B. Sylvester will give skin tests to large as the United States, is a little
Preston Peabody’s The Piper. The
Here we find a great coffee pro
larger geographically than this coun
determine the cause of asthma.
society has sponsored a large num
ducing country—its output represent
Examination will lx* made on rec try, minus Alaska.
ber of lectures on Shakespeare and
The principal electric plants con ing 70 percent, of the world’s coffee
ommendation of the family physician.
kindred subjects, including an ex
The clinic nurse or Miss Steele will trolled by Mr. Thomas’ company are consumption. Uncle Sam using about
tremely interesting occasion in 1891,
receive names of patients in the Red at Port Alegre, a city of 250,000, 70 percent of that. Fear that the
when Prof. Henry Leland Chapman
Cross office; telephone 931-W. It is where there is a plant of 15,000 kilo price may drop is giving the Brazilian
of Bowdoin College gave a dramatic
preferred that the physicians give watts; Bahia, a city of 300,000, and planters more or less concern right
reading of Macbeth in the afternoon
the names of those for whom they having a present plant capacity of now.
and a lecture on the play in the eve
Residents of the United States who
wish examination. The number of 9 000 kilowatts, hut which, with the
ning. followed by a reception. The
patients is limited. Anyone interest new dam completed, will be increased profess to be only mildly interested
whole session is still regarded as one
ed should consult his doctor at once. to 18.000; and Pernambuco, a city of in the tariff situation will be inter
of the finest efforts of the society, and
400,000. with a plant of 14,000 kilo- ested to know’ that w’ages in the rural
the hope has been frequently ex
sections of Brazil are from $1 to $1.20
watts.
♦ • • •
pressed that a similar affair might
a day, although they may go as high
mark some future date.
4
The system Includes also 20# as $2.
The society was organized in Ocj smaller tow ns. All of these plants But. says the tariff opponent, “look
ber, 1889, with 10 members, eight of
are under the supervision of this how much cheaper the cost of living
whom are living. The list of charter
young man who was learning his probably is dow’n that way.”
members bears these names; Grace
Is it? Ask Lucian Thomas, w’ho is
I A.B. abs in the Rockland schools not
Cilley Tibbetts, Lulu Erskine, Mabel
! so very long ago. From the most not a politician and w’ho has only
A. Edwards, Elvira Wood Haley. Ma
northern point of his jurisdiction to the most casual interest in American
bel Spring, Ella S. Wood. Helen Snow
the most southern point stretches a politics.
He will tell you. as he did The Cou
Bain, Caroline Achorn Merriam,
distance of 2,000 miles a five-day
Annie P. Wight andMartha C. Wight.
] journey by boat when Mr. Thomas rier-Gazette reporter, that Brazilian
rents are high; that a can of corn or
Grace Cilley (Mrs. Tibbetts) was the
i starts from Rio.
beans,
costing
19
cents
in
the
States,
first president, serving four years.
But Lucian does not always travel
Others who were president prior to
I by boat or rail. Last summer, when command a price of 87 Vi cents in Bra
1900 were Ada Simonton Blackinglie wished to visit the plant In Port zil. The cost of living is of course
much
higher
for
those
who
w
’
ere
ton, who also served four years, Miss
; Alegre. 1.000 miles away, lie boarded
brought
up
with
American
ideas,
for
Annie Frye, Mrs. Jennie Cobb Butler,
a tri-motored seaplane. On the return
the
native
citizens
are
quite
content
Mrs. Lillian Mortland and Miss Jane
journey he flew part of the distance
with
a
steady
diet
of
beans,
rice,
fresh
Fales.
in a single motored plane and part
beef
and
a
few
root
vegetables.
June 2, 1891, a very remarkable per
of the distance in a bi-motored plane,
•
«
•
•
formance of The Merchant of Venice
enjoying the whole trip immensely.
MISS RUTH P. BLODGETT
It
will
also
surprise
many
North

was given In Harmony hall before
By way of digression it may be
Prominent Short Story Writer Whose Novel, “Birds Got To Fly,” Just
an audience of 300 invited guests.
stated that while Mr. Thomas was ern readers to learn that the principal
Brought Out By Harcourt, Brace & Company, New York, Is Receiving
language
spoken
in
Brazil
is
Portu

This was coached and staged by the
navigating South American skies, his
a Highly Favorable Reception.
guese. Spanish predominates in most
late A. Ross Weeks, with this cast:
of the South American countries
Duke of Venice,
Mins S. May Wood
however.
Mlsa (Grace Cilley
known New York publishing house of i Massachusetts. Young and self-con- Bassanlo, his friend
Salunio,
friends
to
Mias Kitty Lawry
Yes, Brazil has its revolutions, but Harcourt, Brace & Company.
’ fident (we quote from the book Kalarlno, Antonio and
Mias K. '.Monroo
Chief Engineer Thomas has man
Miss Blodgett has had a busy life jacket) Rosanne is transplanted from Gratiano, Bassanlo
Mrs. W. M. Kimmel
aged to steer clear of them thus far. of it. Growing up in Brookline, Mass.. her native New York to New England, Lorenzo, in love with Jessica.
Charge Account If Desired
The form of government is much like and attending public schools there, j She has married into the Porter fam•Miss Annie Wight
Miss Addle Maynard
tfiHt of the United States, and Wash she graduated from the high school I ily, and with good-natured curiosity Shylock, a Jew,
Away Out Front in Value
Tubal, a Jew, his friend,
ington Luis, the nation’s present chief into Smith College. This was fol she examines her new relatives—
Giving!
'Miss Nancy Burbank
executive is giving very general sat lowed by study of music and a Har sound New England stock from north Launcelot Gobbo, a down, servant to ShyMore and more peop'e are telling
lock,
Miss Fan nW Dennis
isfaction. Mr. Thomas thinks. The vard Extension course and a con of Boston, whose reliability and well
us that our Extremely Low Prices
Gobbo, father to Launcelot, Miss Burbank
cities there correspond to our coun nection with philanthropic work, being are explained by the family Old
are a Revelation to them.
Leonardo, servant to Bassanlo,
ties.
We have some wonderful values
during which time she was serving an shoe factory, founded by “Gran”
.Miss Helen Snow
Brazil is strongly in sympathy with apprenticeship in what she alludes to | Porter in the early days. But their Balthazar, servant to Portia, Miss Louise Hunt
Chrysanthemums !
The
most
in Heaters and Kitchen Stoves,
Page
to
Portia
and
Court
'Messenger,
!
the
United
States,
that
sentiment
beglorious of Autumn’s flowers, bring
as "the writing game of a more or 1 stiff-necked ways are not her ways;
some equipped with Lynn Oil
Miss Martha Wight
the sparkle of sunshine into your
and after the first shattering ecstasy Portia, a rich heiress.
Heaters, some with Gas Attach • ing strongly boosted by the good less humble nature."
Miss Ada Simonton
will
trip
of
Herbert
Hoover
prior
to
home. Decorate with Chrysanthe
Nerlssa,
her
waiting
maid,
iMlss Jennie Weeks
The
first
year
of
the
War
saw
Miss
of
her
love
for
Alec
has
subsided,
she
ment, a splendid selection.
daughter to Shylock. Miss Annie Frye
mums. We have them now at
A complete line of Furniture, Vic- I his election as President. Mr. Hoover Blodgett engaged with the American (decides to do something about it. Jessica,
Magnlflcoes,
lawyers,
etc.
was given a wonderful reception, ac Red Cross, doing home service work ! Too late the Porter family realize
their radiant best. Order today.
trolas, Sewing Machines, Office
The names in the above cast, given
Furniture, Show Cases, China cording to Mr. Thomas, and President among soldiers’ families, through the what is going to happen; helplessly,
| Luis placed one of his palaces at the Boston Metropolitan Chapter. Going ! they stand and watch. Rosanne, un- in the original, have undergone a vast
Closets and numerous miscellane
disposal of the party.
overseas with the Y.M.C.A. she acted daunted, direct, and young as ever, change in the years between 1891 and
ous articles.
j Brazilians originally copied the as welfare secretary to the 39th Regi- j <1 es what she wants to do “exactly 1929, many of these members having
ROCKLAND
French, but now they find greater in ment of the Fourth Division in the the way she wants to do it.” It is a been married, moved out of town, or
spiration in the United States, and Army of Occupation. Following this story out of which the reader of the died.
FURNITURE CO.
"SILSBY'S"
The present season’s work, as out
i the teaching of English is compulsory she worked with the New England book will take much entertainment.
17 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
399 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
lined, embraces the study of Mac
in Brazilian schools, and young folks
For the past five years Miss Blodg
TEL. 427-R
87T&Stf • seeking higher education are sent to division of the Red Cross for two
122-tf
years, acting as field representative ett has spent her winters in New York beth and the Taming of the Shrew,
j the United States instead of Paris. to the small towns and cities of West
several of the sonnets, and the pre
I Uncle Sam finds Brazil a splendid ern Massachusetts in post-war work. but her permanent address is Beach sentation in full of Macbeth at the
Bluff, Mass., where she has a summer
' customer for his automobiles, type
Thence Miss Blodgett crossed the residence—but always she finds time annual meeting April 14, 1930, with
writers, and manufactured products continent with view to engaging in
for this Thomaston visit, because of Mrs. Ruth EUlngwood and Mrs. An
in general.
social work in California, but feeling those "many sentimental ties." and gelica Glover taking the parts of
1929
104 YEARS
Modern and progressive are words again the urge to turn herself seri- | where because of her brilliant mind Macbeth and Lady Macbeth respec
which mean exactly what they say ously to writing, which since leaving nnd engaging personality she Is ai
tively.
w’hen applied to Brazil, and the prin- college had repeatedly for brief ways assured a warm welcome from
The officers for 1929-30 are: Presi
i cipal cities have all of the improve periods engaged her attention, she
an extended circle of friends and dent, Mrs. Ruth Wtiittemore; vice
ments and facilities which are to be took at Columbia Extension a course admirers.
president, Mrs. Nina Beverage; sec
; found in other world capitals and are under Blanch Colton Williams. All
The portrait which accompanies retary, Mrs. Eva Hellier; treasurer,
able, even, to give our New York and this presents a background of prepa this sketch is from a recent photo Mrs. Harriet Moor; program com
i Washington points. Road building ration that could scarcely fail to be graph, true enough so far as it goes, mittee, Mrs. Harriet Silsbv Frost.
The maintenance of a good balance in
. is in its infancy, to he sure, but is followed by real achievement, and her
hut giving no suggestion of the life Miss Alice Erskine and Mrs. Eliza
progressing rapidly. Dirt roads pre next four years of industrious shdrt and brilliancy of countenance which beth Otis.
your checking account is not only good
dominate. but a start is being made story writing saw its fruit in the distinguishes Miss Blodgett In con
evidence to the bank of your credit stand
on cement. In June the theatres were pages of Scribner's, McCall’s, Mun- versation.
A NOTED SPEAKER
presenting Broadw’ay Melodies and in
ing, but it is at the same time your own
July the Follies of 1929. There are
personal measure of your success in the
many motion picture theatres In Rio
ST. GEORGE ROYAL HOST
Dr. Blaine Kirkpatrick of
de Janeiro, but the “talkies” had
management of your financial and busi
reached only two of them before Mr.
Chicago To Address the
Thomas came North. Many literary
ness affairs.
lights from the United States have Membership Meeting of Fish and Game Association Was a
Methodists
For your own good, for your own per
visited the city the past summer,
Record
Breaking,
Stormy
Night
Affair
among
them
Irving
Cobb.
Every
sonal satisfaction and ambition to’ make
Methodist young people of the
large community has Its jockey club.
Rockland group, including Rockland,
the most of your opportunities—build up
| which is a mark of social distinction.
| Every man who sought intellectual
The Knox County Fish ftlxf Game > conspicuously displayed on all of the Rockport, Camden, Union, Thomas
your checking balance.
achievement receives the title of Association held a membership ineet- dining* room walls, and out of defer- ton, Friendship and Waldoboro, will
“Doctor,” and this of course applies ing at Tenant’s Harbor Thursday • ence to the nimrods and the Izaak gather at the IVatt Memorial
Have a Checking Account
to Lucian.
night and hung up several new rec- ' Waltons there were deer heads, plc- Methodist Church next Tuesday eve
ning to listen to Dr. Blaine Kirkpat
Keep a Good Balance
ords in spite of the inevitably stormy , tures of fish, birds, etc.
One of the large railroad companies night which marks these gatherings.
An orchestra consisting of Fred rick of Chicago, the executive head
has already electrified its system.
One of the new records was for Smalley, violinist; Norma Hocking, of the Epworth League of the
Steel pullman cars are used in Brazil, attendance, there being nearly 175 pianist; and
Russell Monaghan, Methodist Episcopal Church. Miss
and all of the equipment is thoroughly members and guests; another was the drums, discoursed popular airs dur Harriet Louise Perry, Conference Di
modern.
banquet—and it is no disparagement ing the supper and Director Smalley rector of Religious Education and
The countrj’ imports most of its to other feasts to say that this wqs was forced continually to bow his Young People’s work, will also be
.
coal from England (soft coal) pay the best which has yet been provided acknowledgment to the storm of ap present.
Thomaston, Maine
Supper will be served at 6 which
ing $11 or $12 a ton, nnd ships iron for the hungry sportsmen. The menu plause.
The Oldest Bank in Knox County
ore to England and Germany. Dia included lobster stew, escalloped
On the entertainment program also will merge the young qieople's rally
monds and other precious stones are clams, black duck with the accom were John Reid and Theodore John with church family night. Dr. Kirk
mined in Brazil. Oil has not been dis panying vegetables and other deli son,, who were exceedingly clever patrick and Miss Perry will be intro
covered 'there in any considerable cacies. This feast was served by the with accordeon and mandolin (the duced and respond with five minute
quantity, however.
Ladies Aid of the First Baptist latter in black face) and the Scotch speeches. The prayer service and
The normal summer temperature In Church, with a system which was let male quartet, comprising James Cant, Bible study will be illustrated by a
Brazil is about like Rockland’s from ter perfect and which earned the sis Gilbert Auld, William Imlach and number of lantern pictures. This Is
[June to September.
ters no end of richly deserved com John Reid, with Miss Alice Pullen at the beginning of a serious study of
The principal sports of that coun- pliments. Mrs. Mildred Sllngshy was the piano. It was a program which “The Life Of Christ." The theme of
j try are soccer football, tennis, golf, in charge.
would put to shame many of the pro this first study will be ’’When Was
polo and swimming. Baseball has
The banquet was served- in Odd fessional entertainments which have Jesus Born?’’ At 7.4a Dr. Blaine
never gotten a foothold there, and Fellows hall, and is said to have been been offered in Knox County in past Kirkpatrick will address the young
bullfights, which the average Ameri t/ie largest affair of the kind ever years, and to say that the fish and people.
can associates with ail South Ameri put on there. The word “Welcome” gamers were delighted with it. is
SMOOTH SURFACED ROOFING—■ good grade; per roll ............90
can countries are very rare.
tastily done in autumn leaves, was stating the matter very mildly.
YOUR FAVORI1E POEM
ASPHALT-SLATE ROLL ROOFING; 85 lbs. Colors: Rod,
When the applause had finally died
In the course of his South Ameri
Green, Blueblack; per roll ......... ............................................. $1.95
away Col. Walter H. Butler, presi
can travels Mr. Thomas visited Bunta
EARTH BOUND
ASPHALT-SLATE STRIP SHINGLES; per square ...................$3.80
dent of the Association, called the
Arenas in Chile, which has the dis
They think because 1 sew and bake
meeting to order, and stated the posi
tinction of being the farthest South
OUR LARGE FINANCIAL INTEREST IN A BIG ROOFING
And .sweep a white pine floor
city in the Americas.
tion of the Knox County Fish and
I never think of winding mads
MILL MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO OFFER HIGH GRADE
Somewhere beyond my door!
Game Association very clearly and
ROOFING AT THESE VERY LOW PRICES
•
concisely.
The People’s Laundry. Limerock
They
think me deaf to messages
We supply All Maine With Window* and Doors, HAVING THE
“In view of some criticism of our
1 street, Is prepared to lighten your
Of winds in trees that bend
LARGEST PLANT IN NEW ENGLAND Supplying Building Mi-,
Association, its aims and activities,
And sway In sheer abandonment,
j
household burdens at only nominal
terial From CELLAR TO ROOF. Our Prices on STORM WIN
While all I do is mend I
that has come to my attention re
expense. Telephone 170 and let us
DOWS and STORM DOORS are Surprisingly Low.
cently. it seems wise at this time.” he
call for your family wash and return
'Tis true, my body dwells at home
said, “to restate our position in order
It to you immaculate. The cost Is
■While a white shoreline calls
GET ACQUAINTED WITH US. SEND FOR OUR CATALOG,
all sizes in stock
Tiie roving heart and soul of me
that
there
may
be
no
misunderstand

surprisingly
low.
124-tf
IT WILL SAVE YOU MONEY ON BUILDING MATERIAL
Beyond these humble walls!
ings either in or outside of our organ
JOHN A. KARL & CO
Judge: "What’s your occupation?”
ization.
And so I sing and bake my bread
Prisoner:
"Scraping
acqualnt“Naturally, we still have many
ROCKLAND, ME.
And baste mv narrow seams.
a nces. ”
But while I put my loaves in pans
problems to work out In this State
FITCHBURG, MASS.
124-126
Judge: “Confidence man, eh?’’
My heart Is light with dreams!
120-122
—CrLtel Hastings.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Prisoner: ‘No; barber.”

. .
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A benefit is estimated according to ••• •
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planted in Brazilian soil three years
••• the mind of the giver.—-Seneca.
•••

Say it with

North National Bank

The
Money Barrel
is a help to
regular savings

BLODGETT’S

Furnished By a Rockland Man Who Is Chief Engineer ‘Birds Got To Fly” Written By Thomaston’s Well-Known
and Brilliant Summer Visitor
Of a Myriad Of Electrical Plants There

Subscription. ,3.00 per
p.y.bi. m
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
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MONDAY,

RUTH

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

DANCE
TEMPLE

BRAZIL

Volume 84.................. Number 126

THREE CENTS A COPY

Window
Glass

The Webber Lumber & Supply Co.

Every-Other-Day
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland, Me.. Oct. 15, 1929.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In tiie
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Oct. 12, 1929, there was
printed a total of 6228 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

I have fought a good fight. I have
finished my course, I have kept the
faith. Henceforth there is laid up for
me a crown of righteousness.—2nd
Timothy 4:7.
There is another side to this golf
business as viewed by some—George
L. Markland, for instance, a Phila
delphia manufacturer, who assured
the thousand delegates to the Na
tional Association of Manufacturers
that fundamentally business is sound
and getting better, but added that too
many business men are afflicted with
golfitis. The country, he said, is in
the throes of a mad race for pleasure.
Golf, the movies, radios, world series,
big football games, dancing—every
body thinking of how to have a good
time and not enough thinking on how
to use their hands and their brain
For a long period of years, he added
■while building up his business, six
o’clock in the morning found him at
work.
“Where do you find business men
now at 6 a. m.?’’ he inquired. “On
the golf links. One day a week for
golf isn’t enough any more. It’s every
day. And a lot of these business
men can't stand it, physically. It's
tiring them out. They're all in when
they reach their offices."
There is a good deal in what the
gentleman says. It is true in this as
it is true of the radio, movies, base
ball and other superfluities, when
business begins to interfere with
them something has get to be done
about it.
At one time—that was when the
granite quarries of this coast region
did a roaring business and numbered
their workmen by the thousands—
there ran in the veins uf many of

I those hardy men a strain of Scottish
blood that thrilled to any mention of
Old Scotia. The chief part of them
! indeed came here direct from the
mother country. As one manifesta
tion of their fealty to the old home
there was each recurring year recog
nition given to the birthday of Scot
land's immortal p et, Robert Burns.
This was true notably of Vinalhaven.
where organized meetings were held
to celebrate with song and speech
and Scottish dancing the memory of
the people’s bard. Did the custom
lapse through the passing of the older
generation? Might it not profitabl\
be restored? It was in the little town
of Ayr, in the humblest of cottages,
which has become a literary shrine,
that Burns, in 1759, was born. The
day was January 25, which falls hap
pily for celebration in the midst of
the winter season. We should be glad
to hear of a revival of the custom.

THREE

ENGINES

HEARING NEXT TUESDAY

DREW IT
LOOKING

Fifty-One Loaded Freight Car# Constituted Record Train
On Knox & Lincoln Last Night
Three

locomotives

sped

across

Knox & Lincoln counties last night,

their clouds of black smoke trailing
over the longest train which ever left
Rockland.

In it besides the three

locomotives and caboose, were 51
ti-::-’t cars, all heavily-laden the
total freight tonnage being estimated
at 3.000 tons.
The contents of the cars were typica’ of Kn. x County's chief industries
—there being 24 carloads of cement,
20 of lime and limerock. four of gran
ite and three of sardines. Twelve of
the 20 lime cars, were carrying agriultvral Hme into Aroostook County.

Another souvenir for the General
Arthur Staples shows what he
thinks of hospitals by devoting one of Knox Memorial comes into possession
f this paper—a wide strip of silk
his daily double-column essays in the
ribbon once worn cn the bonnet of
Lewiston Journal to the Central
Mrs. Knox, a quaint reminder of those
Maine General’s campaign to raise a
•ir.i ient days when, as much the case
fund of $309,000 to build a new wing
now. our feminine population looked
with a maternity ward. Modern life
he says, demands hospitals. They to Paris for their styles. The rib
bon comes with full authentication
must meet expenses, they must pay
through the hands of Thomaston
their bills; and he adds:
people row deceased—Mrs. Lucinda
Suppose tiie Central Maine General
Hospital and other* hospitals in this • ' •• mbs, her nephew Charles Coombs,
region were suddenly wiped away. hi- cousin Mrs. Mary Stanley, and
We have discussed that possibility ! from her to a niece. Mrs. Leonard
several times. Each time the size
of the imagined catastrophe has Snow of Ingraham Hill. It now goes
grown and grown until it has bee me into p ssession of the committee.
inconceivable. Modern life simpl;.
can not exist without hospitals.
RECALLING THAT OLD-TIME
Discuss them as you please: say this
CONCERT
or that or the other thing about them :•
society is at a stand-still without the
In the story appearing in a recent
general hospital.
We encounter no form of in-door ssue ef this paper, carrying the pro
gram of a singing school concert
sport easier to engage in than the given in Atlantic Hall in 1859. the
captious criticism of hospitals and question was raised as to how many
their management, but the essayist L might today be living who appeared
emphatically right when he declares as children on that occasion. Two
have been heard from—Clara Stover,
that no community can exist today who is now Mrs. Clara Lee. and Mary
without a general hospital.
Adelaide Clark, now Mrs. Allen. And

The locomotives were numbered
519. 503. and 368. the engineers being
Marshall Saunders, Thomas Hunte:
j and Warren Noyes. Anson M. Glldt'en was conductor and Hector B
Staples and Mr. puigley were brakemen.
The destination of the freight was
Brunswick, where the train would b
'broken up and the cars attached t
1 various other trains.
Double-headed freights have been
running out of Rockland all summer
but this is the first to go over the
division behind three choo-choos.
Yard Clerk Earl Lr. Chaples put in
a busy day. incidentally.

AFTER

DELINQUENTS

Under the direction of Lieut. Arthur W. Cushman of the
Maine State Police. Distai'et 3. an extensive campaign against
(•hiring headlights, one-llghted automobiles and those without tail
lights will becarried on throughout the entire district. Sergeant
Hubert B. Watts will he detailed by Lieut. Cushman to take
charge of the southern part of the district, and Lieut. Cushman
will personally conduct the campaign in the northern part.
cine headlight and tail light out at the same time will be
deemed sutlicient cause to Invite the operator of the car to
attend court the next morning. Also, when the equipment shows
that by reason of neglect or carelessness that a light has been
allowed to remain out for two or three weeks le < iterator
wi.l lie again held respon Ihle.

PUBLIX SOUND TRAIN

HERE

Mrs. James Wight (Emma Burpee)
writes:
"Wasn’t it a tremendous affair—
and all f< r fifteen cents. Those were
great days, when everyone was will
ing to help. Ther? are names in that
list that I hadn’t thought of in many
years and so many pianists! I can
see Sis’ Libby with her two flaxen
braids hanging down her back. The
Libby family were considered great
when they sang. I heard ‘Annie
Lisle’ for the first time at that con
cert. I thought it a lovely thing then
The l’ublix Sound Train came to (of-the handcome car and the attracand 1 think so still—there is some Rockland yesterday and all wh» saw tive citizenry lined up alongside.
thing ieu«Ming
Dm tnueie.”
During the afternoon a visit was
the beautiful motqr equipage were
| paid to the High School grounds.
agreed that its medits had not been where it was admired and acclaimed
UNION
exaggerated. Tile "train" was due in by a small million of kidlets.
Today the Sound Train will invade
Everyone should attend the last Rockland at 11 a. m., but in another
the nearby towns.
great day of the Eeast.
Sunday part of the State ifhad encountered
a sleet storm, and Manager "Bill”
closes the special meetings at the
The faint of Charles A. Thurston in
Pi well declined to exhibit the car 'be
Church of the Mazarene with Rev. fore a Rockland audience until It had South Union produced sonic wonder
Mr. Manning of Nahant, Mass., evan been nicely dolled up,at the Fireproof ful potatoes this fall but none so
gelist.
There will be communion Garage. When it, finally appeared in
strange as the giant tuber which reservice at 11.30 following the Sunday front of Strand Theatre It was oflischool hour, preaching at 2.30. and aially met by Manager Dondls. Mayor ' sembled a crouching animal, with
the closing service at 7.45. You will Carver. Supt. Toner, and press repre tour legs, and a head which had eyes,
enjoy Miss Manning's singing. Some sentatives.
nose, mouth and ears. B. C Perry
one has said, "the church is the
The $25,900 outfit includes a radio brought the potato all the way from
powerhouse of religion.” Come and broadcasting outfit, and a short con
Union in order that The Couriersee what great things the Lord has cert was given on the street while Gazette might have a look at the
in store for you.
Wa'.do Tyler was making snapshots curiosity*

Concerning Construction Work On Route 101, Cooper’s
Mills and Union—Requested By Union Man
Continuous of construction work on
Route 101, the designated State high’ way between Augusta and Rockland,
ir the matter for discussion at an in1 formal hearing to be held before the
State Highway Commission at 11
i a. nr. next Tuesday, at its offices at
the State House. This hearing will
j be held at the request of H. L. Grint ell, chairman of the board of select
men of the town of Union, and it is
< xpected that there will be a good at
tendant? of citizens from the towns
along the route as well as from the
i ity of Augusta.
This road was designated as a
• State highway by the State Highway
Commission in 1914. connects Au
gusta and Rockland, passing through
'helsea, Whit field. Windsor, Somer
ville. Washington, Union -and Rockport. tbe distance being about 46
I miles.
The State Highway Commission
voted Ju’y 17. 1926. to discontinue a
portion of the route, from Cooper’s
Mills to tiie town line between Wash

ington and Union, Nov. 9, 1927,
the commission redesignated the
section that bad been discontinued,
with the understanding that all of the
towns along the way should eontinu
to expend their State aid appropria
tion on Route 101 until the Stat •
should be financially able to under
take construction.
The section has already been built
fiom Augusta to a little beyond
Cooper s Mills, a distance of about 1>
miles, and construction work is nowbeing carried on in the town of Union,
which jvork when finished, will com
plete the section from East Union to
West Rockport, a distance of about
six miles. Contract was awarded by
the Highway Commission. Oct. 11
last, to Manzle I. Roberts of Bang >r
fdr the construction of a three and a
quarter miles section of this route,
beginning at West Rockport and ex
tending toward Rockland.
The informal hearing s t for next
Tuesday be for* the commission will
pertain to the extension of the con
struction work on this rout'1 between
..Cooper’s Mills and Union.

FREE SHOW
by the

Welch Chemical Co
Corner Park and Main Streets

TONIGHT
Positive guarantee to relieve rheumatism, neuritis,
toothache, headache and all kinds of aches and pains.

FREE DEMONSTRATION
Can be reached over Sunday at Windsor Hotel

/

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Room

AN Li
Specially

3-Hour Sale
9.03 to 12.C0 /t. M.

for Next Week!

LU

NEW END TABLE

Next week—because v,e know you believe in making

Three hours on'y at 95c! Sur

home an abode of enjoyment, refinement and comfort—

prisingly pleasing style!

we present the perfect living room ensemble, expressing,

fine cabinet woods in walnut

too, the true American spirit. ..Interior decorators’ knowl

color!

Cf

Top is 24x12 inches!

edge governed the selection of this unmistakably smart

group—a complete anticipation for the preference of

3-Hour Sale

Americen women! Representative of fine handiwork of

9.C0 to 12.C0 A. M.

America’s most renowned manufacturers!

Here is jewel

like elegance, artistic distinction with every piece in har

mony! The carved frame, web bottom davenport and club

chair have the new, refined pattern and color tone of Au
Coxwell chair with spring seat and back

tumn Jacquard!

in fine Jacquard also!

Occasional table;

red or green!

Foot stool to match has springs!

Smoker’s cabinet!

Magazine stand in

Brass plated bridge and junior lamps with

smart laced shades!

Glass base table lamp!

End table in

mahogany color! Even a spinet desk, Windsor chair and

charming mirror! Completely furnished to the last detail!
The new, modern, great American living room—a precious
opportunity next Week—a stupendous value at $185!

STRONGvHAMPER
Largo size with Cover

One to a customer

A Small Deposit Delivers This
Complete Living Room!
f

■

1

m,
■ai

&
*

Bridge Lamps

Simmons Da-Bed

Occasional Table

Cedar Chests

Simmons Crib

See this dainty lamp! Has
brass - plated, twist - style
base and fine
drum - lined
CC QC
shade of rayon!

Converts to fu’l
size !
Brown color
Cane effect
paneling! Creunne covered

Wonderful valufc at $7.49!
Octagonal top !
Of fine
cabinet woods
in walnut col
or! Attractive!

Of excellent solid Ten
nessee red cedar and wal
nut veneered!
Moth - proof!
Only

A very, attractively de
signed steel crib finished in
spotless white
enamel! Drop1 QQ
sides! Spring!

Convenient Terms

Open an Account

Convenient Terms

Open an Account

Open an Account

$7.49

$15.95

361 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

Every-Other-Day

HIGHWAYMAN1 IN

TALK OF THE TOWN

CAMDEN

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Oct. 19—Knox Pomona Grange meets In i Russell Chandler, 18, Gives Ride To Stranger—Awakens
Cushing.
Oct. 19—(Football) Rockland High vs. :
Minus Cash But With Lump On His Head
Morse High at Community Park.
Oct. 20—Rally Sunday at the Unlversallst
Church.
Oct. 21—Shakespeare Society celebrates i
What appears to have been a bold , When he regained consciousness it
40th anniversary at Copper Kettle.
Oct. 22—Diagnostic chest clinic at Knox highway robbery occurred on the "as t0 say that he had stopped to
Hospital.
Oct. 22—Outing Club meets with Mrs. J. N. Hosmer's Pond road, Camden, )ast j
6 a ride to a man whom he thought
Southard.
I 1 . . .U
III.
, .V
, , 1 *’e kne"'. but whft proved to be an
Oct. 2R—McLaughlin concert at Universa- night,
in the vicinity ot the portable 1
11st Church.
utter stranger. The next he knew
Oct. 23—Educational Club picnic at A. K.
ni1
"'
' was when he awoke at home with r
Morton’s at The Highlands with speaker at
6.45.
The victim was Russell Chandler, pain in the back ot his head.
Oct. 24—Camden Commandery’s gift ball
18, son ot James Chandler. Bound f.n ' His pockets'were empty.
in Camden Opera House.
Oct. 24-25—Bangor—Eastern Maine Pythian liis cottage at Hosmer's Pond early
Young Chandler was sent to a Cam
Jubilee Association.
Oct. 25—Penobscot View Grange holds an last night, Orville Gross saw an over- i den bank by his father during the
nual fair.
turned car in the gutter and lying in ’ afternoon to cash a check for $50. H<
Oct. 27—Navy Day.
Oct. 28—McLaughlin concert, (Unlversallst it. unconscious was young Chandler.
attended to the errand, and after
Church.
Oct. 29 (S p. m.)—Annual meeting Past Mr. Gross took the boy home where making several small purchases in
Matrons and Patrons Association of 11th dis
an examination by I)r. Hutchins re Camden stores, departed for home.
trict, 'Masonic hall, Rockport.
Oct. 31—Halloween.
vealed a bruise on the back of his
The Camden police notified Slierif
Oct. 31—Halloween dance, auspices of
Itooevik Club.
head, but no other signs of violence. Harding, who has been making an ir
Nov. 1—Ail Saints Day.
Chandler remained in a daze last vestigation, the effectiveness of wlii
Nov. 1-2—Annual Economic Conference in
Lewiston.
night and it was the opinion of the at is greatly handicapped by the smai
Nov. 2 (Football)- Rockland High vs Bar
tending physician that he might con- information which the boy has thus
Harbor High at Community Park.
Nov. 4—-Monthly meeting of City Govern
tinue
in that condition several days, far been able to offer.
ment.
Nov. 4—Belfast—First regular meeting of
Knox, Lincoln and Waldo Schoolmen’s Club.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
The Kent's Hill honor roll for Sep- , MEN CAN HELP BOYS
Nov. 19-21—Joint agricultural show in Lew tember includes the name of Joan E. .
iston.
•
Burnheimer of Waldoboro.
Nov. 21—Unlversallst Fair.
___ _
Rockland Rotarians Urged
Nov. 22-23—Camden— Megunticook Grange
fair.
The
Auxiliary
of the Sons of Union
Nov. 22-23—Rockport town hall—Carnival,
To Lend Practical Aid To
Veterans will hold a bridge party'
benefit senior class of high school.
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Day.
Tuesday evening at Grand Army hall |
Local Boy Scouts
Dec ) St. Peter's annual Christmas bazaar. I . .
'
hostess
Dec. 4— Rockport Ladles' Aid. 11
E.! «*tn Ml s.
It t el l > as Hostess.
Dec. 11—Rockport Baptist Ladles’ sewing
Rotary had an interesting visitor
circle fair.
Local football fans hope there is at yesterday's noonday luncheon in
Church Christmas fatr.
foundation for tiie rumor that the tiie person of George S. Felker, dep
Dec. 25—Christmas.

Army and Navy will resume rela
Supper at the Legion hall tonight. tions this fall. They have already
sulked too long for grown men.
Blue Bonnet Troop of Girl Scouts
The annual meeting of the Past
meets in the Unlversallst vestry
Matrons anil Patrors Association of
Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock.
the Eleventh distrfet will be held in
There will be a rehearsal of the Rockport Tuesday, Oct. 29, and not
Pilgrim Choir tonight at 7.15 at the next Tuesday as newspaper head
lines might have indicated.
Congregational church.

The Knox County Men's Chorus
holds a rehearsal tomorrow afternoon
in the First Baptist Church at 4
o'clock.

“Luw Enforcement" will be handled
«'lthoulK1®'e81 V"'. J*annft‘e
Mann. National W.tfT.U. speaker,
lir.der the Woman's Educational Club
auspices, next Wednesday evening at
Mrs. Elizabeth Morton's picnic at The
The
Public
Library
flag-pole
Highlands.
blown down in a recent gale, is to be
re-erected, and rumor hath it that a
Unqualified endorsements of "Gold
new flag Is in sight.
Diggers of Broadway" continue to
Legion members planning to at pour In. A Rockland man telephoned
tend the funeral of William Anderson frem Bangor urging his family to at
this afternoon are asked to meet at tend. It has the best music and
dancing it has yet been the writer's
Legion hall at 1.30.
privilege to see. The show is at the
Alfred Pugh has extended his vaca park Theatre Monday, Tuesday and
tion one week and will not resume his Wednesday.
duties as telegraph operator at the
Attractions at Strand Theatre next
Maine Central Railroad office until
next Monday. William Wilson of week: Monday. Tuesday and Wed
nesday, "The Cockeyed World, with
Saco is substituting.
Victor McLaglen and Edmund Lowe
A good sized crowd attended tNe of “What Price Glory" fame; Thurs
opening dance of the Veteran Fire day and Friday, "The Love Doctor.”
Saturday,
men's Association Thursday evening stirring Richard Dix:
in Snow hall. The boys plan to run only. Monte Blue and Betty Compa dance every Thursday evening son in “Skin Deep."
throughout the winter, with music by
Kirk's orchestra.
Word has been received of the
deatli of Charles E. Foster. 74, at his
The Beach Inn at Lincolnville home at Cottagewood. Lake Minne
Beach, which has mahy Knox County tonka. Minn. He was the st>n of Wil
patrons, and is regarded as one of liam T. and Harriet A. (Spear) Fos
tiie most popular resorts on the coast ter of this city and during the years
will remain open until Nov. 1st. The of his boyhood and young manhood
annual baked bean supper and card lived here. He was a brother of the
party takes place this evening.
iate Mrs. George Gay (Addle Foster)
and was the last surviving member
Harvest Sunday is to be observed of his immediate family. He'is sur
at First Baptist church tomorrow. The vived by his wife, Ada J. Foster.
church will be appropriately decora Burial was at Champlin, Minn.
ted, and the choir, under the direc
tion ot S. T. Constantine, will render
There were high-jinx and much tun
special music in keeping with the list night at the Capital Lunch when
season.
Gene Hardy, manager of the meat de
partment of the A.&P. store came in
The Rockland Veteran Firemen's for supper and found 10 friends as
Association team and Cobb's All- sembled at a gaily decorated table in
Stars have a'ccepted the challenge of |jis honor. A delicious feed was fol
the Maine Central teams ot Portland lowed by handshakes and "good
and will roll a double match at the lucks'' for Mr. Hardy is leaving im
Star Alleys this evening. Some of mediately for Los Angeles.where he
the best bowlers in the Portland if to manage a large market. He has
League are on the teams.
been here since tiie opening of the
new store and has built up a large
Annie (Harrington) Small, widow circle of friends.
\
___
of A. D. Small, died Wednesday at
the home ot lihr brother-in-law.
Mrs. Nancy A. Flint ot Old Town
Charles A. Whittemore. Tiie deceased has been advanced from vice presi
would have been 55 had she lived dent to president of the Rebekah As
until tomorrow.
Funeral services sembly- of Maine. I.O.O.F. which on
will he held at the home ot her Wednesday completed a three days'
•brother, C. SI. Harrington, 81 Summer- convention in connection with the
street, Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Grand Encampment and Grand Lodge
* Winslow-Holbrook Post. No. 1, in Portland: Mrs. Nina IL Davis of
Rockland was appointed district
American Legion, held its election of deputy president for District 16, and
officers Thursday night with this Shirley E. Rowley of Warren was ap
result: Commander, Louis Cates; pointed for District In. Mrs. Inez
vice commander, Gardner French;
Crosby of Camden was renamed
adjutant, Carl Nelson: finance offi
trustee of the Home fund, and also
cer. Kenneth V. White; historian.
appointed as an alternate for Mrs.
Jerome Burrows; sergeant at arms.
Rose L. Wellman of Winthrop, rep
George Jackson. The election of Post
resentative to the International As
chaplain was postponed until a later
sociation of the Rebekah Assembly.
date. Plans are underway to hold
Several members of the Miriam Re
a joint installation with Arey-Heal bekah Lodge of tiiis cWy were in at
Post of Camden and the Auxiliaries.
tendance on the sessions.
Mrs. Frank I). Lamb of Limerock
street is the latest resident of that
vicinity to lose a pet eat as the result
of tiie incursions of two dogs which
are taking place there daily. One of
the dogs is either an airedale or re
sembles one. and is said to have bit
ten school children. The residents of
the neighborhood are in an u^ly
frame of mind over having their pets
torn to pieeek by vicious dogs and at
least three citizens are prepared to
shoot the canines on sight.

Members
of
Penobscot
View
Grange, with visitors from several
other Granges had an enjoyable ses
sion. preceded by picnic supper.
Thursday evening.
Mr. and Mrs.
William K. Clinton told interestingly
of their recent trip to Atlantic City,
and other numbers on the lecturer's
program featured the apple, appro
priate selections being given by
Charles E. Gregory, Margaret Maxey,
Lloyd M. Richardson and Lizzie E.
Gregory. An apple paring contest
Bummage sale Temple hall, Wed was won by Mrs. Minnie Miles by a
nesday, Oct. 23, under auspices narrow margin over Charles Wooster
of Camden. Several others partici
Golden Rod Chapter. O.E.S. Doors pated. Other’numbers not scheduled
open at 10 o'clock.—adv.
on the program were reports of a re
cent Southport trip by patrons who
visited the Lincoln County Pomona
session at that place and remarks or
readings, former State Master Gard
ner. Miss Frances Mudgett, Charles
Wooster and Nathan B. Hopkins, visling members. Mr. Gardiner. Lizzie
E. Gregory and Mrs. Charles Wooster
jrere the judges in the apple paring
contest.

,)
The books of the City of Rockland
are closed Nov. 1st for the municipal
year and all hills against the city
should be in tiie hands of the City
Treasurer by Oct. 30.—adv.

XMAS

CLUB
House-Sherman, Inc.

MAIN STREET
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Tiie wise modern housewife shares
(her burdens and lets Tiie People's
ttundry, Tel. 170, do her family wash,
Trugs and quilts. The cost is low, the
service prompt, the work excellent.
124-tf

Personality may be valuable, but
the fellows who hold down the best
ROCKLAND, ME. jobs don't seem to have much of an
excess of it,

uty regional director of the Boy
Scouts of America, who being in
Rockland on a tour of inspection of
New England scout activities was
glad to say a word about his work.
And because it was in the Rotary Club
that the first move was made that
resulted in the establishing here of
the Boy Scout work he had an au
dience naturally sympathetic.
What Director Felker wants of
Rockland men is that they shall or
ganize themselves for contact witli
boys.
Statistics show that onethird of a boy's time is open for rec
reation. What does he do with it?
Here is where a man in whom a boy
has confidence can give him good ad
vice, if he is to become the kind of
a citizen that fathers want to see.
There are 200,000 business men in
the United States giving time to the
Boy Scouts. These boys need the
man's help. There is a call in Rock
land for man power. "You need to
show yourself In the presence of
boys,” he said. "Go around once a
month and talk to them. The value
of the reward to them and to your
self can't be measured. Chum with
them.”
The speaker’s practical talk was
highly appreciated. H. P. Blodgett
illustrated with a story of a Roeklar.d boy who said to his mother:
“Who would you rather be, George
Washington or Abraham Lincoln?”
"Oh. 1 don't know,” the mother an
swered. "Who had you rather be?"
“I'd rather be Bert Jameson,” tne
boy replied.
This story was followed by appiause, which was repeated when
Governor Cobb said:
“Mr. President. I regard that as
the finest compliment that a man can
be paid.”
Besides the speaker guests of the
occasion were Scout Executive John
\v. Thompson, R. 8. Sherman and Lucien Thomas of Rio de Janiero and
Rockland: and Rotarian visitors were
Dr. Archie Green and Dr. C. II.
Jameson of the Camden Club.

Pleasant Valley Grange is plan
ning to hold its annual fair Nov. 1st,
with the usual features such as sale
and exhibition of articles, suppeV,
entertainment and dance.
Walter Dodge, proprietor of Oak
Grove Cabins, is to have charge of
Willow Street Market next week dur
ing the vacation of Proprietor and
Mrs. Steeves.

A new Viking, eight cylinder sedan,
property of John A. Black. 61 Talbot
avenue, was stolen last evening when
parked in front of the house. It is a
large car, black in color with a green
panel stripe and natural wood wheels.
The number pltete when taken was
40-9058. There are only a half -dozen
cars of this model in Maine. Any in
formation should be telephoned to
Police Station or Mr. Black.
Rumor has busied itself this week
witli the reported change of a Main
street business property. The story
arises out of tiie fact that the Jolptston drug store in Coakley block ear
ner of Main and Spring streets is
soon to have another tenant. Be
yond this, W. J. Coakley, owner of
that portion of the block, declined to
make any statement.

Knickerbocker Class of the Universalist church is to be addressed at its
noonday service Sunday by Rev. J. S.
Laughton, field secretary of the
Maine Council of Religious Educa
tion. Mr. Laughton who was for
merly eaptain of the mission ship on
the inland sea in Japan has had a
full and varied life. Born in China
of Scotch parents, he was educated in
Scotland, and his lived the greater
part of his life in Japan, speaking
that language as fluently as he does
the English language. He lectures
extensively, particularly in Maine
where lie is in great demand for clubs,
universities, normal schools, relig
ious organizations, etc.
He has
spoken in Rockland on several pre
vious occasions, before the Rotary
Club, the Rip) 1st Mens League and
the Chamber of Commerce.
Store your car at the Fireproof Ga
rage.—adv.
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Something Brand New For You!

SCREEN
.RID

We have just received a charming assort
ment of the ultra new in Lamps and Lamp
Shades—

SERMONETTE

TONE

Bosch is engineered to the new
Screen-Grid Tubes with other
developments that make it out
standing in tone-selectivity—
sensitivity, and above all, in
Value. .Beautiful combination
Receiver and Speaker Console
of walnut veneers, contains
seven tube receiver and dynamic
type speaker. Price, less tubes,

Those who were privileged to
see the veterans who saved the
I’n'on in '61 to ’65. as they met in
Portland, will never forget the
experience. Not until we see the
mighty hosts upon the ramparts
of Heaven itself, marching at the
end of tim$, will we behold a
similar spectacle.
Down the street came these
men, 82 and 97 years of age, 2500
strong, marching bravely with
banners flying.
Drum and fife,
fife and drum, how they marched!
Vermont, Nebraska, Massachu
setts, Illinois, New Hampshire,
North Dakota, Maine, Louisiana
(all Mack), Maryland. Delaware,
Missouri, (Kansas, Rhode Island,
Connecticut and all the others.
“Onward Christian Soldiers,”
‘Star Spangled Banner,” “My
Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean,”
“Battle Hymn of the Republic.”
No matter what the bands played,
they marched sturdily in the clear
sunshine ofti September day.
Cheers and tears equally greeted
them as their Commander, the
Governor and the city officials re
viewed them.
’’We are coming, Father Abra
ham.” Aye, soon indeed. They
are marching home, one by one as
God calls them, blacjc and white.
W. A. II.

Le Us Demonstrate in
Your Home
COMMUNITY
SERVICE STATION

Tiie Gospel Mission berviees Sun
day afternoon at 2.30 and In the eve
ning at 7.15 will be conducted by Her
bert Elwell.
• • • •

BOSCH
to

C. 0. BORGERSON
PARK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 149
WILLIAM A. ANDERSON

The remains of William A. Ander
son, who died suddenly in Detroit,
arrived in tills city yesterday and
were met at the train by an escort of
World War veterans belonging to
Winslow-Holbrook Post. The funeral
services will be held at 2 o’clock this
afternoon from the residence 47 Cam
den street.
The deceased was born in Somer
ville. Mass., Oct. 4. 1897. son of Sarah
J. and William L. Anderson. He
came to Rockland at the age of 12,
and entered the High School, where
he graduated with the class of 1914.
The following year he took a post
graduate course before entering col
lege. When the war broke out he
came home and enlisted with the
Milliken Regiment. He went into
Southern training quarters with this
unit and later to France with the
A.E.F.
After the armistice was
signed Mr. Anderson attended school
in France while waiting for the regi
ment to be ordered back home.
Arriving In tills country he entered
the Carnegie Institute of Technology
from which he graduated with honors
June 23. 1923. He was a member of
the American Legion, ^Mpha Tau
honorary society. Acacia fraternity,
Rockland Lodge of Masons, and was
a 32d degree Mason, affiliated at the
time of his death with a lodge in
Pittsburg. He was married May 15.
1928. to Miss Eulalia II. McClarin of
Pittsburg, who. with his tpother. Mrs.
Sarah J. Thomas of Camden street
survives hint'.
Mr. Anderson was held in most
affectionate regard by all who knew
him here. Death cuts short a career
which held much promise, as he was a
young man of exceptional ability and
ambition.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon will officiate at
the funeral. The interment will be
in Achorn cemetery.

A well trained fcorse, small, suitable
for riding cr driving will he sold at
very low figure. Owner, summer
resident, leaving next week. Phone
10 ring 12. foothills Farm. Union.—
adv.

At the Congregational Cliurcl) to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject "The Great
Dissatisfaction.” Church school at
noon". The Comrades of the Way will
meet in the vestry at 6 o’clock.
....

First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 10.30 o’clock.
Subject of lesson sermon. "Doctrine
of Atonement.” Sunday School at
11.45. The reading room is located at
400 Main street, over Daniels' Jewelry
store, an 1 is open each week day from
2 to 5 o'clock.
• • • •
“The Sword of Eleizar" will he used
by Pastor L. G. Perry as subject of
his morning address at Littlefield Me
morial Church Sunday at 10.30. Mr.
and Mrs. F. B. Gregory will sing
"Christ Rescued Me." Bible school
meets at 11.45 and B.Y.P.U. con
venes at 6.15. Evening service at
7.15 when Mr. iPerry will use as his
topic ‘'Preparation For Eternity.”
Misses Arlene and Daisy Gray will
render a vocal duet and there will be
a special selection by the Junior
choir.
* * • •
At
Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church; the pastor, Rev. Jesse Kenderdine, will preach on "Smyrna: Tiie
Church That Was Really Alive.”
This is the second in Ijie series of
seven sermons on "Messages To Mod
ern Churches." Sunday School con
venes at 12 o’clock noon. Epworth
League will gather at 6 p. m. to dis
cuss the second topic under tiie unit
“Having A Good Time.”
Louise
Dolliver will be the leader. At the
evening service at 7.15 the pastor will
preach a book sermon on "A Certain
Rich Man" by William Allen White.
The third Sunday evening of each
month will be reserved for sermons
on literary themes through which
the Christian gospel will fcL pre
sented. This resumption of literary
themes once a month is by request
The, choir will sing “O Divine Re
deemer," Gounod, at the morning
service, and Mrs. Ruth Hoch will sing
“I Heard the Voice of Jesus Say,"
Perry. At the evening service the
choir will sing "Even Me," Warren.
• • • •
Rev. James S. I^aughton, field sec
retary of the Maine Council of Re

Something New
in

Laundry Service
We are putting into effect an experiment in laundry

service which seems bound to meet with public

approval.
We will do Your Entire Family Washing
and Ironing, including Everything, Shirts,

Collars,

Flat

Work—Everything

at—

15c per lb.
Send as much as desired, but in fairness

Flat Pieces Must Be Included

BORN
CHBLLES—At Vinalhaven, Oct. 16. to 'Mr.
and Mrs. John Uhilles, l daughter, 'Mary
Margaret.

Telephone 835 For a Trial

MARRIED

Perry’s Laundry

PAt'CETTEGltKKX—Rockport, Oct. 1«. by
Rev. P. P. Fowle, Lewis H. 'Daucettp of
Rockport and Miss Marian Green of Rock
land.

DIED

578 Main St , Corner Willow St.

FOSTER—Lake Minnetonka. Minn., Oct. —.
Charles E. Foster, formerly of [Rockland,

Rockland

PROMPT SERVICE—FREE

CARD OF THANKS

M'e wish to extend thanks to our many
friends for their kindness, sympathy and help
during the sickness and after the death of
our loved one: also to thank them for the
beautiful flowers.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert IPeabody, Clarenee T.

Peabody, Albeit Copeland
Warren

Bridge, Floor, Table, and
Boudoir Lamps

The Grand Army
And thou shalt come from thy place
out of tiie north parts, a. great company
and a mighty army.—Ezekiel 38-16.

N. B.

Rugs and Carpets Cleansed at Ten Percent

Discount
*

126-127

See the new Pottery Bases and the beauti
ful new shades you can cleanse with a
damp cloth.

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
Rockland

313-319 Main St.

The Unlversallst General Conven
ligious Education, will occupy the | Associate Justice Norman L. Bas
pulpit of the Church ot' Immanuel sett of AuguSta. who has been criti- tion convenes in Washington Oct.
(Unlversallst) at the morning service cally ill, i» reported as steadily im- 19-26 with headquarters at the Hotel
Mayflower.
at 10.30, having for his subject proving.
"Heredity, Environment and the
Will.” There will be a duet by Mrs.
Veazie and Mrs. Morgan, "My Faith
L.ooks Up To Thee,” Lachner. and
Mr. Wyllie will sing a solo. Rally
I)«y will be observed in the church
CHICKEN OR SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS
school at noon with appropriate ex
ercises by the various classes. The
Knickerbocker Class meets at noon,
Mr. Laughton to address the mem
bers. Junior V.P.C.U. meets at 3 p.
EVERY SUNDAY
m. with Gertrude Heal as leader, and
the Senior V.P.C.U. meets at 6
h’clock, with Henrietta and Lois
Libby as lenders; Neva Dyer will sing
a solo.
7 I Park Street
Rockland
• • * •
MANLEY T. PERRY, Prop.
Harvest Home Sunday will be ob
served at the First Baptist Church
with appropriate music and decora
tions. “From Daylight ’Till Dark”
will be the subject of Rev. J. Charles
MacDonald at the morning service.
The choir will render the anthem,
The Earth Is the Lord's.” by Eyer.
and S. T. Constantine will sing a solo
response after the prayer, "The
Prayer Perfect,” by Stenson.
A
double mixed quartet will also be
heard in a selection, "The Waiting
Harvest." Henry. This serviie is at
SATURDAY SPECIAL
19.30, at the conclusion of which will
be the Sunday school, with classes for
RAISIN CAKE, 15 CENTS
all ages. At the evening service Mrs.
J. Charles MacDonald will be the
OATMEAL MUFFINS
speaker, taking for her subject "A
Pprsonal Question." The anthems by
BROWNBREAD AND BAKED BEANS 30c
the choir will be "The Earth is the
Lord's," Lynnes, and "Harvest Time.”
A mixed quartet will sing "The Mas
TRY SANDNER’S BETTER BREAD
ter's Call," Rubinstein-Robertson.
This service isat 7.15. The Christian
Endeavorers meet at 6.15.

LOOK!

LOOK!

$1.00

SEA GRILL CAFE

BOOM ROCKLAND

Patronize Your Home Bakery

Home Methods Kitchen

BELFAST LOSES IT

GEORGE C. SANDNER, Prep.

Radio Station Which Was
First To Hear “Big Ben"
Closes
The big receiving station of the
Radio Corporation of America at Bel
fast, covering many acres and Tepresenting a large investment, was
closed down yesterday and its engi
neers ordered to Riverhead, I>ong
Island, N. Y. This will remove sev
eral families from Belfast and the
closing of the big plant is regretted.
No reason can be learned at the sta
tion as to why this has taken place,
but as the equipment is for a long
wave-length and today practically
everything is a short wave-length,
this may have something to do with I
the change.
The Radio Corporation of America
came to Belfast in 192.3, built a small
plant and started experimental work.
It soon began to branch out. bought
acres and acres of land in Congress
street leading far into the woods on
either side And built a number of
buildings to house its apparatus and
offices. This point was said to be
the nearest to the ships as they
turned into the lane crossing the At
lantic and the experimental work
went on.
I
When this station a few years ago I
was known as XAO it picked up the I
first European broadcast from Eng- I
land relaying it to New York and I
other points. It was then that for I
the first time Big Ben was heard toll- I
ing the midnight hour in London, I
while it was 7 o’clock on this side, j
The broadcast picked up at Belfast I
went over the country and gave the I
little city on the Penobscot a nice I
bit of advertising.
In 1927 the station began to do I
commercial work and that has eon- I
tinued up to the present time, the I
cods from Europe picked up and I
translated and telephoned to New 11
York over leased wires direct from I
the station. During the six years |
the station has been in operation,
.probably 75 or more engineers have
been there from lime to time, many
of them with their families, fine citzens, whose departure is deeply re
gretted. While there have been times
when a dozen or more men have been
there at one lime, when the station
was closed there were but four engi
neers on duty.
Hedley Morris, who has been in
charge for sometime, was ordered to
Massachusetts a few weeks ago, and
J. W. Ashmore has since been in
charge and will close the station. He I
will he there Cor a w* «'k <n two longer I
closing up, after which with his wife I
and children will go to Riverhead, as' I
will John H. Mundo and family, J. I
H. Walker and family and C. W. I
Erickson. One man will be left as I
caretaker. Frank L. Smith, a local I
man. Belfast has been rather proud I
of the big station said to be at one j]
time the largest receiving plant in J
tbe country and it 19 hoped tin t if !
will not be entirely abandon d.
I

Removal Sale
BARGAINS
In High Grade Men’s Clothing
We are opening our remarkable Value Giving Re
moval Sale, offering the Greatest Bargains in quality
goods ever seen here. We choose to sell these goods
at cost rather than move them

LOOK AT THESE PRICES
Mens’ Overcoats, ’
Men’s Suits,
Arrow Shirts,

$6.95
9.95
1.00

dress flannel

Morey Hats,
regular $5.00 value

Men’s Caps,
$2.50 and $2.00 value

Buckskin Shirts,
a $3.50 value anywhere else

Blue Serge Suits,
Leather Jackets,

22.50
10.00

spell winter comfort

Working Pants,

.95

Come up and take your pick before we move—one
week to choose—hundreds of articles at phenomen
ally low prices.

The Men’s Shop
Park Theatre Building

Rockland

MARTINSVILLE

TO KEEP HANDS OFF

proves h r idea

is right...
“IfY little son was bilious and upset,”
IVl says Mrs. MarySmith, 121 Grant
Street, Portland. “He had no appetite,
his breath was bad, his tongue was coated,
and he was nearly always tired and sleepy.

“He seemed to have trouble with bis
stomach and bowels and I had an idea
California Fig Syrup would help him.
He brightened up marvelously with the
first few doses. At the end of a week, he
was a different boy. I have used Cali
fornia Fig Syrup with him every time he
has had a cold or upset, and I give it a lot
of credit for his wonderful condition.”
California Fig Syrup never fails to
cleanse the system of bilious, headachy,
feverish or constipated children, quickly
and gently. It never gripes or sickens.
Children love its flavor. A pure vege
table product with the highest endorse
ment of doctors. It helps Nature give
tone and strength to the stomach and
bowels.
All drug stores have the generous bot
tles. The name “California” marks the
genuine.

FIG SYRUP

It's easy to see from his
wonderful condition that
this little fellow's mother
knows what to do when his
stomach or bowels go wrong.
No drugs for her! Noth
ing but pure vegetable Cali
fornia Fig Syrup. At least
a million families are
never without a bottle of if
in the home!

THE MICH, FRUITY LAXATIVE
AND TONIC FOR CHILDREN

THEY LIKE “SUKE”

A FAMOUS FARM

Waldoboro Boy Who Is Mak Butler Orchard At Montsweag I, One of Maine's
ing Good In the National
Show Places
League

Members of the W.C.T.U. will exer
cise their Individual -wishes in the
coming Republican primary for the
nomination of candidates for the
position of United States Senator.
They will not be bound as an organ
ization to support any candidate
writes Sam Conner in the Lewiston
Journal.
No definite action has been taken
to this effect; none probably will be.
It is the sentiment one hears around
the convention and it was voiced to
the delegates in attendance at the
opening meeting on Wednesday by
the
president
Mrs.
Althea G.
Quimby.
Mrs. Quimby made it clear that at
the present moment there was noth
ing to warrant the W.C.T.U. as such
in making a choice of candidates, but
that each member should exercise her
own individual Judgment.
This condlUon will continue as long
as the political situation remains as
it is. with but two prospective candi
dates in the field. Should a third or
fourth enter the contest there might
come a change. That would rest en
tirely upon who the third or the
fourth candidates were. Were one or
both regarded as inimical to the pro
hibition cause the organization mayfeel it wise to solidify its support to
one of the candidates friendly to its
cause.
The White Ribboners at this time
feel that the senatorial contest will
be between Representative White of
the Second District and ex-Gov.
Brewster, for while the latter has not
made a public announcement of his
■candidacy friends of his have said he
is going in and he has intimated to
grievance against either
of these candidates on the part of the
W.C.T.U. Its members regard both
as their friends. As Governor. Mr.
Brewster demonstrated to their sat
isfaction his friendship for the cause
of prohibition. They feel that they
have no cause to expect a change of
heart on his part should he go to the
Senate.
Mr. White has always been a friend
of prohibition. That is well know-n to
the members of the organization. He
voted for National prohibition in Con
gress and they are sure he can be
counted upon to stand that way no
matter what the condition may be if
there come another vote on this ques
tion in Washington.
Under these circumstances mem
bers feel that there Is no reason for
them to throw the support of the
organization for or against either.
Instead they believe that the proper
thing to do is to let each member ex
ercise her own individual choice at
the ballot box. Mrs. Quimby said:
"The Women’s Christian Temper
ance Union is not In politics, parti
san politics, but when one candidate
is dry and the other wet, we believe
it to be our duty to support the dry.”
Those words epitomize the attitude
of the organization in the coming
campaign, if the candidates continue
as now seems to be evident they will.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

OUR

W. C. T. U. Members To Ex
ercise Individual Choice In
Senatorial Primary

Maine mother

CALIFORNIA

Every-OtEcr-Day
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Write for Free Bulb Catalog,
quoting kinds, prices and direc
tions for planting.
ROYAL PEARL CHIPS
—AND—
HYACINTH GLASSES

Postage prepaid on Bulbs pur
at the dozen

price.

Kendall & Whitney
71 Years a Seed Store
PORTLAND, MAINE
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.) : VERTICAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL
45-Danger
18-Plaything
1-Hack
47- Back of the neck
20-Maturea
4-Mire
48- Very little
22-Encourage
7-Llsten* to
49- Brake fern
24-Pertalning to a
9-More unusual
51- Faaten with needle
11- Uppermoit room
European country
and thread'
12- Fireplaces
26-Decay
52-Stag'a horn
14- The sun
54-Escapea by artifice 28-Prior to
15- Bridle
30-Small deer of
56Make fast
17-Small lump
57- Hesitate
Europe
'«
19-Tho opposition
58- Affirmatlve
33- 0Id name of
21- ln crafty manner
59- Support
“Chosen”
22-Circle of light
VERTICAL
34- Mourn for
23- Places In difficulty
35- Large scissors
’
1- Pronoun
25- Point of the
3S-Fastened with large
2- Spikes of corn
compass (abbr.)
nails
26- A god or goddess
3- Small bird (pi.)
37-Rubber for remov
27- Sliding box-like
4-Courageout
ing pencil marks
container
5- lncite
6-Small State (abbr.) 38-Heavy cords
29-Fears greatly
7- Hangman's rope
39-Statute
31-Title of respect
8- More trite
41-Curved
linei
32- To row
9-Spirally grooved
43-Freih
33- Shuts
36-Hunter’e dog
10- Refunded
45-Crowd upon
46-Even
i.
39- Suma of money lent 11-Vegetable shell
13- Sallort
49-Low-splrited
't
at interest
14- Drunkard
50-Designation
40-Chance
16-Organ of locomotion 53-Attempt
42-Wadlng bird
of a fish
55-Excavated
44-^Meapona of offense

Weston Pierson was recently the
guest of his son Herbert Pierson.
Mr. and Mrs. Zenas Pease and Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Thompson motored
to Portland Saturday. Mr. and Mrs.
Pease will remain for a visit with
their daughter Mrs. William Thomp
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Ward of Massachu
setts were dinner guests of J. W.
Hupper Sunday.
Mrs. Louisa Turner has returned
from several weeks visit in Northern
Maine.
Mrs. Edw. Hopkins and son of
South Thomaston were guests of Mrs.
Herbert Pierson last week.
....
Grindle-Wincapaw
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
C. Skinner of Warren was the scene
of a very pretty wedding when their
granddaughter Marguerite Winca
paw and Edward Grindle were united
In marriage. To the strains of the
wedding march played by Mrs. Lena
Webb the bridal party were preced
ed by Master Malcolm Pierson ringbearer, and Alavene Pierson, flower
girl, son and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Pierson of Tenants Harbor
and Sidney Andrews and Edith Win
capaw of Camden and Rockland The
ceremony was very effectively per
formed by Rev. Sidney Packard -of
Boothbay a friend for many years of
the family. The bride was gowned in
white georgette and satin with long
veil, and she carried a large bouquet
of bride roses. Miss Edith Wincapaw
wore blue georgette and lace and car
ried pink carnations.
Refreshments were served during
an informal reception and the wed
ding cake was cut by the bride. To
Mrs. Grindle fell the wishbone. Mr.
Stackpole the heart, Charlie Winca
paw the ring and to the bridegroom
the thimble.
Miss Wincapaw is a graduate of
Tenants Harbor High School and
Hebron, and is at present teaching at
Wheelers Bay. Mr. Grindle is em
ployed by the Central Maine Power
Co. in Rockland.
Guests from out of town attending
were Sidney Packard of Boothbay;
Mr. and Mrs. Grindle of Penobscot,
parents of the groom; Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Clifford, Belfast; Mrs. Eugene
Rackliff and family of Seal Har
bor; Mrs. Minnie Clifford, Belfast; F.
L. S. Morse, Rockland; Miss Eula
Skinner. Waterville; Miss Lucy Skin
ner.
Thomaston;
Geneva
Wall;
Merrill Wall. Spruce Head; Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Pierson. Tenants Har
bor; Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Winca
paw. Camden.
The gifts were bountiful and in
cluded silver, linen and money. Amid
joyous goodbyes the newlyweds were
wished many years of happiness.

WHEN IN
BOSTON
If quiet home-like surroundings
with good food at moderate
prices appeal to you,
Stop at

THE HOTEL
HEMENWAY
On the Fenway at Westland Ave.
Rates from:
$3.00 to $5.00 Single
$4.00 to $6.00 Double
Telephone KENMORE 4330
Leonard H. Torrey, Manager

BOSTON
BY STEAMER
Freight and Passenger Service
Make that business trip to Boston in
comfort, on the big steamer CAMDUN.

Sailing 8 P. M.
T uesday—Thursday—Saturday
Steamer WBSTPOHT leaves Rockla n'd 5.15 A. M. Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday for Bar Har*bor. Steam
er WBSTFORT leaves Rockland
Monday. Wednesday and Friday at
7.30 A. M. fdr Brooklin.
Returning from Boston, steamer sails
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
at 5 P. M.
For reservations apply
Wharf Office

The Ladies of the G.A.R. held in
spection Thursday night at Grand
Army hall. District Deputy President
The famous apple orchards at
Lillian Hefferman was present to
Clyde Sukeforth, the Waldoboro
make her official visit, accompanied
boy, who has shared with Johnny- Montsweag Farm, owned by Charles
by Mrs. Annie Fairbrother of Na
Gooch, the catching duties of the Cin Henry Butler, are expected to bear
tional Home. The work was exempli
cinnati Reds this waning season, is approximately 3.900 bushels of fine
fied and the attendance was large.
considered one of the outstanding apples this season, a portion of which
The ceremonies were preceded by a
players of the younger crop of stars have already been gathered and
supper served at 5.30 by Hester Ames
being developed in the National shipped.
and Lora Hardison. While in town
Considering it’s an off year for
League.
the visitors were guests of Mrs.
Sukeforth happened to come along Baldwins and Spys combined with the
Gertrude Hail.
just about at the right time. Last frosts of the spring, this production
Mr. and Mrs. William Johnston and
spring, Eugene Hargrave, wearied of compares favorably with last year’s
Mr. and Mrs. DeJony left Tuesday for
major league ball and at a stage in 4.500 bushel production.
an auto trip to Connecticut.
Driving by the beautiful farm, one
life when he was looking for a chance
Jack Ross started Wednesday for
Solution to Previous Puzzle.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
to break in as a manager, stepped out. might wonder just how many apple
Montreal.
STEAMBOAT CO.
Then, with Hargrave gone, Val Pic- trees there are in the dipping or
Curtis
Webster
spent
the
weekend
chards.
north
of
the
State
highway.
Vinalhaven,
North Hnven. Stonington and
BASEBAIL ECHOES
inich, who has been a second string
in
Camden
and
attended
Limerock
Swan’s Island
One
hears
various
amounts,
but
ac

receiver, decided he was worth a lot
FALL ARRANGEMENT
Valley Pomona Grange.
more money than the club was pay cording to the expert that Mr. Butler
(Subject
to
Gliange Without Notice)
Mrs. Fred K. Coombs Mrs. E. G. New World's Champions Get
IN EITBCT OCT. 1. 1928
ing and he joined the ranks of the employs to care for the orchard there
SOUTH BELFAST
Carver. Mrs. William Lawry of this
are
3.000
trees.
DAILY. SUNDAY EXCEPTED
hold outs. Inasmuch as the club's
Nice Bit of Pocket Money
Joseph Emery of Rockland formerly
town and Mr. and Mrs. Percy Tolman
VINALHAVEN LINE
Thus if the production hits 3,000
ideas did not jibe with his, he was
of Belfast visited Mr. and Mrs. Roy
of North Haven, were guests Thurs
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven at 8 A. M., ar
this
year
it
will
be
an
average
of
a
—
Other
Diamond
News
traded to the Brooklyn Robins for
Wight
Sunday.
riving
at
Rockland
at 9.20 A, 51., returning
day of Mr. and Mrs. Vinal Hopkins.
Johnny Gooch, a catcher, and Ray- bushel to a tree, which is quite re
Mrs. Arthur Carver and children loaves Rockland at 2.30 F. M., direct for
Mrs. Max Conway returned Thurs
markable,
when
one
stops
to
consider
Vinalhaven.
arriving
at 3.43 I>, 51.
Ehrhardt. a pitcher.
Each member of the Philadelphia
have returned to their home in Au STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
day from Portland where she attend
This gave Cincinnati an experi that only 1300 of the 3.000 trees in the
gusta.
They
were
accompanied
by
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 6.30 A. 51.,
Athletes receives $5821.30 as the re
ed Rebekah Grand Lodge.
enced receiver and from the possi orchards are bearing, which increases
Mrs. William Sellers who will remain Stonington at 7.25. North Haven at 8.20;
Mrs. Garnet Thornton who was the sult of that team having won the
due at Rockland about 9.30 A. 51.
bilities. consisting of Sukeforth. Lee the average to a couple bushels per
there
for
a
visit.
guest of Miss Louise Hardison re
Return—Laves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
world’s championship. A good week's
Dixon, Hugh
McMullen, Johhny tree.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Drinkwater North Haven at 2.30. Stonington at 3.40; due
turned to North Haven Thursday.
Mr. Wooley, orchard expert, who su
Schulte and Tom Hart, Sukeforth
work,
that,
but
it
was
a
mighty
fine
and
niece
Ruth
Wight
motored
to
to
arrive at Swan's Island about 5.00 F. 51.
Herbert Sanborn, Ivan Calderwas chosen to assist Gooch. Suke pervises the growing, harvesting and
B. H. STINSON.
piece of work.
Portland last week. They attended
wood.
Alvin
Wahlman
and
Alex
Da

General Agent
forth has shown plenty of ability, in disposal of the apples, explained that
Topsham
fair.
returning
home
vidson
left
this
week
for
a
gunning
fact he had to from the start in com It was an endless battle throughout
through Gardiner where they spent
trip in the northern w<»ods.
The Chicago management refunded
petition with Dixon, McMullen and the year. From where he stood in
The members of the school board 1 1210,000 to holders of sixth gajne
the night with Mr. and Mrs. Justin
Schulte, all of whom have had pre the huge grading and packing build
THE CORN BORER
Gray.
met Friday night at Supt. E. A. Smal- j tickets. Which once more refutes
UNION
vious major league experience and ing, he pointed to a section of the
Mrs. Almon Robinson went by
ley’s office for a business meeting.
that old worm eaten and senseless
Mrs. Herbert Grinnell enters the
considered as assistants to Gooch be trees, showing where frost had
Mrs. Lawrence Ames, entertained argument that the games were being New England Baptist Hospital in steamer Saturday night to Boston.
REPAIRED AND RELAID
Part
of
Knox
County
and
All
fore it was even thought that Suke claimed its victims in the spring,
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Prescott. Mr. and
the following guests Thursday at aft- strung along to make money. And Boston this week.
Inside
and out, digging included,
forth had a chance to remain with the skipping one tree and taking one next
of Lincoln County Report ernoon tea: Mrs. Everett Libby, Mrs yet next year there will be the same i Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton mo Mrs. Almon Robinson and Martha also pipes wired out.
to it.
I Leslie Dyer. Airs. Edward Greenleaf. | senseless, worm-eaten arguments.
club.
French
attended
the
dance
at
Lin

tored to Portland Saturday.
Up to last week approximately 900
Sewer* dug on new and old build
ed To Be Infested
Sukeforth’s major league career is
There was a large attendance at
Dr. and Mrs. Edrlc Plumer of colnville' last week.
interesting- He first attracted atten bushels of apples have been shipped.
The first step to rebuild the Cin Boston and Mr. and Mrs. Royal
Merle and Harlan Ramsey are in
ings and cleared when plugged.
roll call, Wednesday night at Union
tion while catching for Georgetown These have been Wealthies, one of
Frank P. Washburn, State commis Church.
The members responded cinnati Reds 'for the 1930 pennant Kenard and family of Portland have Patten picking up potatoes.
Cesspools dug and rocked up
and after leaving college he played the first of the fall apples. The ma sioner of agriculture, says that a with quotations, Mrs. P. J. Clifford race was taken Tuesday by the club's been recent guests of Dr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Gladys Prescott, Mrs. Joel
Prompt Service
Wood and Mrs. Lydia Drinkwater at- |
for Manchester in the New England jority of the shipments have been to
new president, who announced Dan H. H. Plumer.
sang
a
solo,
there
were
readings
by
considerable spread of the European
League in 1926. He was scouted by the Commercial warehouse in Port
tended a Farm Bureau meeting Sat
Mrs. Arthur Arey and Mrs. Freeman Howley, present St. Louis Browns'
Mr.
and
Mrs.
T.
B.
Pellett
of
S. E. EATON
the Reds and bought for the 1927 land, where they are stored by an in corn borer has been found in Maine Roberts, and saxophone solo by Fla- manager, would pilot the team next Marlboro, Mass., were weekend guests urday at the Crosby High School
season. His first year in the majors, dividual purchaser. Apples that are this year as the result of a scouting villa Arey. Rev. P. J. Clifford gave a year and that Harry Heilmann, hard at the home of Mr. and Mrs. George building conducted by State r>od
Tel.
534-J.
505 Old County Road
Specialist Miss Wood. The subject
he caught in 38 games and batted for marketed by the farm or sent direct campaign which has been in progress talk. Lida Greenlaw was pianist.
hitting Detroit outfielder, had been
Cameron.
ROCKLAND, ME.
60St£
was Christmas Suggestions or Candy
.192. Last year he took part in 33 con to customers, are packed in cartons, for the past few weeks.
Mrs. Leslie B. Dyer entertained the purchased outright from the Tigers.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Hunter of Provi Making.
• • • •
The scouting has been done by Mother's Club at her home Thursday
tests, his batting average dropping varying from nine to 125 apples per
dence,
accompanied
by
their
daugh

carton.
the State and Federal departments night.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Prescott and'
Connie Mack’s team looks good for ter Miss Ina Hunter who is a teacher
to .132.
Not only is Montsweah fast becom of Agriculture working in cooperation
Those that know’ Sukeforth inti
Most Excellent High Priest Perley another pennant year, but so did the in Rocxland High School, recently children passed Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. J. Maurice French in Belfast.
mately, major leaguer and the club ing famous to thousands of tourists and has disclosed corn borer infes C. Dresser of Portland inspected New York Yankee^ last spring. The visited Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ayer.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Drinkwa
retained him for this season. That no as well as State of Maine people for tation in 30 or 32 towns in addition to Royal Arch Chapter Thursday night. only change likely in the lineup is the
Charles
Greene
of
Somerville,
mistake was made is seen in the fact its apple orchards, but it is acquiring the area already under quarantine. Work was exemplified and supper replacing of Boley at short. Quinn Mass., is in town passing a two weeks' ter and son were in Lincolnville Sun
that he has caught more than half the fame as one of the show places of this Commissioner Washburn said. The served at the close of the ceremonies. and Ehmke probably will not go vacation from his duties at the Bos day.
The Hilltop 4-H Club finished 100%
new- area of infestation Includes al!
Mrs. Leroy Nickerson entertained much farther on the baseball Journey
games for his club and has a batting vicinity.
Since 1840 this firm hu
ton Globe office.
In its projects. The County Contest
Mr. Butler’s experiments in the of Lincoln County, a large part of the Economy Club Thursday evening but the other stars of the pitch
average of .362, according to the fig
faithfully served the famlllee
Mrs.
Arthur
Evans
and
son
Charles
will be held Oct. 26 in Belfast.
ing staff are in the prime of their
ures available when this story was horticultural line have been as suc Knox County, a part of Kennebec at her home.
of Knox County
Greene are on a motor trip to Quebec.
County Agent Donohue has been in
Mr. and Mjrs. Harry Sanborn athletic lives and Bill Shores and Bill
written. His is a good mark, 40 cessful as his apple raising, and the County, several additional towns in
LADY ATTENDANT
Seven
Tree
Grange
is
improving
the
points better than Mickey Cochrane’s spacious grounds of the Montsweag Sagadahoc County and,two in Cum have been guests the past week of Breckinridge are mere youngsters, appearance of its hall with a eoat of this vicinity culling pullets. He did
Tel. Day 460;Night 711-1
work in that line for Clarence Drink
his sister Mrs. Arthur Arey, return waiting for their chance.
average, and Cochrane is supposed mansion are colored with flowers and berland.
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
paint.
water and Harold Herrick.
"Showing the difficulty of keeping ing today to Portland.
to be the best cacher in both major growths of every nature. Among the
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Pevear who
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Robbins were SHERLOCK HOLMES
leagues, on both the offense and de latest additions to Mr. Butler's flower this insect out of the State,” said Mr.
have spent the summer at their home
Washburn,
"I
have
observed
the
in
Rockland
Friday.
HAS
AMERICAN
RIVAL
gardens
is
a
Kochia
of
the
“
McKinfense.
,
MINTURN
here expect to return this week to
Those that know Sukeforth inti ly Bloom,” a Burbank Amaranthis, work of our inspectors in Portland
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Johnson spent
ROCKLAND, ME.
New England Detective* Are Probing Watertown, Mass.
mately, as either a player or off the Blue Aconte of Autumnale variety, where during the past two weeks
Orient Chapter held its regular the weekend at Vinalhaven with their
WALDOBORO
Baffling Myetery Now.
field, describe him an “admirable which withstands the frost and vari they have been taking on some days
meeting Friday night. The circle met son Francis who is attending High
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Hardy and Mr.
young fellow, smart and sensible and ous other specimens not as rare as the as many as 50 borers from sweet pep
Wednesday and served dinner to School there.
DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
and
Mrs.
Andrew
Sllloway.
who
have
pers
brought
in
from
other
New
Eng

Pleasant
Valley,
Conn.,
Oct.
13.
—
above.
endowed with a lot of baseball ability
Misses Thelma and Bessie Carter
about 25.
Chlro praetor
land
States.
This
product
is
now
be

been
visiting
Mrs.
Jennie
Linseott,
Sherlock
Holmes.
Arsene
Lupin,
the
The past year has seen the south
and catching sense.” He certainly
of Somerville, Mass., are visiting
111 Limerock Street
has something, this youngster, to be east corner of the beautiful home ing gone over carefully at all dis have returned to Massachusetts.
friends and relatives in this place.
Inspectors of Scotland Yard, and even
(Corner Lincoln)
Stated meeting Wiwurna Chafpter
CUSHING
in there day after day, handling such gusher forth with a new lily pond. tributing points and all infested pep
Freeman Bridges has bought a
Grover Whalen's most astute detec
Lady In attundanor
next Tuesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eugley, Misses cow of Mrs. Warren Staples.
stars as Ad Luque, Eppa Rixey, Pete Where there was once an old en pers are being destroyed.
Phone nfl
Dr. and Mrs. Periey Damon, Mr. tives of crime must now look to their Harriet and Sadie Hahn and Joseph
"Undoubtedly the large increase in
Donohue, Ray Kolp and Red Lucas. trance to the cellar of the house, there
Supt. E. A. Smalley’ of Vinalhaven
Painleee Syetem
They usually don't call on beginners row flows an endless spray of water, the infested area along the coast is and Mrs. Edward Conner and son and laurels. Two new detectives have Hahn of Warren were Sunday guests visited schools on the island this
of Adjusting
that forms the latest addition of in the result of shipments to summer Mrs. Alice Kalloch of Rockland and entered the field—and how they can of Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Killeran.
to handle such pitchers as these.
week.
colonies, either by express, mail or Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Poland of
Elijah Harriman of Warren who is
One of Sukeforth’s best days of hit terest to the grounds, the lily pond.
Mrs. Clara Grant and Mrs. Shirley
detect!
97 years of age. was the guest last
Niytt year it is highly probable that through transportation by yachts Friendship have been recent guests
ting this season was during the
of Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Stahl.
Take this mystery of the missing week of relatives and friends In town. Jellison arrived home Monday from
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
afternoon game on Sept. 2, Labor this show spot will be further re and boats, and this last is a very diffi
Ellsworth.
Never was
Arthur Chute was In Portland last melons, for instance.
Daniel Young, son Weston and
(Successor to Dr. T. L. lfcBeatk)
Day, against Pittsburgh. The game moved from the main highway, or cult traffic to inspect."
Mrs.
Warren
Staples
and
Miss
there anything more baffling, not a Russell Davis of Thomaston were
Commissioner Washburn said that week.
went 13 innings and Sukeforth got perhaps better, the main highway will
Osteopathic Physician
Benjamin C. Reed of Portland has shred of evidence nor a clue in sight; down river Mondaj’ on a gunning and Edith Staples are passing a few
four hits, three singles and a double.
be further removed from the Mont all the newly infested towns will be
weeks in Rockland.
By Appointment—Tel. 1M
been a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. a whole community puzzled. Every fishing trip.
held
subject
to
the
fall
plowing
regu

Last winter Sukeforth was a sales sweag Farm. For surveys have been
Ralph Grant went last week to
W. G. Labe.
one suspecting his or her neighbor—
Mr. and Mrs. J. Perie are having Rockland. This fall he will attend 15 Limerock St.
ReoklanS
man in Cincinnati and he made many made by the State Highway Com lation of his department, hitherto en
Gordon Benner and Irving Black why even Aunt Samanthy Prior, who
Graduate ef American School OS
friends through his contact with the mission for the purpose of shifting forced in the quarantined areas in man of Malden, Mass., passed the never gossiped in all her eighty years a large shed built adjoining the back the General Electric School at Lynn
York and Cumberland counties,
of their house and porch, and a trench
Osteopathy
public, many members of which were the State highway to the south, which
Mrs. Alden Stanley is visiting her
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. J. V. not even at sewing bees, was all het dug to pipe the water to the house
baseball fans and followers of the will do away with the winding curve namely, that all corn lands must be Benner.
son Freemont who is attending High
up
and
bothered.
She
thought
it
was
from a nearby spring.
carefully and deeply plowed in the
School at Sullivan.
Reds- Cincinnati is friendly towards that goes by the farm at present, and
DR.LINWOOD T.ROGERS
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Swansen of the new foreign family that just
Porcupines are plentiful In this lo
its players and has maintained this when this new road comes it is under fall.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Thompson
moved
into
the
shack
down
by
the
cality. Hardly a night, but somebody
The present quarantine includes all Waltham. Mass., have been passing
atmosphere during the season despite stood that the railroad crossing just
are home from North Haven where
Osteopathic Physician
of York County, part of Cumberland, several days with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph car tracks; and as for the Reverend reports seeing one or more of them.
the reverses of the club. However, before reaching Montsweag, traveling
Smith, why he has prayed and ex
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Maloney were they have been during the summer.
one town in Oxford and a few towns Morse.
see MAIN 8Tm ROCKLAND
Schooner Mattie is loading fish at
these friends that “Suke” made stood east, will be eliminated by an over in Sagadahoc. Quarantine will be
Mr. and Mrs. George Howard have horted for the past three Sundays much surprised last Tuesday evening,
hi min good stead as he Is popular with head bridge near the present one over extended to the new areas of infes returned from Boston.
Telephone 1298; Raeldenoe 1U-SI
and still, despite his eloquent urg- when Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Mank, Al the H. A. Johnson fish pier.
the folks that attend the games and the old highway running south of the tation shortly.
Lawrence Vlennie and Hildreth
Mrs. Florence Shuman is visiting Ings. the criminal has not come for bert Mank, Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Sa
ee-ee
with the players with whom he works. Grange hall.—Bath Times.
ward. The Arnold Rothstein mystery von and famil>- and Mr. and Mrs. Bion Turner have returned from Ston
friends in Buxton.
ington
where
they
have
been
visit

has
not
created
half
as
much
fuss
in
Miss
Alice
Swett
is
at
her
home
in
Whitney
and
family,
all
of
Thomas

IMPROVING THE BRIDGE
A FEDERAL PRISON?
New York as has that of the Dis ton, appeared at their home to help ing Mr. and Mrs. Robert Vennie.
EDWARD K. GOULD
Plymouth for a week's vacation.
Mrs. Nettie Tinker goes Satur
celebrate their 20th wedding anni
Prof. Allen Benner of Andover is appearing Melons in the village.
Carleton Structure Nearly Two Years
Attorney at Law
One May Be Located In Kennebec or
The next town meeting is going to versary. Ice cream, cake and con day to Rockland to Join her son Henry
In Commission Has Behaved Nicely at his home here this week.
(Formerly Judge of Probate)
Somerset County ’Tie Said
Miss Isabelle Waltz has returned be hot. and some of the officials will fections were served and a very who is there attending High School.
Schools will be closed Oct. 23, 24, Special Attention to Probate Matters
lose their jobs unless the crime is pleasant evening was passed. Mr.
Possibility that a Federal prison
Machinery has arrived from the from a visit in Connecticut.
and Real Estate Titles
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Giichrest of solved. Indeed the case has reached and Mrs. Maloney received several 25, during teachers convention.
may be located in either Kennebec
MeClintic-Marshall Co., with which
Corner Main St. and Tillson Ave.
or Somerset County seems probable
Famous Prescription Stops minor alterations of the upper struc Springfield. Mass., are guests of Mrs. such proportions that an attempt will gifts of linen, china, etc.
There is a worse evil in America
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Maddocks of
SBtt
in the instructions recently given the
ture of the Kennebec bridge are be Ida Achorn. Upon their return Mrs. be made to enlist the radio in its
Them Almost Instantly
Federal Business Association of this
ing made. The Wardell & Hardesty Achorn will accompany them to pass solution. The details will be broad Waterville were visitors at W. R. than a bachelor tax. and that is ali
The 'phenomenal success of a doc Co., Engineers, are handling the the winter.
mony.—Mrs. Lueile Laeoste Maddox
cast over WTIC, Hartford, (wave Beckett's recently.
district to make a survey of govern
Magistrate—Did you call the ac
A Rally Day program will be given length 282.8 meters) tonight at 7.30 in
ment owned land, whether with or tor’s famous prescription called Thox work. This work is not in the way
I believe that every man shou’d cused a rogue and a thief?
without buildings, with that object ine is due to its dou'ble action. It im of repairs, but comes as improve Sunday evening in the Methodist an effort to arrive at some clue, for
Seminarv and Junior College
Witness—I did.
the professional detectives of Pleas know how to loaf. It is an art not to
mediately soothes the irritation and ments, says the Bath Times. The Church.
in view.
For girls. Thorough college preparation.
ant
Valley
are
all
at
sea.
goes
direct
to
the
internal
cause
not
be
despised.
—
John
Grier
Hibeer.
G.
A.
Levensaler
and
W.
C.
Flint
The Federal Business Association,
bridge has been in operation nearly
Member American Association Junior Colleges.
wliich is composed of the heads of reached 'by patent medicines and two years, having been opened Oct. who have been on a, motor trip to
Music, art, dramatics, home economics, stenoSatisfaction for
Niagara Falls and Canada returned
raphlc courses.
Small classes. Charming
the various Federal divisions in this cough syrups. The very first swallow 25, 1927.
LIVE
POULTRY
and
campus.
Gymnasium, sports.
Rate $1000.
Monday.
usually
stops
even
the
most
obstinate
Among
other
things,
the
stairway
locality, will begin at once to list the
Catalog.
Agnes M. Safford, Prln., Box T,
Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey Lash have re
at the draw is being changed for
Portland. Malno.
1-51
available land and buildings owned cough.
EGG SHIPPERS
Thoxine contains no harmful drugs, convenience sake, while the main turned from a vacation passed in
IN MORE DEMAND THAN EVER IS
An Old Family
If yen waat the bait tailing the market
by the government in these two above
New
York
State.
afford.,
.hip
ta
is
pleasant
tasting
and
safe
for
the
counterweight
guide
is
being
Doctor's
Favorite
mentioned counties.
The Federal
Joseph Alpert, E. Hayes, Mr. and
Prescription.
government, contemplating the estab whole family. Sold on a money back straightened.
W. F. Wyman & Co.
In the two years the bridge has Mrs. G. Johnson of Boston, James
w
THE DIAMOND BBAND.
a
4 Fantull Hall Market
Baiton, Mas..
lishment of a third Federal prison in guarantee to give better and quicker
J. nil lent At«k your Druggist for AA
•
Longhurst
of
Philadelphia,
Ellis
relief
for
coughs
or
«ore
throat
than
Our
guarantee—tag market grim, gromgt
been
in
operation
it
has
stood
up
re

<'hl-4>hea*tewB Diamond UrandZAX
the United States, is asking the co
Pills in Red and Gold m«alllc\VZ
return, at all timet.
Far twenty year,
Penetrates. Loosens. Heals, like noth*
operation of all Federal departmental anything you have ever tried. Ask markably well, according to the en Mansur of Brunswick. Joseph de Na
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
wa ha»a been randerlng batter aeryiee
poli of Revere, Mass., and Mr. and
ing else—Nothing Better for Coughs,
Take no other. Bur of yoar ▼ .
heads, the country over, for the pur for Thoxine. put up ready for use in gineers who are in charge of the
to aur .bigger.,
Tntlnonlali, quota
Druggist. Ask forCIIi.Cireft.TER 4
Mrs. H. Leach of Harrisburg, Pa.,
Colds. Colic, Cramps—The Family Stand*
tion. and tag. furni.had an raqu.tt.
DIAMOND BRAND FILLS, fort*
pose of getting facts and figures rela 35c, 60c, and 1.00 bottles. Sold by alterations. The next big job on the
have been registered at the Medomak
By for Aches and Ills. Sold Everywhere.
116-tf
years known as Best. Safest, Always Reliable
tive to the feasible location of the the Corner Drug Store and all other structure will be the painting of the
Reference
:
Federal
National
Rank.
House this week.
entire bridge.
,
SOLO D DRUGGISTS EVERYWMEiS
good drug stores.
prison.

EASTERN
sleantxhip linet

WATER PIPES

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S

Quick Relief for
Coughing Spells

WESTBROOK

“The Best Selling Cough Medicine”

Ballard’s Golden Oil

CHICHESTER S PILLS

r
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Every-Other-Day

Rockland
Rockport
West Rockport
The Islands

Shopping Around the Bay

“PLYMOUTH ROPE"

THORNDIKE & HIX LOBSTER CO.
Distributors

Rockland, Maine
Facial Massage
Manicuring
Shampooing Permanent Waving

“Rug Cleaning Time”

Lady Knox Beauty Shoppe

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

CHARLOTTE ALLEY, Prop.
Finger Waving a Specialty
299 Main St. Rockland Tel. 780

Telephone 170

17 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

“ATLAS PAINTS”
Wetherill
Products

W. J. ROBERTSON
Contractor
and Builder
■ 20 GLEASON ST.
TEL. 124-3
THOMASTON

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
Plumbing
Heating Contractor

MARSTON’S GARAGE
Pirrene and Philco Battery
Sales and Service

Telephone 244

106 PLEASANT ST., ROCKLAND

TEL. 511

221 MAIN ST.

ROBERTS & VEAZIE, INC.
M. F. LOVEJOY, Manager

GENERAL INSURANCE
Steamer 1 ickets To All Parts of the World
ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 675-W

C. W. LIVINGSTON
Manufacturer of

AUTOMOBILE SPRING8
Agent For
HADLEY SPRINGSGuaranteed
TEL. 660-W
148 SO. MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND
MARBLE A GRANITE WORKS
20 Lindeey Street
Rockland

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY CARED FOR

DAVID L. McCARTY
DRUGS

SUNDRIES

Telephone 1071-J

ROCKLAND, ME.

606 MAIN STREET

Fall Vogue Is Carefully Ex Alfred P. Condon Delivers Marston’s Garage Has
the Goods With the Wil
emplified At Model Show
pert Mechanics To
Rooms
lard Batteries
Your Car

C. W. Livingston Tells Why
These Famous Springs Are
So Good

With the arrival of crisp autumn
Willard quality is forced to meas
After 10,000 or 12,000 miles of
To make a spring that will be uni
weather, Dame Fashion ushers in ure up to the standards established driving without having the motor
form and have that quality of giv
the new mode of the season with by the most exacting buyer in the on your car checked up, it is certain
fresh, new colors and styles. In market—the automobile engineer. that a thorough overhauling is nec ing satisfactory and lasting service
hats she places before her public the With the leading car builders, Wil essary to put it in the best running requires that every leaf must be of
results of the labors of artists who lard daily passes continuous speed condition.
exactly the same temper and must
have interpreted the spirit of the tests, heat tests, cold tests far more
Drivers who are careful to see be submitted to the same treatment
season in the most appropriate color severe than the battery endures in that their autos are always smooth as all other leaves of that particu
and designs in women’s millinery.
actual service. In a typical 10-hour in performance, usually have theiThe thrill of the football field, endurance test it was estimated that overhauling taken care of by the M. lar spring. To determine the treat
the sting of brisk fall winds and a Willard delivered over 4,000,000 L. Marston’s Garage, which is lo ment necessary to give this result,
the odor of autumn leaves, dying sparks. The tests mentioned are cated at 221 Main street. 'Phis ga experiments and tests are essential.
While the skill and ingenuity of
and falling, covering the grounc only a few of the “hurdles” Willard rage always insists on the best kind
with a blanket of brilliant reds and jumps successfully. There are 69 in of service and satisfactory work the spring maker is relied upon to
a certain extent in manufacturing
browns, are all a part of the sea all.
manship. Immediate attention is
son. But, with all of nature’s
Few batteries can stand up under given all patrons and the work is Harvey springs, they are not de
changes, the changing of the mode these battering, draining tests. Wil done by men who are experienced pended upon entirely because there
cannot be neglected, for it, too, is a lard succeeds because Willard qual and able to cope with every me is always a chance for errors. To
eliminate as far as possible any op
part of the spirit of the autumn sea ity is built-in by 32 years of experi chanical emergency.
son. The bright freshness of match ence. In this time 20,000,000 Wil
When having your repair work portunity for lack of uniformity the
ing colors and new styles bring an lards have not only met the car done at this garage you not only Harvey forming and tempering ma
added thrill for the fall season to builder's acceptance but have won leap the benefits of the large amount chine was designed and patented
women.
the good-will of the world besides. of mechanical experience that the after years of experiment and re
One of the first items of dress to
These millions of Willard* owner and his aides have, but also search.
which women give attention is the whether bought by the car builder of the modern equipment that en This machine is so designed that
hat. They know that no othei por for original equipment or by the ables them to do the work in less every leaf of every Harvey spring
tion of attire so greatly affects the owner for replacement, are orfe and time with a greater degree of effi is evenly and uniformly tempered.
general appearance, for it is the hat the same quality in every way— ciency. This alone means less ex Each leaf is heated to exactly the
that sets off the features, gives a Willard quality through and pense on the up-keep of your car i same degree in furnaces regulated
and controlled by pyrometers. The
graceful, beautiful background for through. There is only this one the long run.
leaves are removed one at a time
feminine beauty that is one of th< quality leaving the Willard plant.
Marston’s Garage has the well
major points of good diTss.
The battery you buy at Alfred P known Kelly-Springfield and Day- and placed in the machine which
Women who are particular in Condon’s, 75 Park street, Rockland ton tires in stock and have Pirrene shapes the leaf to the exact form
required and automatically trips
their choice of hats can achieve the is a known value.
and Philco Battery sales and serv
and
plunges it into the tempering oil
style and color they desire at D. L
Factory economies have put the ice. Get acquainted with this ga
Barron’s, 578 Main street. The Willard price all the way down t< rage where service and quality of where it is held firmly gripped so
newest hats of the season, interpret the safety point—the very lowest work come first. A call to 511 will that it has no chance to lose its shape
ing its every mood, are to be found point at which uniform Willard bring your work to their attention. oi ways during the tempering pro
cess. The result is a perfectly
at Barron’s.
quality can be maintained. At this
shaped and tempered leaf. The
safety point the average buyer ob ADVERTISING MAN’S
NIGHTMARE next leaf will be exactly the same
EAT SEA FOODS
tains more for his dollar with a Wil
with no possibility of variation.
lard of correct electrical size than he
Eventually, why not now, you’ll
Each leaf must and will conform
Rackliff & Witham Handle can obtain with any built-for-a-bar- drink milk from contented cows with
u
skin
you
love
to
touch,
not
a
coffin
to
the next leaf in perfect fitting
the Highest Grade Maine gain battery. More Willards are: a carload; leach for a little fairy in
and shape. The Harvey process as
therefore,
sold
to
car
owners
thar.
Lobsters
your home that hasn't scratched yet,
any other make of battery.
and see what a whale of a difference sures perfect springs which function
The most excellent grade of alive
Mr. Condon not onh’ sells Wil there is in the Gold Dust Twins, when as a spring should and which give
lobsters are sold by Rackliff & lard batteries but maintains a serv you see America first and a Fisher that lasting and satisfying service
Witham, located at the Atlantic ice station for them. He has a com body made out of Campbell's soup that eliminates spring troubles. C.
with 57 varieties of Old Dutch
Wharf daily. Due to the ever-in plete equipment for repairing and Cleanser, because it floats, comes out W. Livingston at 148 South Main
creasing demand for lobsters, the recharging batteries. He can charge like ribbon, lies flat on the brush, gets street can furnish just such springs
fishermen set about 250 traps in 40 batteries at one time and main if, for the hair of the women who as described.
say it with flowers, while you’re
season which means that there are tains a delivery service car and will care
riding in a Cloud you can’t go wrong
several thousand pounds of live lob return your battery to you, much iti the Ozarks, there's a reason, for
Two Scotchmen took dinner to
when. it rains it pours.—The Path gether in a restaurant. After dinner
sters daily coming in to the packing improved.
the waiter brought the check. The
finder.
house of Rackliff & Witham which
two sat and talked for a couple of
are shipped to larger caterers, hotels stomach troubles, and numerous
Wasey: “Did you do much read hours, after which conversation
and restaurants all over the United other ailments can be avoided and ing while you were on your vaca failed, and they merely smoked in
silence. At 1 a. m., one of them got
States. Rackliff & Witham do a rectified by mixing the diet with tion?”
up and telephoned to his wife.
Gamble; “Yes. whole lot."
large wholesale and retail lobster good wholesome lobsters. Telephone
"Dinna wait up any longer for me.
Wbsey: “What did you read ”
business.
' your order for alive lobsters to
Gamble: ‘Mostly signposts and lass," he said, It looks like a dead
lock.”
Skin diseases, blood irregularities, Rockland 702.
route numbers.”

I.

Penobscot Fish Co.

L.

WE SPECIALIZE AS

SNOW

MACHINISTS ON

Agents:

Amco Treated Manila Rope
Whitlock Manila Rope
Carter’s Victor Brand Oil Clothes
New Jersey Marine Paints

Butter Week

HARVEYS ARE BEST

FIRST CLASS SHAPE

BATTERY VALUE

BARRON HATS

After experimenting two years the Plymouth
Cordage Co. have successfully perfected a spe
cial treatment for their rope “pot warp" and
twine to sell at no extra cost.

10 LIMEROCK STREET

Camden
Thomaston
Owl's Head
St. George

DAIRY, pound............................................................. 47c
TUB, pound................................................................ 46c
CREAMERY, pound................................................. 48c

WILLOW STREET MARKET
Free Delivery

Prompt Telephone Service

Telephones 1230—1231
574 Main Street
Rockland, Me.

Extra Power-Extra Speed
No Extra Price
THE NEW AND BETTER

TEXACO
GASOLINE

A. C. McLOON & CO.
Tel. 51

Distributors

Rockland, Me.

SUITS PRESSED 75c
A. P. RICHARDSON
TAILOR
Telephone 403
299 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Alfred P. Condon
Battery Service
and Sales

SAIL AND AWNING
Manufacturer

A. P. LORD
6 ! fiW'll
FLAGS

TENTS

BOAT COVERS
SPRAY HOODS
CUSHIONS
TOURIST AND CAMPERS’
OUTFITS
YACHT HARDWARE
WIRE ROPE

SIMON K. HART
Monuments

Collision Work a Specialty

FISSETTE’S
Body and Fender Shop

AUTO TOP MANUFACTURER

Telephone 333

CAMDEN, ME.

AUTO PAINTING
Telephone 666
108 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND

“MURPHY”

D. L. BARRON

Varnishes and Enamel

Exclusive Line of

W. J. ROBERTSON

LADIES’ HATS

Builders’ Supplies
Lumber

AND SCARFS
Telephone 835

20 GLEASON ST.

TEL. 124-3

THOMASTON

578 MAIN ST.

COMPANY

FOOT TROUBLES
Should be the leaet of your
worriee if you eee someone who
knows how ta caro for them
Consult

ROCKLAND, ME.

R. E. COLTART
REG. NURSE
Telephone 593-W
320 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

40CKLAND

"IT PAYS TO BUY THE BEST"

Rockland, Me.

Telephone 20

NAUM & ADAMS

PHILIP SULIDES

RACKLIFF & WITHAM

CONFECTIONERY
FRUITS
TOBACCO

SHOE SHINING
HAT CLEANING

Alive Lobsters

Telephon, 627

220 So. Main Street

340 Main Street
Rockland

SOUTH WALDOBORO
The Union Ladies' Aid will give
another of their excellent suppers at
the Baptist Church, Thursday eve
ning of this week. The Aid is doing
a grand work under the leadership of
its ' efficient president. Mrs. Lottie
Pitcher, together with an enthusias
tic—corps of assistants and mem
bers.
Proper signs have been placed near
the schoolhouses in this section of
the town, yet they do not prevent
'autoists from “speeding’’ when driv
ing past, especially at the recess
hours. Somthlng definite should be
done.
Mrs. Harriet Burns and daughter
Mrs. Edith Lewis of East Friendship,
visited Rev. and Mrs. T. H. Fernald
Thursday and Friday of last week.
They also called upon friends In this
vicinity.
Services arc now held at the Bap
tist Church every Sunday evening at
7 o'clock instead of 7.30 as formerly.
“Let us not forget the assembling of
ourselves together.”
An erroneous report has been circu
lated that services are to be held only
every other Sunday evening at the
Baptist Church. The services are
every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock,
unless otherwise stated in the col
umns of this paper or notices given
by the proper authorities.

NORTH WALDOBORO

O

LIVINGSTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Rockland

Telephone 8120

of Damariscotta and Emma Chapman
of Massachusetts were visitors Wed
nesday at W. F. Teague's.
Miss Frances Whidderi*and friend
of.Gorham are at C. C. Whidden’s.
Flora Mank went to Massachusetts
Saturday where she will visit her
brother Alton Miller.
Mrs. Levander Newbert went to
Portland Sunday going thence to
Winthrop. Mass., where she will vis
it relatives and friends.
Elizabeth Newhall la In Portland
where she will have employment.
Addison Oliver and Isa Teague of
Warren were guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. Laforest Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Jones were re
cent visitors at Pearl Carroll’s.

EAST WASHINGTON
Mrs. Lottie Prescott who has been
visiting relatives and friends in Mas
sachusetts the past two weeks re
turn home last Friday.
Mrs. Frances Norton and little
daughter of Thomaston have been
guests the past week of Mrs. Edith
Light.
Mrs. Blanche Johnston has re
turned home from Waterville where
she was the guest of her daughter
Martha, a sophomore at Colby Col
lege.
Maurice Witham of Pittston and
Willard Witham of Augusta were vis
itors Sunday at the home of his uncle
C. E. Overlook.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith pf Mal
den. Mass., were at W. M. Prescott’s
over the weekend recently.
The crowds still continue large at
Light’s pavilion despite the cool
weather. Stoves have been set up
and the hall Is now nice and comfort
able.
Arvide Rumps of China was a vis
itor at Charles Overlook’s last week
Tuesday.
Mrs.
Clara Overlook
attended
Grange at Washington village last
Saturday evening.

P. O. Box 408
Atlantic Wharf

Rockland

TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS
Rubber Belt
Leather Belt
Pulleys
Hangers
Pillow Blocks
Couplings
Shaftings
11 LIME ST. . TEL 360
ROCKLAND, ME.

Inspection Monday evening with Mrs. ;
EAST WALDOBORO
Shroeder of Damariscotta as inspect
Mr. and Mrs. David Hammond and ing officer. Chapters from Thomas
daughter Marie, Mrs. Mae Creamer, ton and Damariscotta were enter
and Ernest Keefer of Manchester. tained and supper served at 6.30. They
N. H., Miss Barbara Achorn of Thom are also invited to meet with Rock- ,
aston and Miss Florence Creamer of land chapter Friday evening and
west Waldoboro
were weekend quite a number are planning to at
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Borne- tend.
Louise Pitcher and Blanche Tib
man.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Goodwin and betts took their first degree in the
Emery Mank of Quincy, Mass., were Grange last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Grover of
guests last week of tlieir brother.
Thomaston spent Sunday with Mr.
James Mank.
Mrs. Emily Jameson was a guest and Mrs. John Shrader.
Miss Eva Durfee is entertaining a
last week of her granddaughter Mrs.
friend of her schooldays from New
Clifford Allen of Rockland.
York city and Friday they motored
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Jackson were at
to Moosehead Lake. It was a beau
L. L. Mank's Sunday.
tiful day and a wonderful trip
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Russell and
Mrs. Harry Osborne Is anticipat
children of Albion, and Odbury Coffin
ing much pleasure to be derived from
and son Walter of Aina were at
her new conservatory. As soon as
Clarence Coffin's recently.
the painting inside is finished Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Jameson of Osborne will fill tlhe conservatory
Bath were weekend guests at Josiah with plants of which she has an
Jameson’s.
abundance.
Leslie Borneman has moved his
William Johnson had several vis
family Into the George Benner house itors Sunday from Augusta and Gar
formerly owned by Mrs. Fletcher.
diner.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Stratton and
Ice one and one-half inches thick
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Young motored formed one night last week.
to Massachusetts to visit relatives
The trees are not so pretty as they
over the weekend. Mrs. Young re were before the rain came. They
mained with her sister, Mrs. Harold have been more beautiful this year
Goodwin in Somerville, Mass.
than for several years past.
Miss Una Clark of Augusta spent
Mrs. Orra Tibbetts was invited to
the weekend with Miss Myrtle spend the afternoon at the home of
Reever.
Mrs. John Shrader and when she ar
Mrs. Lester Mank recently had the rived was happily surprised to find
misfortune to break her wrist.
her friends gathered there to help
The Social Club met with Mrs. celebrate her birthday.
Clarence Coffin Sept. 19. There were
13 members and one visitor present.
It's funny, but the more wheat
Readings were given by Mrs. Bernice comes up the more wheat goes down.
Jameson and Mrs. Doris Wiley, and —American Lumberman.
music on the vlctrola.
Mr. and Mrs. DeForest Munsey of
Wiscasset were recent guests of Mr. IN FIGHTING AGAINST
and Mrs. C. Coffin.

Mrs. Olenys Bornheimer and Mrs.
Nellie Oliver were in Rockland Wed
nesday.
Homer Carroll is It work for D. O.
Stahl.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Teague were
at W. F. Teague’s Wednesday.
Several from this place attended
the chicken supper and fair Wednes
day night at Orff's Corner.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hildebrandt
were in Rockland Friday.
JEFFERSON
Ora McFarland of Christmas Cove
Arthur Hall has been chosen on the
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs,
grand Jury and Herbert Clark on the
Alvin Eugley.
Wells Deering and daught^ Mrs.
Nowadays people apologize if they traverse Jury to serve from this town.
The Eastern Star held their annual
Noyes of Winslow's Mills, Clark Chick own only one automobile.

FLU-GRIP

Keep the bowels open and take

BROWN’S RELIEF
on arising and retiring
Norway Medicine Co.

NORTH APPLETON
Harry E. French of Middletown,
Conn., who is spending a ten days
vacation in Somerville, was a goest
Sunday of Bernard Pitman.
North Appleton was well repre
sented at the Pentecostal services at
Appleton Sunday afternoon and eve
ning.
Austin Simmons has been working
for A. L. Pease, assisting in various
ways with the fall work.
Teddy, little son of Mr. and Mrs.
Crosby L. Johnson, has been 111 with
measles.
. The Carle family of Camden were
recent visitors at B. A. Pitman's.
A communication recently received
from Edward Johnson of Palmer.
Mass., states that he much enjoyed
his short vacation in Appleton, and
that he expects to be in Maine again
the latter part of the month.
D. G. Wentworth has finished his
labors on the Burkettville branch of
the State road.
Mrs. J. A. Waterman is at home
after passing a few days with friends
in Lincolnville.
Miss Lyle Ripley is at present
boarding In the home of Mr. and .\frs.
George Fowles at West Appleton.
Teams and trucks have been busily
engaged the past few days hauling
gravel for this section of the State
highway, which is now completed,
and a good job done. It will he much
appreciated especially during the
spring months.

SOUTH WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Gould of
Camden were at Mrs. Rose Marshall’s
Sunday.
Herbert Bucklin and Mrs. Anne
Bucklin visited friends in Tenant’s
Harbor Sunday.
Fred Jordan and family of Rock
land were Sunday visitors of rela
tives here.
Rodney Kinney and family of
■ Wiley’s Corner were in town recently.
Remember the date of the Grange
' fair, Oct. 23. Supper 50 cents, con-

ECONOMY
FRUIT STORE
FRUITS
CANDY
ICE CREAM
POP CORN
Telephone 227-W
9 PARK 'STREET
ROCKLAND

sisting of baked beans, meats, pies
and cakes. ’> There will be a dance in
the evening.
The Grange circle gave a nipper fo
the husbands Thursday evening. Mr.
and Mrs. Rackliff of Wessaweskeag
Grange were visitors in the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Bucklin, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Page, Mr. and Mrs. A. R.
Jordan, Leslie Copeland. Mr. and Mrs.
O. A. Copeland, Mrs. Laura. Cope
land and Mrs. Rose Marshall visited
White Oak Grange Friday evening.
Mrs. Alice Spear of Cambridge re
cently made a brief visit at her home
here.
Mrs. A. R. Jordan and Mrs. W. K.
Jordan visited their brother, Harris
Copeland, Tuesday at the Meadows.
Mrs. O. B. Libby is visiting her
trother in Auburn.
The ladles of the Grange circle will
meet in the hall Friday to make
preparations for the fair.

WEST ROCKPORT

ROCKLAND

CHIROPODIST

Steam, Gas and Diesel Engine Repairs and Installations.
Oxy-Acetylene Welding, Manne Exhausts and Hoists.
Outboard Engine Repairs, Mill Supplies, Pipe and Fittings.

79 MECHANIC STREET

Rockland

Telephone 911-M

*

Telephone 694

ROCKLAND

TEL. 966

Body and Fender Shop
Telephone 466-M
655 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 916

Arrow Collars and Shirts

Stetson Hats

S. RUBENSTEIN
Leopold & Morse Clothes
63'/a PARK STREET

Armstrong Sweaters
ROCKLAND, ME.

APPLETON RIDGE

ORFF’S CORNER

Mrs. Lucy Knight and nephew of
Lincolnville were visitors Saturday of
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Z. Fuller.
Nelson N. Moody Is employed by
Willard Sherman gathering apples.
Weekend guests of Elmer and
Azuba Sprague were Mr. and Mrs.
Francis Sprague and children, Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Sprague and Miss
Helen Gillis, all of Massachusetts.
They Were also callers at L. N.
Moody’s.
.Mrs. Ada Proctor was called to
Massachusetts last Thursday by the
illness of her daughter Mrs. Lillian
Post.
Rev. Mr. Rhoades of Belfast sup
plied at the Baptist Church Sunday
morning and Mrs. Julia Courier led
the evening meeting.
The date for the annual harvest
home supper and sale lias been set for
Oct. 30.
Mrs. C. W*. Cummings, Mrs. Nellie
Bradford and son Alden and Mrs.
Merle Cole of Augusta were guests
Monday at A. H. und L. N. Moody's.
Will Tobey returned to his home in
Augusta Monday after spending a few
weeks with his sister Mrs. Ethel
Moody and family.
Chrystal L. Stanley has returned to
A.H.S. after being absent nearly two
weeks on account of illness.
Everett Whitney was in Searsmont
Monday.
Recent visitors at Mr. and Mrs. Ev
erett Whitney’s were Mr. and Mrs.
George Bryant and Mrs. Sarah Bry
ant of Moody Mountain, Mrs. Belle
Grant, Maude
Whitney, Cecelia
Whitney and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Conant.
John Chaples helped Everett Whit
ney pick apples three days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Whitney were
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Conant at their home In Warren.

The annual harvest supper and sale
of fancy articles, etc., was held Oct.
9, with the usual excellent supper,
which always attracts a large com
pany.
Mrs. Lyman Wheeler of Marlboro,
Mass., were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Walter and
daughter Ruth. Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Whiter of Gardiner were guests Sun
day of Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Walter.
Mrs. Cora Boman has returned
home after spending the summer with
her ison and family in Jefferson.
Willis Ralph and Harold Ralph
spent the weekend at home from
Lynn, Mass.
Friends of Mrs. Ida Walter regret
to learn that she is in ill health.
Lorenzo Achorn is repairing the
barn recently moved onto his farm to
replace the one destroyed by light
ning.
Capt. and Mrs. George A. Winsor
of the Salvation Army of Rockland
are expected to assist the pastor at
the Tuesday evening service, Oct. 22.
The captain is a wide awake speaker
and Mrs. Winsor is a good helper with
her sweet voice and tambourine ac
companiment. The Army is doing
a great work. Attend and take along
an ottering to help them all you can.
An occasion of unusual interest
was celebrated at the Community
House Saturdav evening when a re
ception was given for two of our re
cently married young couples. Mr. and
An s. Harold Ralph (Maude Burns),
and Mr. and Mrs. Alton Prock (Doro
thy
Jackson).
The Community
House was tilled almost to capacity
with well wishing friends who pre
sented each couple with a 26-piece
silver set. also salad forks and fruit
spoons. After the serving of ice
cream and cake a social hour was
enjoyed and the company bestowed
upon the happy young people best
wishes for long and happy lives.

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Parker and
niece Winnlfred of Southwest Harbor
were weekend guests at F. L. Park
er's.
Mrs. Emma Leach, Mrs. J. F. Heal.
Mrs. S. H. Rankin, Mrs. Arthur Clark,
Mrs. T. J. Carroll and Mrs, Robert
Heal attended the missionary con
ference of the Lincoln Baptist As
sociation Tuesday at the First Bap
tist Church In 'Rockland.
The school held a social at Engine
hall Oct. 10. They are planning to
hold a supper at the Grange hall this
Thursday.
The Tuesday Club met this week
with Mrs. Leman Oxton.
The broad smile that Perley Merri
field lias been wearing the past month
due to the fact that he Is the daddy
of a charming baby girl became
broader Monday evening when he
Secretary Mellon denies that he will
learned that he had also become
grand-daddy to another young miss, erect a barbed wire fence along the
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Her Canadian border. The stuff would
I erode the wire.—Atlanta Constitution.
bert Merrifield.

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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CAMDEN

BETTER CITIZENS

Ti

Probate Court

And a Stronger Nation Are Created

Miss Mary C. Davis returns today
By Life Insurance Says Mr. Cool
to her home in Woodfords after a
idge.
visit with friends in Camden.
She
The
October
term
disposes
of
will be accompanied by Mrs. J. C.
F irmer President Coolidge in a
Routine Matters—Inventories
Fish who will spend several weeks
letter prepared for presentation be
returned to their home.
Filed.
with her.
fore the American Life convention In
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Libby enter
Louis Blood has bought of Mrs.
Cincinnati declared tbut he had in
tained Mr. and Mrs. Loring Orff. Mi.
Alice Pierson her residence on Me
herited his interest in insurance “as
•
•
and Mrs. Carlton Simmons. Miss
chanic street and will move into it at
both my father- and
grandfather
Anita Wyllie and Ronald Messer at
Wills
probated:
Edwin
.1.
Heal
late
an early date.
The rent in the
bought protection for themselves and
supper Wednesday evening at the
of
Camden.
Sadie
E.
Heal,
Exx.
Charles Cleveland house vacated by
their families by this method."
Libby cottage, Bird's Point.
Wills tiled for notice: Zelnia I!.
{ him will be occupied by Mrs. Luther
Air. Coolidge, who became a director
Cole late of Rockland, naming CarInterest at 3% per month (which includes all charges and
At the Baptist Church Sunday Bryant and her son Earle. Patter- i
of the Now York Life Insurance Com
fees of every kind) on the unpaid amount of loan
roll I.. Cole. Exr.c Sarah I.. Earringmorning the paster’s topic will be son.
pany upon his retirement front the
ton lat? of Warren, naming Sidney Presidency, described himself as a
“The Old and the New.” In the eve
Mrs. Jeanette Mann, national lec- .
A. Farrington and Leslie E. Farring
ning *'A Gracious limitation.” Ev turer of the Christian Temperance
policy ltojilcr for nearly 40 years.
Union, will deliver a lecture in the j
tons. Exes.: Rosetta A. Price late of
erybody welcome.
•Insurance." he asserted, "creates
Lockport,
naming
William
II.
Price.
Baptist
Church
next
Thursday
at
7.30
Mrs. Clara Elingsen went Thurs
better
individual citizens and a
Exr.: James M. C’naples late of Rpek- stronger nation. Those .who are en
day to Waltham, Mass.
She will o’clock on the subject “Law Observ- i
land.
naming
Minnie
E.
Hoflses.
Exx
ance
of
Christian
Citizenship.
’
’
spend two weeks with relatives in
gaged in tills great enterprise whether
Petitions for probate of foreign as p licy holder^ or insurance rep
Mrs. Edna Moore entertained the j
that city and Brookline. Mass.
will
gmnied:
Estates
Edward
Robin

M-tf
I
’
hilathea
Class
last
evening
at
her
resentatives are perfbrming a public
The IBaptist Mission ’Circle will
son late, of Burlington. Vt., Clara S. service of a value that cannot be esti
meet Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. home on Pearl street.
Robinson. Exx : Elizabeth A. Nich mated."
The Woman's Guild of St. Thomas ,
Minnie NcwOert. Wadsworth street.
ols late of Woburn, Mass.. Arthur F.
Take scissors and patterns to do Parish will hold their annual rum- ;
mage sale at the parish house Nov. 7. |
Ray. Exr.
•
White Cross work.
* 8 and 9.
Petition for probate of will and for
Mrs. Helen Hahn who has been in
The regular meeting of Canton !
administration with the will annexed
TO LET House, furnished or unfurnished.
Winchester. Mass., to visit her sister.
FOR SALK P'21 Chevrolet I door sedan A|ply at 3S LINDEN ST_____________ 126-tf
Molineaux ladies’ auxiliary, will be
tiled far notice: Estate Alden H.
Mrs.
Harry
PiEington,
returned
pod running •ttuiulition, price low. Inquip
held Monday evening.
Copeland late of Warren, naming MaTo LET Furnished apartment, witli lights,
1.-, WASHINGTON ST.. Rockland.
Thursday.
The regular meeting of Camden j
water and basement. Apply’ 16 WILLOW
rilla F. Copeland. Admx. c. t. a.
There will be a business meeting of
FOR SALE Farm, right on the State road STREET.___________________________ 123-127
Board of trade will be held Wednes
Petitions
for
administration
grant

the members of the Federated church
going through Rockville. Bftilding in tind re
TO LET In Warren, tive room house on
day. Oct. 23 at 8 o’clock. Hon. John •
GOOD MUSIC
ed: Es’atcs laiwrem e A. Hopkins
pair: 170 acres: 60 acres blueberry land. State highway, couple rods in from road, gas
and parish Sunday evening at 7
Wilson, mayor of Bangor, will be the |
EVERYBODY WELCOME
Lots of young apple, pear und plum trees. lights, shed to keep liens and pigs, about aero
late
of
North
Haven.
Eva
Hopkins
o'clock at the Methodist Church. It
Building laid side of the hill facing the sun. i land, apple trees. $3 month or will lease by
speaker. Following the address, re
Admx.: Air.ry E. Maddocks late of
will be an important meeting and all
Electric lights and Oyster River water. Hy I vear. Inquire R. F. D., BOX 124 Waldoboro.
freshments and smokes will be en- j
Cnion. Elbridge J). Llnseott. Admr.:
members are asked to be present.
drant near buildings. Plenty of wood and
123-127
i joyed.
Ered 1‘. Koster late of Owl's .Head,
will cut 60 acres of hay. Borders on the pond.
Rev. H. I. Holt of Camden will
The firemen were called out Wed- !
TO LET Five,.,Xioni tenement, at 66 RANWill sell for cash, time payment or exchange
Ethel I.. Koster. Admx.
preach at the Federated Church
124-tf
for other property
A great prospect for KIN ST. Tel. 202 W.
nesday night for a blaze in the Bor- >
Petition for administration filed
Advertisements in this column not to exceed someone who wants to work and make money.
service Sunday in the Methodist
TO LET Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
land boathouse on Atlantic avenue.
and granted: Estate Lamont A. Well three lines inserted once for 23 cents, 3 times GEORGE M. StMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave..
Episcopal Church where all services I
Also
three
furnished
rooms
with
use
of
bath
There were two yachts in winter
man late of Rockland, George A. for 30 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each Rockland,____________ ___ ___________ 126-131 at 176 Main St. inquire '.MRS. W. S. KENwill be held during the winter. The quarters, the Borland yacht and that
for one time. 10 cents for three times. Six
NISTON
176
Main
St
Tel.
874-W.
124-tf
Wellman, Admr.
FOR SALE—Valuable piece of property
auditorium has been much improved 1 of
words make a line.
Charles Dana Gibson.
Slight
Petition for administration tiled for
known as the O’Neil property on Tillson ave
TO LET X<,nenient
*1ve moms on South
in appearance by the painters’ work i damage was done to the house, i
nue.
Buildings in flrst-elass shape witli lain! ^Jaiu St.. Hush toilet, electric lights. MRS. C.
itotice: Estate diaries B. French late
on the pews and wainscoting. A new Thursday night'at 11.15 they were
to
put
up
buildings.
Will
sell
or
exchange
lor
I'.
MILLER.
Tel.
41H-B.
_____________
124-126
of Warren, naming Lester A. French.
linoleum covers the floor, which is again called out for a slight blaze at
LOST -Gruen green gold watch, initials E. [! other property. GEORGE M. SLMiMONS. 23
TO LET Three furnished roehns, $18 per
except
Admr.
Tillson
Ave.
Rockland.
126
131
of a dark shade of brown, new strips the rear of the Comique Theatre, but
M. H. on back. Friday. Iietweeu V. A. Leach’s I
month: witli garage, $20. Inquire at 30 WARPetition for commissioners on dis store and Park St. Please return to MRS. j
for the aisles and rear of the pews. no damage was done there.
your gas. ...
FOR SALE 4Smnll farm at PleasantvJle REN ST____________________________ 124*126
Both
•T.SA
CONSTANTINE
or
TEL.
433
M.
puted claims tiled: Estate Alice P
Would
make
a
nice
hen
farm
or
ideal
cottage.
The pulpit furniture has been reno fires seemed1 to have been the work
TO LET -Modern 6 room house with garage,
126-128 Land runs down to the water, nice fishing and
Starrett. Edward K. Gould. Exr.
good location. Apply R. I*. -CONANT. 202
vated and made pleasing to the eye. of a firebug.
LEWIS ROBIN
go< d Location. Buildings in tirst-class shape Camden St.
KOI NO Flatlorn skiff.
i’etition for guardian granted: Es
124-tf
The church enters upon the winter
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will
126*128 outside and in. Newly painted and papered.
tate Joseph M Emmons of ltockland. SON. Wiley's i'orner.
TO LET -Furnished apartment, also rooms
Will exchange for other property or sell on
work under very pleasant auspices. i hold a Halloween party Wednesday
LOST
Flowered
handbag.
Thursday
p.
m..
Josiah A. Emmons. Guardian.
easy terms. GEORGE M. SUMMONS, 23 Till by dav or week, modern, lights and water free.
The funeral Services of the late 1 evening at I.O.O.F*. hall, following the *
near Or. Gould's house. School St. Contained
126-131 Apply 2 WILLOW ST.__________ 124*126
Petition for license to s. 11 real,es keys, money anil cards. Finder return to 34 son Ave.. Rockland.
Mrs. Roland Hahn will be held this regular
meeting.
Prize
contests,
TO LET Light housekeeping rooms at 303
tate filed for notice: Estate AVilbert S( HOOI. STREET. Tel. 3p»-R or to The
FOR
SALE
—
Large
barrel
stove,
suitable
for MAIN ST.
Saturday at 2 o'clock at the family games and stories will be features of i
124-126
126-128 club or office. Write BOX 3»0, Rockp »rt.
It. Norton. Fremont Beverage. Admr Courier-Gazette Office.
:he party.
Refreshments will be ,
home.
TO LET Tenement of 6 rooms, modern. I).
126*128
Petitions to determine inheritance
I.OST Large size ! vellow and white kitten.
L. Met'ARTV. Northern! Drug Store
123-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Venner have served.
tax granted: Estates Albert W. Rich, Last seen between Masonic and Broad St.
FOR ISALE— Farm, buildings all connected
Annual installation of Megunticook
closed their house for the winter and j
$. icward
BLANCHE INGRAHAM. 78 Ma
Ti’ LET Two partly furnished rooms and
1 Alice AI. Rich, Exx.; .Minnie W. Babb.
•and
in'
first-class
shape.
Just
been
papered
•onlc St. Tel 1013-R.
124-126
Modern
conveniences.
HOWARD
left Friday morning for Boston where i Encampment. 1.0.0.F. takes place
silent
and painted. Good cellar through out. Elec bath.
C. AA’. and George A. Babb. Exrs.;
they will remain some time, possibly Oct. 31.
tric lights and city water and beautiful i CROCKETT, 20 Franklin St. Tel. 1091.123*138
Elkanah E. Boynton. Jennie 1.. Boyn■scenery '• 35 acres of land, large lot of blue- :
Mrs. Charles Smith and Master <
for the winter. A tentative plan with
ton. Exx.; Maggie C. Shepherd. WilTO LET Five room tenement, all Improve
berries, raspberries and lots of apple and ,
them has been to visit in California. Norman Brcwn of Washington are
WANTED Kitchen girl at the THol’N
pear trees. Ideal home for someone to get | ments, janitor service: also 7 room apart
'
liam
J.
Fling.
Exr.:
Luke
A.
Spear,
126-tf a living on the farm. About 1 mile from the ment furnished, heated, fireplace, sun porch.
DIKE HOTEL
Miss Francis Hahn. Byron and guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. Her- I
Walter E. Weeks, Admr.: Alvin E.
WANTED Ry Higli School teacher, fur city on Lake Avenue. GEORGE M. SIM MIK E A It MATA Tel, 1147-.1.________ 122-127
Simon Hahn arrived in town Thurs : rick.
Studley. Wendell A. Studlev. Admr.
126-131
Mrs. Richard Chase and son of j
nished apartment of four or five rooms, yr MONS. 23 Tillson Ave., Rockland.
TO LET Six room apartment at 59 Masonic
day, called by the death of their
'The
Petitions
t(T
determine
inheritance
small
house. CALL 903-W.
12.-* 27
i Corinna are guests of her mother, '
FOR SALE Bungalow, new, on the State St K 1 . COLLINS. Tel. 77.
121-tf
mother.
Atlas
Tires
—
Guaranteed
Against
All
Road
tax
tiled
for
notice:
Estates
Adelin
Colonial
road
opposite
the
(Penobscot
<
amps,
three
1
Mrs. Elmer Joy.
WANTED Position as housekeeper for re
To LET House at 18 Gay St. Apply to
For a short time Thursday evening
miles
out
of
Belfast.
20
acres
of
land.
Look

Munroe.
David
AV.
French,
Exr.:
fined
elderly
couple,
handy
to
car
line.
Ad

Hazards—For Sale by Colonial Service
Soldier is
EDW BENNElt. Tel. 943-lt___________ 121-tf
snow mingled with rain fell.
ing out the best sight of the Penobscot ’Bay ,
Walter AI. Spear, Elizabeth L. Spear, dress HOUSEKEEPER, Courier-Gazette.
Stations and Dealers.
TO LET Five room bungalow, electric
Your
•
123*127 on the road. This place has three rooms up- [
The annual roll-call of the Baptist
Exx.
stairs and five down, electric lights and I lights, toilet, garage. Tel. 1188-M Rockland or
Protection”
Church will be held next Thursday
WANTED Long hailed shaggy kittens. water. Would make a good summer place or j 3?S -3 4 amden. E. H. PHI LB RICK. 121*126
Francis Dow and Albert Larson are
Accounts allowed: Estates Alinnie
Write age, color and sex. JOHN S. KAN- Ideal home. Will sell for part payment or i
evening.
Rev. .John S. Pendleton, at Moosehead Lake on a gunning trip.
W. Babb, first and final. C. AV. ami LETT. Rockville. Me. Tel. 32-14.
TO LET Four rooms and bath. V. F.
123*130 exchange for other property. GEORGE M ,
secretary of. the United Baptist con
STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080._____ 122-tf
Herbert Mann returned Wednes
George A. Babb. Exrs.; Ida E. Chapin,
SIMMONS, 23 Tillson Ave., Rockland.
WANTED
Radio
salesman,
straight
com

vention will be the speaker.
day night from Philadelphia where
TO LET Five unfurnished rooms, electric
136-131
fust and final, Edward C. lbiyson. mission basis, must own car. A real opening
lights, corner Park St. and Broadway. TEL.
Miss Delia Bickmore has gone to he attended the Worlds' Series and
Exr.; Alary J. Burton, first and final, for a hustler. See MR. SMALL. Sea ViewFOR SALE Cottages at iMegunticook Lake 438-J.
120-tf
124-129 and Crescent Beach and also cottbge lots.
her home in Tenant’s Harbor with reports a very enjoyable trip. While
Edward K. Gould. Admr.: Eleanor Garage. Inc., Main St.. Rockland.
TO LET- Furnished apartment with garage.
no definite future plans.
Miss Bick in the city he was shown over the
WANTED - To buy outright or interest in a GEORGE M. SrMMONS, 23 Tillson Ave .
Flora Perkins, first. Florence AI
ETTA H. SANBORN, 80 Pleasant St. Tel.
Rockland.
126-131
more has lived many years in the entire plant of the Curtis Publishing
Perkins Youpg. Guardian; William IL business. Must be good proposition and stand
903-W.
120-tf
investigation. Address full particulars to E.
FOR SALE—Two Goodyear tires 33x673:
family of the late Col. and Mrs Co.« K
Perkins, first and final. Emerson AV. Vv. II . R F. 1». Box 125-B. Rockland. 124*126
TO LET Apartment of five rooms and
two Goodyear tires, 32x600 : one 30-gal. cast ,
Samuel Allen, and later with the
Mrs. Marion Gray is visiting in !
Perkins. Admr.: Julia H. Titus, first
WANTED To tak. charge of farm, man iron kettle. I also pay high prices for first- garage. ALICE FULLER, 25 Linden STREET.
daughter. Mrs. Thomas Venner.
Searsport for a few days.
,nd final. Nina E. Titus. Admx : AI •- and wife, witli not more than one child. dass junk. HARRY BENOVITCH. 12 Rankin Tel. ;06-*L___________________________ 118-tf
123*127
The Beta Alpha Club will meet with
Surprises seemed to be the order of j
TO LET—Three well furnished rooms, with
lissa Young, first and final. Rodney Must have had good experience, with all kinds St____________________________ ,
of farm work. Be honest, temperate and good
Miss Gladys Doherty Monday eve the day Wednesday for Mrs. Minetta ,
FOR SALE New milch grade Jersey cow. modern conveniences and partial heat. In
A. Haskell. Admr.: Emstus I’. Rol worker. References. Apply at once, MISS
quire 12 KNOX STREET. Tel, 578-W, 116-tf
ning at her home.
Paul, all because it was the anniver
lins, first and final. Lindley c. Rol EMERY. Rose Hill Farm, Owl's Head, Maine. G. L. TOLMAN, West Meadows, Rockland
125*127
TO LET—Three rooms for light housekeep
At the regu
James Ulmer and family of South sary of her birthday.
124-126
lins. Admr.: Alvin E. Studley. first
FOR HALE—Dry hemlock and sprqce mill ing or roomers. All modern Improvements.
^Cushing are in town getting their lar weekly meeting of the Baptist
and final. Wendell A. Studley. Adntr.: STATEMENT <»F THE OWNERSHIP. MAN
113-T
slabs sawed stove length. Delivered in Cam Apply 37’WILLOW STREET.
AG BM ENT—CIRCULATION. ETC. RE
house ready for occupancy the com Ladies’ Sewing circle it was noticed
William T. Copeland, first and final.
den. Rockport and Rockland, $8.04) per cord.
TO LET- Furnished heated apartment. 14
(H IRED BY THE A(T OF CONGRESS OF EDGAR W MOODY. Union. Tel. 9-4.
that an unuually large number were
ing winter.
N. B. Eastman. Admr
Cota E.
MASl'NH ST.________________________ 112-tf
AUGUST 21. 1"12, OF THE COURIER
_____ _____________
12-5*127
The Girl Scouts will hold their present. 26 gathering around the ,
Studley. first and final. Wendell A.
GAZETTE. PUBLISHED EVERY TIES
TO LET—Furnished apartment on Oak St.;
FOR
SALE
Farms,
large
and
small,
good
1>\Y
THURSDAY
AND
SATURDAY.
AT
regular meeting in the Methodist ves table when dinner was served. The
furnished apartment on Grove St.; large
Studley. Admr.
IBM T< LAND, MAINE, IX) R OCTOBER 1, locations. Shore property. Some bargains. house with garage on Camden St., near Mav
secret was out when a large birthday ,
try Sunday at 4 o'clock . •
Accounts filed and allowed: Esta'cM. K MILLER. Fast Union. Me
125*130 erick square; 7-room house and garage,
1929.
At the harvest supper to be given cake was placed as a centerpiece and .
Albert W. Rich, first and final. Allc
Slate of Maine. County of Knox, SS.
FOR SALE Mill Slabs. 4-foot length, $6 corner Llndsev and Union Sts. ERNEST C.
in the Congregational vestry. Oct. Mrs. Paul who has served the circle !
M. Rleli. Admx. c. t. a.: George T
VB TOR GRLNDL.;. 6 Lisle St. T» l. DAVIS. Full^r-Cobb-Davls.____________ 110-tf
Before me, a Notar? Public in and for the cord
as president for several years, was j
:r.*L”
Allan, first and final. Erank I). Elliot, , Siate and county aforesaid, personally ap- io;i k
23. at 6 o’clock. Misses Margaret Jor
T4) LET -Furnished apartment on Oak St.
I
i
med
W.
O
Fuller,
who,
having
been
duly
dan anti Anna Dfllingham will have presented with a very appropriate ;
Exr.: E’l: mail E. Boynton, first and
NELSON B COBB.
118-tf
FOR SALE OR TO LET Building on At
gift.
The
second
surprise
came
when
!
sworn
according
to
law.
deposes
and
says
that
lantic
Highway
between
Rockland
and
Thnrticharge of the tables. Miss Margaret
final. Jennie I.. Boynton. Exx.
TO LET—Nice house in good repair, just
he is the Editor of The Courier-Ga aston suitable for small store and bouse com
• Brown visited the three lo
her
children
and
grandchildren
gathj
vacated by party who have occupied it fbr 25
Ruggles the decorations, Mrs. Louise
Accounts filed for notice: Estates zette. and that the following Is, to the best of
bined. FREDERICKS’. MALTZ, 163 BroariA group of members ol the
s during the past week a
Anna A. Almlievs. first and final. Ai- Ids knowledge and belief, a true statement of way Tel. 3!.'-M.___________________ 124- 124. years and have now moved out of town. Large
Hewett the tickets, and Mrs. La- ered at her home in the evening and ,
executve board met with Geo
sued •rders with reference to car:
garage or bam with work-bench in it, just the
presented
her
with
another
Birthday
the
ownership,
management,
the
circulation,
vinia Elliot the kitchen.
bertic. <:<•<>•.tax Admx.: Adelia MunFOR SALK Nine room house with bath and place for a carpenter. Plenty of land for a
the training schedule n
etc., of the aforesaid publication for the
cake and several other gifts.
The , ker Thursday to discuss new
i roe., first and final. David W. Frenea date shown in the above caption, requir.d store, large lot of land. A bargain for quick garden. Inquire of E B. HASTINGS.
120-tf
in ffe: :. lie said that training v
visitors were Mr. and Mrs. Donald zation work within the loc;
Exr.; F.ed H. Calderwood, first and by the Ad of August 24, 1912. embodied ip sale, at 36 Grace St. JOHN GCIST1N.
TO LET Four room apartment in fine con
golfig along nicely but that more atJohnson and children and Mr. and , tory. Mr. Felker’fias been
124*129
___________________________________
section
443,
Postal
Laws
arid
Regulations.
dition ; large storage for fuel, etc. Garage. .
final.
Julia
C.
Johnson,
Admx.;
-The Expectant Church’’ is the Mrs. Alton Crone of Camden and Mrs. Maine lo bring ar. as of th
tention should be paid to the 1: lsic
FOR SALE--In South Thomaston, house re Adults only. C. A. EMERY, 28 Pacific St.
1.
That the names and addresses of Hie
',
■ II'.- '
I
’ •
pervised field under Council jurisdic  instruction in all units.
H M
110-tf
"Wednesday evening topic Oct. 23 at Mabelle Crone.
publlsltcr and editor are: Publisher. The cently vacated and owned by Frank Fuller T. !
S.
Eo3g,
Exx.:
Aniti •
rnian Courier-Gazette, Rockland. Me., Editor, W. 0. ton, lk£ story, 7 rooms, large shed and barn,
the Baptist Church.
All interested in Farm Bureau tion. Coming from the Pacific e >ast
Watts, first and final, Franklin E. I idler. K.-kland, Me.
electric
light;,
pump
in
sink
and
nice
water,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin L. Brown, should bear in mind the “Leather" he has been successful :r. organizing
The annual inspection and repair
2. That the owners are The Courier-Ga 1% acres land, 25 thrifty apple trees, best of
Watts. E.xi.
Miss Frances Bachelder and Albert meeting to be held Tuseday with Mrs. large Scouting areas nut only in the uf ordinance is well under wav.
ACRES Bq PIPPED. $500 DOWN
Inventories filed: Emma A. Tooth- zette. Rockland, Me. and (stockholders own fiult, nice shade trees, land running to salt
ing. or holding 1 percent or mure of the totql water, 3 mins, walk from village, church and Choice So. New Hainp. location, 20-cow
Tlpmas were guests of Mrs Annie Eva Young, Cafhden street.
Take Pacific Northwest but in Nebraska, This inspection is for the purpose of
aker.
*103.50:
Maha'.a
Sldelinuer. amount of U&k) W. 0. Fuller, Kathleen s. school. Apply to L. W. BENNER, Rockland,
•x spBng-wateied pasture, est. 690 cords wood,
Spear last »7unday.
'he Dakotas. Arizona. Uula-ado and putting all rifles, Ipistols and other
box lunch. All-day session.
J3.070.26: George \V. Ludwig. $44.- Fuller. Caroline F. Jones.F. A. Winslow,
S.
B21 -129 productive fields for sweet corn, potatoes,
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cushman have
Mr. ordinance equipment in good serv
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Nutt of Ston fn many of the Cent al St.it >
257.50: Herbert AI. llankin. $10,761.35; Ferry. H. G. Cole, <>. E Hills. J. M. Richard
F4)R SALE Dill blooded German police general crops; dandy white-painted cottage,
gone to Thomaston where they wi 1 ington are guests for a few days of ' Felker will spend the greater par: of iceable conditi-an.
son. all of Rockland, i.Me.
Th? inspectors I Richard L. Shuman, J1.4S1.5I.
pups, males, $19
females. $5.
ROLAND good white barn, modern poultry house:
Keep house.
another year in Maine on this wmk and repairmen will be in Camden
Mr. and Mrs. William Crockett.
’A(.nan sacrifices at $1190 including iniple3 That the known bondholders, mortgi- GUSHEE, Union. Residence Appleton.
gecs.
and
other
semrity
holders,
owning
or
Mis. Fred E. Mathews, accornpan-*
121*126 uicHi.s. nt v incubator, brooder, firewood, fitted
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sylvester of I of strengthening th
pres.mt aiea Oct. 19, Rockland. Oct. 21, and Thom
lumber
: $.599 needed. Details pg. 26 Strout's
Im
’
ding
1
percent
or
more
of
total
amount
Dorchester,
Mass.,
have
been
recent
|
led by Miss Doris Hvler of Kocklan i
groups, and is plannti : r return t . aston, (let. 22.
FOR SALE Fitted hardwood. $2 ft. : sawed i new ( atalog. Cof>y Tree. STRO17T AGENCY,
of bonds, mortgages or other securities are:
wood, $1.75 ft. : sawed slabs, $1.25 ft. AL- ' X13-I>G Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass.
motored to Portland this week lor the guests of the latter's mother, Mrs. Rockland rune tinv durh.a Novem
(There are none.)
FRED DAVIS, Rockland. Tel. 311 R 124*126;
Grand Assembly of Rebekahs.
126-It
Henry Bohndell.
ber.
1 That the two paragraphs next above,
Some of the local batteries are
« * * *
FOR. SALE Blooded German shepherd!
Mrs. Lloyd Simmons has been very
giving the names of the owners, stock
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McCluskey
BOSTON TAILORS—Suits made to order,
unclaimed checks for drill
holding
dog,
male,
two
years
old.
Reg.
A.
K.
C.
In

holders,
and
security
holders,
if
anv.
con

repairing,
cleaning.
Suit
pressed
for
75c.
AU
ill tliis week at her home oa River have moved from Tenant’s Harbor ,
A Scout traffic squjxU
•
: pay due members of the batteries.
tain not only the list of stockholders and quire 230 UMEROCK ST. Tel. 121 -M
work guaranteed. 402 MAIN ST. Open eve
side street.
into the Rufus Shibles house on ; school crossings is being organized
___________________________________
121*126
security
holders
as
they
appear
upon
the
123-tf
nings.
Under a new ruling these cheeks
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Huggins /»f Beech street.
Mrs. McCluskey will 1 at Council headquarter- up< i
hooks of the company, but also, in cases
the
FOR SALE Sell cheap, pedigree bird dog
must be returned to the finance >fMOTOR TRANSPORTATION, loads wanted
where the stockholder or security holder L <i ATHEAKN. Hope Tel 12-'.2
Portland were overnight guests at be remembered as Theresa Shibles, recommendation of Civic olfi ers
12l*12». to Portland, daily trips; trucking of all kinds,
fi<- r after 30 days. Any members of
appears upon the books of the company
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Albert ! formerly of this town.
The system is used in many
the
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange as trustee or in any other fiduciary rela
local and long distance furniture moving.
FOR
'SALE
—
Used
fiuniture
of
the
home
of
the local batteries who have pay due
Peabody Wednesday called here by
FRANK E. JONES,New County Rd., opposite Price right. R. W. JEWELL, Rockland Tel.
Henry Bohndell has returned from ! larger cities. First class Scouts an
them for past1 drills should see their met w'th Meguntict •ok Grange Sa.tur- tion. the name of the person or corpora
121*126
124-124 256-4
tion for whom such trustee is acting, is Tiwtting Park____________________
the death of Miss Alice Peabody.
a ti-ip to Boston. While there he at chosen, these having first qualified in
battery commander at once.
beir.g called to given ; also that the said two paragraphs
day,
the
session
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES, C0TTAGK8
Mr. and Mrs. George White of East tended the radio show.
FOR HALE IIotlseHtfld furnishings. Apply
the safety merit hadg**.
The servcontain
'statements
embracing
affiant's
full
« • * •
MRS. L. H. SNOW, 163 Main St within the and estates: up-to-date property, In the gar
E.
order by Worthy Master Chari
Orland and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Frank McDonnell is in Bangor for ic» is of mutii 11 value to IM com
know ledge and belief as io the ciri uni
week.
124-121 den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
The Service Club of Battery P Gregory.
Copeland of Bath wei
called here two weeks attending the New Eng munity and to scouting.
A memorial service was stances and conditions under which stock
Twelve
us what you want ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel
FOR SALK- Almost new dining room suite, fast. Me
holders and security ho’ders who *’•» not
(Thomaston)
met
at
the
Thorndike
Wednesday by the death jf Miss Alice land Telephone & Telegraph School.
118-tf
Scouts have been chow* n to > ve.
conducted l y 19 of the officers, with appear upon the books of the comp,.ny as used less than year, best quality. Price very
Hotel
Monday
night.
Twelve
mem

Peabody.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Ingraham I Linwood Ay 1 ward, Alvarx Gay. 'I ; . .p
SPIRITUAL MEDIUM, readings by appoint
trustees, hold stock and securities in a reasonable. Apply CHARLES H. J1ERRY,
ment.
Phone
305W,
or
call
at
24
CRESCENT
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mank have ! and children left by motor late i 2. Francis McAlary. William Gmv r, bers were present, nnd after an e\- 1 prayer by Rev. E. M. Holman
rapacity- other than that
of aa 1i ona
fldi Fireproof Ganige.
121-129
i ii.il oi
in a nat
ST
120*125
celb-nt dinner the party visited the | tribute to the member:- who have owner; and this affiant
has no reason to
nt lias
gone to North Warren to reside with Thursday afternoon for Waltham. : Robert Alhu. H
FOR HALE—Hubbard squash, apples, cab
believe that any otherr person, association, bage,
i;E\7RAL TRUCKING, Oyster River bridge.
drill'of
Battery
E
(Camden).
Fol

Mr. Mank’s father. Clifford Mankt
green
and
ripe
tomatoes.
OVERNE^S
Mass., where they will visit relatives i fence Crane and Wilbu*’ Connun of
passed to the other side.
or corporation has any
ny interest dirccl oi SAKKEHIAN, 157 Middle St. Tel. 368-W.
Thomaston. Tel orders ROCKLAND 1060-M.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Cannon and i for several days.
itock, bonds, or fethei
Troop 6, William and (’arlton Rip lowing the drill the club attended the
At the lecturer's hour old time indire-t in the said stock
118-tf
123-tf
Mrs. Beulah Richardson and daugh- |
two daughters of Malden. Mass., were
ley and Francis Jackson of Troop !). Strand. Lieut. Willard was a guest hymns were sung. A very interest securities than as so stated by him,
FIS1IIXG A.XI) SAILING PARTIES taken
FOR SALE -Overland touring car. model 91.
-5. That tho average number of copies
weekend guests of his brother Fred ■ ter Barbara and Miss Doris Went- | and Richard Burgess uf Ti ■ up s at the dinner.
ing papf'r was read by Past State of each issue of this publication sold or mileage 17,909. Guaranteed in good running out by day or hour. S. T. AMES, Rockland.
worth were in Portland Thursday. |
A. Starrett and family.
101*123
They will be instructed in tlu ir <luMaster Obadiah Gardner on State distributed, through the mails or otherwise. 1 condition. Tires all nevC cords, side curtains Tel. 1970-W.
Wedding hells are fast breaking up
Ernest Achorn Jr., and'family have They reported snow falling quite I ties by City Marshal Webst< r.
DENTAL NOTICE—During the summer 1
and National subj' cts. Obi time jigs to paid subscribers during the six months i an<1 too,s included. Battery new this year
preceding
the
date
shown
above
is
6917.
!
Price
reasonable
for
cash.
Inquire
at
42
that
"id
gang
of
Battery
E
(Camden).
moved to Thomaston.
will
be
at
my
Dockland
office
Fridays
and
freely, all the way from Yarmouth
were played by jCol. F. S. I’hilbrick (This information is required from daily FULTON ST., Rockland, _____________ 123-tf
Saturdays. Call or phone 69-R. DR. J. H.
Marriages the past month claimed
Members of the S. of U. V. Auxili ! to Wiscasset.
on his violin.
Question—“Does en publications only, hut The Courier-Gazette
118-tf
FOR SALE Blacksmith shop and land, DAMON, dentist. Rockland.
Joseph
Leonard,
and
ary were invited guests of Mrs. Gar
The Ladies Aid of the Mqjthodist All past matrons and patrons n sid Sergeant
vironment have anything to rjo with waives the exemption).
| South Main St., $350. House, large lot of land
LET E. A KNOWLTON file your saws anu
diner Winslow'' and her daughters at I Church held an all-day session Wed- ing in the 11th district are entitle 1 to Privates Donnie Richards, Raymond
\5. (). I-1 LEER, Editor . at Pleasant Gardens, Rockland, $1909; can be repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK St.
character building.'" discussed in a
Sworn to and subscribed before me this j paid in rent. Six room house on Beechwoods Tel. 1919.
their Main street home the first of ' nesday at the vestry.
join and are cordially invited to do D. Stockwell ar.d Clyde Grey all of very interesting manner by Charles
118-tf
15th day of October, 1929.
St., Thomaston. $850. V. F. STUDLEY, 69
the week.
Twenty-three members
The
local
teachers and
sehooF so at this time. B- sides a prog, am "f Battery E.
E. Ix>rd and Judge Miller: reading.
ELMER C. DAVIS
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
Park St. Tel. 1980.
122-tf
were seated at a picnic dinner table board with guests had a very pleas entertainment furnished by Harbor
Rockland Hair Store. 236 .Main St. Mail orders
Notary Public.
Lawrence Hopkins;
songs, Robert
FOR HALE—Rug and knittingyarns by
solicited. HELEN' C. RHODES.
118-tf
(M.v commission explies March 28, 1931) '
Bugler Eddi • 1 ><<lge. Battery E, is
groaning with good things. The five ant get-together Tuesday evening at : Light Chapter, a memorial s< . vice
McIntosh: reading. Joseph LeBlanc;
126-It manufacturer. Samples free. II. A. BART
course dinner boasted two soups, the Walden tamp. Lake Megunticook will he held for members deceased spending a week in the North Maine
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14; long,
LETT. Harmony, Maine.
122-133
and a real tongue twisting reading by
$19: junks, $12 f slabs fitted. $8; also lumber
greens, baked beans, salads, pickles, j Fish chowder was served.
since the last meeting. Members are wc.(>ds looking for deer (four legged
Rose LeBlanc; address of welcome,
FOR HALE—Brand new boat. 28 ft., nice delivered. T. J. CARROLL.
Tel. 263-21.
bread and an assorted variety of
The Johnson Society held its bi ! privileged to invite guests.
kind, he says).
model. 15 h. p., Kermath eng./fit for any use. P. O. Thomaston.
118-tf
by
the
first
master
oi
Megunticook
* * * *
<akes and pies. Grapes and pleasing monthly meeting at the vestry of the
The weekly meeting of the Twenti
JAMES A. <I-RE(i()RY, Vinalhaven, Me.
Grange. George E. Nash: response, i
122*127
favors added a decorative note.
'•hurch Wednesday evening.
It was eth Century Club was held Friday
Charles Collins, th? veteran 1st
Frank E. Post. A real Grange sup
GLOBE LAUNDRY
F. E. Moore and Dana Smith at
FOR SALE—New Winchester rifle 38-33 and I
i very interesting and profitable afternoon at the heme of Mrs. Midlie ' Sergeant of Pattery G (Rockland),
per was served to 190. The fifth de- i
Ithaca 12 ga. double bbl. hammerless. Price !
tended the Grand Lodge. I.O.O.F. in ! meeting.
Portland, Maine
has
been
discharged,
and
has
re

! Magune.
gree was conferred on a large class I
reasonable.
Call
at
SPEAR
’
S
SHOE
STORE
J’ortland Wednesday.
Rev. and Mrs. F. F. Fowle and
At the Methodist Church the sub enlisted for his eighth year of serv
QUALITY WORK
______________________ __ ________ 121-126 '
oj candi lates.
Mrs. Cacilda Cain repr^ented the ject >>f the Sunday morning sermon ice with the Maine National Guard,
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE
The girls' department of the 4-H !
FOR HALE Two pretty shag kittens, color,
WORDS OF CAUTION
Methodist Church at the Rockland will be “Divine Inspection;” special all of this service has been with the
yellow and white, male and female. $1 for the
Club had a wonderful display of fancy !
group meeting Tuesday. Dr. Hewitt music; Sunday School will meet at ■ Rockland unit. During this time Mr.
two. E. A. S., Thomaston, R. F. I). 1, Bx. .38
69-70
_________________________ ____
121*120
Hunters Are Warned Not To Start and Mrs. Esther Wellman, a mission 11.45; Young People-' meeting at 6; Collins served in all grades—private, articles and Miss Margaret Young i
gave
a
very
interesting
talk
on
her
Fires Or Shoot Each Other
FOR HALE—Six room cottage. Inquire It. '
ary from Mexico, gave very interest at 7 o'clock service of praise and w( r- corporal, sergeant and first sergeant
trip to Springfield as a club delegate. ;
r. COLLINS or C. E. GOULDING, 51 Pacific!
ing addresses on the missionary work ship.
and holds an excellent record in
___________________ _______________ 121-tf
A very interesting lecture on win
Baptist Church: The Little Brown j eac h. Be also is an owner of a State
A warning to hunters to use great of the denomination.
dow
decorating
was
given
by
Jessie
38
CHESTNUT
ST.
ROCKLAND
FOR SALE- Hard wood, fitted. $11 ford,
Lewis H. Daucette of Rockport and Church has a welcome for you on perfect attendance medal. This medal
care in building fires while in the
junks, $12: 4 ft., $19; soft wood fitted, $19:
woods was sounded Wednesday by Miss Marion Green of Rockland were i Sunday at 10.45; special music, solo ■ is given by the State of Maine to a M. Lawrence, horn • demonstration '
Telephone 723-M
4 ft., $8. 0. II. CRIE, Thomaston. Tel. 122-2. :
Commissioner Violette of the Maine recently united in marriage at the j by H. Heistad. choir. “Be J< yful in member of th • Nation il Guard who i agent.
______
______________ ______________ 129*131
84StX
—
Forestry Department, on the opening home of Rev. F. F. Fowle. the officiat I the Lord." Nolte: sermon. "The Out attends every drill for one year.
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14; long
Standard FI
FIVE
PLANES
COMING
ing clergyman.
The ceremony was posts;” Sunday School at noon there
of the deer season.
$19; junks. $12; soft wood fitted. $9: junks.
Sergeant Joseph l.eonard has re$8, delivered. L. F. TOLMAN. - Tel. 263-13.
Violette said that six small fires in witnessed by Mr. and^ Mrs. Everett i is a vacant chair unless v ou are er.listed in Battery E for his third
Five large Italian planes arc re
_______________ ______________________ 113-tf
Penobscot. Piscataquis and Somerset Libby. Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Green i tWere; attend on Sunday: B.Y.l’.U. at time. Sergeant Leonard is the senior
COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR
Counties had been caused the last parents of the bride; Mrs. Jennie 6, leader. Thalice Spear: 7.00 evening duty sergeant of thb battery and its ported as being prepared for a simul
FOR SALE—Twelve room bouse and forty !
taneous
trans-Atlantic
flight.
It
was
acres of land situated In Warren op State
two weeks by hunters.
He said no Daucette. mother of the groom and ‘ praise service, assisted by three vio- able gun commander.
road
between Warren and Thomaston. Also
said
the
minister
of
aeronautics
and Mis. Alvin Small of Rock ' linists and cornetist; selections by the
rain had fallen in 10 days and the M
farm wagons and farming implements for
For M Platea
would he a passenger in one to keep
I male chorus:
sermon. ’Christ or
ground was so dry that there was land.
sale. For further Information write to MRS
ills promise made to Lewis Yancey
Will pay highest price
W. E BORNEMAN. Warren,__________ 118-tf
With Gl Graphotypa and Cabinat
Dec. 11 is the date of the fair < f the (’hristlessness.’’
great danger unless every hreoaution
Rev. Fletcher H. Knollin, director j nd Roger O. Williams to return the
No lot too large; none too small.
Baptist Ladies sewing circle.
were taken.
FOR HALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
All Complete
of religious education lor I’. B. Con air visit of the Americans. It was
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
Through the generosity of Mrs. Ed
Incidentally it is well to caution
sides,
large
orders
cheaper.
Lobster
traps
vention
of
Maine
will
speak
in
th?
announced that Major Maddalena
hunters to confine their shooting t > ward Bok thet Town hall is being
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber
Rev. Fletcher IF. Knollin. director
Baptist Church.
Mr. Knollin will would tregin a flight to America Nov.
wild animals and not to humans. painted.
JOEL P. WOOD, Belfast. Tel. 177-14.
118-tf
of Religious Education for I'. B. Con
a'so conduct a five night institution in 16 or 17 when he would have the ad
or write, care of
Harbor Light Chapter. O.E.S., will
There is a death toll every year.
vention of Maine will j-peak in the "Training for Christian Leadership*
FOR SALE—Four foot mill slabs, $6.50.
vantage
of
a
full
m«x>n.
He
expects
be hostess to the Past Matrons and
stove length. $8 per cord; also building lum
Baptist Uluirch Sunday morning at
beginning Monday
evening at
7 j to follow a course to the West Indies
Its pretty hard to manufacture Patrons' Association Oct. 29 when the
her. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
9.15.
and thencee without stop to New
oclock.
______________________
118-tf
conversation immediately l allowing 18th annual meeting will be held at
WHEN
IN
BOSTON
Remember
that
you
U
York,
if
fuel
permits.
His
eventual
Robert Ball president of C. E.
Reference: Any Poultry Raiser
\Y HEN IN NEW YORK Remenffwr that yon
an introducction to a person you Rockport Masonic hall. At 6.30. precan buy copies of The Courier-Gazette witli
can
buy
copies
of
The
Courier
Gatette
with
i
_
>
1
1
i
j
l)alldt/,
'•
xit
1
•
u
the
y.'jluid
a'.t.endin.; ihti
couvcnii.ui
never heard i f in.I who n. v« < h. .ml ■ » dine the meeting, a banquet will be tiie home news at the Old South News Ager. y
the home news, at Hutaliiq. 3 News ^«r.,?
112-tf
/Augusta,
i prize offered by Co’.
rwc»od
riv^l l. the entertaining chapter- Washington St ., next old South Chyrch
of vou.
308 West 49tlj street,
Mrs Edith V.eemie and Mrs. Alice
Thompson and daughter Katherine of
Machias who were guests of Mrs.
George Dowlin the past week have

ry this gas'

<
On Your Own Signature

Up To $300.00

No Endorsers—No Red Tape

those knocks

HOME FINANCE CORPORATION

10 Limerock Street
Rockland, Me.
Telephone 675-W

DANCE

For Sale

To Let

At Warren Highlands
Grange Hall
TUESDAY, OCT. 22

In Everybody’s Column

HEN your motor knocks and
thumps half way up a bill —
when you have to shift to “second”
before you think you should—there
is probably nothing wrong
Try Colonial Ethyl.

W

Lost and Found

Ofcourse there are many other “ethyl
ized” gasolines on the market. But
only Colonial Ethyl has Colonial Gas
as its base. Only Colonial Ethyl has
behind it all the old Yankee principles
of “dollar value for dollar received.”

Until you unleash the
power of
this smoother, better Colonial Ethyl,
you can’t imagine the superior per
formance your motor can give.

Wanted

ROCKPORT

Colonol
Ethyl

' THURSTON OIL CO.
104 Park Street
Rockland, Me.

THE BATTERY BOfe

Boy Scouts

What the National Guardsme of Knox County Are
Doing

WARREN

Miscellaneous

MET IN CAMDEN

Limerock Valley Pomona Is
the Guest of Megunticook
Grange

♦ ♦ * *

* * # ♦

REAL ESTATE

Farm3, City Homes,

Cottages, House

and Cottage Lots

Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106-R

EARLE LUDWICK

FOR SALE

ADDRESSOGRAPH

LIVE POULTRY

TENANTS HARBOR

ST. GEORGE

Call Warren, Me. 3-22

AI Rines, Warren, Me.

As new, in original pack
ings. At a bargain. If in
terested write to

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day
Mrs. J. A. Jameson and Miss Eliza
beth Jameson went to Portland this
morning to attend the Hay-McDougall wedding.

Mrs. Susie Cole is visiting her son | *
Daniel. 17 Gurdy street before re
turning to B< eton.
In addition to personal notes regarding
departures apd arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of social happenings
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or,
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE __________________________
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Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Carman re- ,
The Sunshine Society will meet turned today from a trip to Bos- i
Monday afternoon with Mrs. Minnie ton and New York where they have .
been\jsitlng relatives.
Miles, Ocean stieet.

MAINE TEACHERS

Power and
>. " ■

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

• • • ’■

^8 eauty
j

unite in one instrument

STRAND THEATRE

Now
playing, “Illusion.’’
with
Looking Forward To Three | Nancy Carroll.
“The Cock Eyed World.” appropriBig Days In Portland
' ately enough, has been called the j
I “What Price Glory?” of the talking
The convention of the Maine screen. For this latest all-talking j
Teachers' Association takes place in | production is the hilarious comedy |
Portland Oct. 23-25, with a program sequel to that famous screen epic of I
For All the Family—
of extraordinary strength promised, the World War. relating in racy, ,
boisterous fashion, the peace-time
including addresses by speakers of adventures of those two friendly
national ant^even international repu enemies, Flagg and Quirt. Leather- '
tation at the larger group sessions neck rivals in love and brawls.
and messages from no less than 25
Following up one howling sequence
educational experts from out of State after the other, as they battle all over i
the map for the favor of alluring 1
at the 22 departmental sessions.
Among the outstanding speakers young ladies who come and go with
will be Dr. William J. Cooper, United delightful frequency, tlies? popular
M isses’ Sizes 1 4 to 20 years
States commissioner of education; stars run amuck, wise-cracking,
Dr. George D. Strayei^of the Teach fighting and loving with an abandon
Girls’ Sizes, 2 to 6 years and 7 to 14 ye
ers' College. Columbia University: that is a delight to behold. Some
Dr. A. (). Thomas, president of the how their easy flowing humor is in
Boys’ Sizes 2 to 6 years
World Federation of Educational fectious for they do get themselves
Associations; Dr. Franklin W. John into on? tight squeeze after the other.
son. president of Colby College, and Of course, they always get out of
These are nearly all of one quality—Ger
Commissioner Bertram E. Packard of them hut not until audiences are sup
the Maine Department of Education.
plied with many hearty laughs. 'The
mania Chinchilla, I GOG Wool, just what
An informal reception for the new principal feminine role is played by
Maine commissioner of education. Lily Damita, the beautiful Parisian
you need for these cool mornings.
Bertram E. Packard, and Mrs. Pack actr ss, who seems made to order for
ard. has been arranged as a pre-con the role i f the exotic Marianna. Vi
See Display In Oak Street Window
vention feature, to take place Wed vacious, alluring and often stunning
nesday evening in the ball room of ly beautiful, ibis comely young ac
the new Chamber of Commerce build tress. last seen with Ronald Colman
ing under the auspices of the Port- in “The Rescue.” acquits herself in
'and Teachers’ Association. Follow exc.llent fashion, proving to he an
ing tht reception ther? will be en ideal selection as the third hand of
tertainment. dancing and refresh the McL iglen-Lowe party.
ments.
“The Cock Eyed World.” comes
The first meeting of the representa I Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.— j
tive assembly, the inew legislative adv.
body of the Maine Teachers' Associa
tion. on Friday afternoon, will be of j
much interest and importance. That
evening there will he an entirely n?w
feature, consisting of a series of ;
assembly programs, in part and in
full, actually used by the Lincoln
Junior High School of Portland, and
now to be presented for the benefit of
the association and to demonstrate a
program which could he used by
rural, grade, junior or senior high
school teachers. Historical events
comprise the settings for these
dramatized assemblies.
Thursday morning will be devoted
to two large division meetings, each
commencing at 9.30. Group Two in
.he Necto State Theatre. Congress
street, will have Supt. E. L. Toner of
Rockland, vice president of the Maine
Teachers’ Association, in charge. , In
the afternoon there will be meetings
by the following departments of the
association with messages from edu
cational experts and discussions of
There Never Has Been and Never Will Be a Better Cigar Than a
academic and pedagogic problems:
Primary Schools and Kindergartens.
B. C. M. Until Mother Earth Produces Better Tobacco
Rural Schools, English. History and
Civics, Classic* Mathematics, s?cmdary School Agriculture, Deans of
Women and Advisers of Girls. A
general session will be held at S
o’clock in the City hall auritorium.
Other department meetings will be
held Friday morning, with the first
innual meeting of the Representative
SHOWS AT
A PUBLIX THEATRE
Assembly scheduled for 4 p. m.. in the
2 0'J,
6.30,
8.30
assembly hall of the Portland High
HOME OF
School.
Saturday Continuous
The closing feature of the conven
2.03 to 10.33
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
tion will be the general session at 8
Friday evening, at which historical
facts will be presented in a concrete
and dramatic manner by pupils of the
NOW PLAYING
Lincoln Junior High School. Port
land. these assembly programs pre
“ILLUSION”
faced by ar. address hv Principal
Roland E. Stevens of that school on
with
the subject: “The Assembly as an
That mem&rable pair of “What Price Glory” ar:
Extra-Curricular Activity.”
NANCY CARROLL
always first in action every time
E. L. Toner. Rockland is first
vice president of the Main? Teach.is’ Association.
MONDAY-TUESD AY-WEDNESDAY
Many colleges and normal schools
alumni assot lutions wi 1 hold re
unions in connection with the con
vention. There will be a dinner of
William Fox
the Maine State Music Supervisors'
Association ; nd former students of
the Teachers’ College, Columbia Uni

CHINCHILLA

------

770

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Coffey left i E. B. DrinkAvater and family liuve I
Thursday for New York where Mr. taken the house ut 40 Rankin street, j
Mr.
Capt. and .Mrs. Erank O. Hilt uf Coffey will be employed as chauffeur and wilt occupy it at once.
Drlnkwtiler is on the Klckapoo.
Portland Head Light who have been for Dr. William Sharpe this winter.
sending their annual vacation in
Rockland and vicinity, visited Eort
Robert Barham, accompanied by
Miss Sleeper's Bible Study Class
I’oint Light Station Thursday, ac his "daughter-in-law. Mrs. Bertha ! meets Monday afternoon at the home
companied by Ira Tupper of Crieha- Barham, left yesterday on a motor of Mrg. L. W. Flckett ,54 Rankin
trip to Salem. Marlboro. Brockton and j street, at 2.30 o'clock.
ven.
Abington, Mass., with Clifton Cross
Mrs. Maynard Oxton who has been at the wheel. During their absence
Baraca Class he'.d an enjoyable
tlie guest of Mr. and Mrs. Lester Ayer Miss Beatrice Barham is making her meeting in the Methodist vestry
in Medford arrived home yesterday. home with Mrs. Patterson, Birch Thursday evening with 60 in attend
street.
ance. Supper was served under the
Misses C'orice Thomas. Dorothy
direction of Dr. and Mrs. II. V.
flnow, Martha Wasgatt and Anna
Miss Emma Dorgan was hostes to Tweedie, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Chatto,
Richardson have returned from a mo the Wednesday Club. The evening Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Church. Mr. and
tor trip to Washington. D. C.. and was spent happfiy witli radio music, Mrs. Frank Gardner. Mrs. John Ste
other points, returning home over sewing, etc.
vens. Miss Foss, Mrs. Mack and Miss
the Storm King Highway to Boston
Mvra I.inekin. Community singing
and through the White Mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. 8.'D. Crosby and Mr. enlivened tht slipper hour. Plans
Features of the trip were a visit to and Mrs. Stanley Walsh have re were discussed for the play which
Annapolis Naval Academy and a brief turned from a few days' visit in Port tlie class is to present about the mid
visit witli Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hills land.
dle of December. It was voted to give 1
in Adams, Mass. They were accom
Marshall X. Goolds "Faint Claudia''
panied by Miss Frances Snow of Bos
a production that has won cotnmen- .
The
first
of
a
series
of
bridge
par
ton.
ties to be sponsored by Chapin Classa | dation wherever given. Mr. Kenduring the winter was held Thursday derdin? will direct the presentation
llr. and Mrs. Raymond Grindle and evening at the home of Mrs. H. P. and rehearsals are to begin at once,
son Raymond are in Boston for a Blodgett, witli Mrs. Blodgett, Miss parts drawn entirely from class mem1
week.
Edith McAlman, Mrs. E. R. Veazie fcii-s having already been assigned.
and Mrs. George Palmer in charge. A social hour closed the evening's
The members of the Girls' Club of There were six tables, favors being good time.
tlie Central Maine Power Co. were j won by Ml3s Blanchard. Mrs. Robert
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Sawyer have
entertained by the Augusta members Adams. Mrs A. IL Havener, Mrs. Ella
returned from Portland where they
yesterday, the trip being made in the < Bird and Mrs Win'"'
' J___
cars of Miss Lucy Ball and L. X. i '
attended tlie GrtNid I.odge sessions
Renner.
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Walsh , ind the Rebekah Assembly.
have returned from a motor trip to j
*
Mr. and Mrs. Ii. L. Blown and New London, where they attended the j Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Powers
Mint. Leola Rose who are In Portland wedding of Mr. Walsh's niece. Miss who have been guests of Mr. and Mrs
today to attend the Hay-McDougall Mary C. Walsh of Ocean Beach. New G M. Derry. Camden street, returned
wedding will be guests of Mr. and London, to Joseph W. Marley of the i to their home in Portland yesterday.
Mrs. A. J. Huston ever the weekend. Phoenix Lite Insurance Co. of Hart-----ford. It was a brilliant church wedj|r. and Mrs. J. A. Jameson enterMr. and Mrs. George Everbeek of ding. followed by a reception at the 1 mined the Playmates and Mr. and
Winthrop Mass., were guests Thurs bride's home. Mr. and Mrs. Walsh ; Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy at their home i
day of Mr. and Mrs, J. E. Stevens. made enjoyable trips to New Britain. 011 Xlorth Main street Wednesday
Talbot avenue.
Hartford. Providence and other evening with Mr. and Mrs. Frederick '
points.
’ Powers of Portland as honor guests.
Mrs. J. 0. Stevens and fister Mrs.
___
| in cards honors were taken by Mr.
Fred Overlock are in Boston over the
ET the feel of giant power
Mrs. Celia Prentiss of Brighton, and Mrs. David 'Hodgkins and Mr.
weekend.
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. J. S. and Mrs. Lovejoy, a guest prize be
under your control. Revel
ing
presented
to
Mrs.
Powers.
Buffet
Miss Janette Smith. Miss Lucy Goodenough at the horn-' of Mr. and
in sheer naturalness of tone.
lunch
was
served.
Marsh and John McLoon lefu for ' Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, South Thom
Exult in painstaking crafts
Portland yesterday where they at aston.
manship—thrill to new cabinet
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Allen are in
tended the dancing party given at tlie
beauty .... Wonder how such
Douise Bickford Sylvester of Xew Boston where they will attend the
Country Club last evening for Miss
a set is possible at sufh a J{ice.
Evelyn McDougall and Merrill Allston York is expected to arrive today to be Harvard-Army game today.
Hay. whose wedding takes place this : the guest of her parents. Dr. and Mrs.
But it is—come in and we’U
afternoon at 3.36 in the First L'niver- 1 It. W. Bickford. Beech street.
Mrs. Julia Smith, who, fell several
show youl
,
salist Church.
weeks ago, breaking a hip, has recov- ]
Misses Therese and Harriet Ran ered sufficiently to be removed to The
Miss Harriet Parmalee will enter kin are in Boston for a 10 days' visit Laurie where site Is with her daugh
JOHN A .KARL & CO.
tain Chapin Class Tuesday evening at . with relatives.
ter. Mrs. Ava I-awry. Although much
305 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
her home. 27 Limerock street.
!
-----Improved Mrs. Smith remains under
TEL. 745 W
----I Mrs. Harold Coombs and Mrs. John a nurse's care.
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper entertained j.G. Snow entertained at luncheon and
the Merry Meeters Tuesday at her ; bridge Thursday evening at Mrs.
The new season of the Methebesec
home in South Thomaston witli Iter I Coombs home on Masonic street. | Club was ushered in in an auspicious
mother. Mrs. J. S. Got denough. and There were four tables. Honors were manner at the meeting yesterday .
Mrs. Celiu Prentiss of Brighton, won by Mts. Allen J. Murray, Mrs. at the home of Mrs. Annie Stevens,
Mass., as honor guests.
Arthur Lawrence and Mrs. Lloyd Talbot avenue.
The 23 members ]
BIRDS ON THE WING
Daniels.
present, listened with interest to the
-----Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Rugg of
----reports of the State Federation of
Utt]e Chaps Qn SouthFlushing. L. I., arrived Thursduv to
Alfred Burkett has teturned to Wlomen's Clubs given by Miss Annie
£
be guests of Mrs. Leola Rose. Mr. Akron. Ohio, where lie is employed. 1 Frye and Mrs. Irene Moran: also to
etn r light, Stop MomenRugg is returning but Mrs. Rugg is
-----report of tlie benevolence comtarily For .Refreshments
remaining to attend tlie Hay-McMrs. E. H. Ewing who has been the the
miltee as presented by Mrs. Orissa
____
Dougall wedding in Portland today.
guest of her sister. Mrs. J. A. Burpee,
Merritt, chairman, it was vo‘e*»
] E(]itul. of T|lp Courier-Gazette:----Main street, lias returned to her home iccept the invitation extended by the I
A long walk, just off the highway.
Among those attending the Hay- in Stoughton. Mass.
stein Flub to attend the Home- (jfh> ,
nipllow „
Rubinstei
McDougall wedding in Portland to— —
’ meeting Friday. Dee 2.. The
()f an Octoj>ei.
.
comers
day are Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Kalloeh,
Mr. and Mr: K. 15. Crie had as din
neetinjx. Nov. 1. will be at the i
.
.
.
’ .
..
.1
V
myriads
of birds feeding
on the berMr. and Mrs. K. B. Crie. Mrs. Donald ner guests at Reach inn, Lincolnville. next me
,f Miss Caroline Stanley. North
... .
.............. . .. ,
of
ries of mountain ash, roadside shrub*
Farrand. Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown. Wednesday. Mr. and Mrs. Lucien home
Main street, with Mrs. Alice Karl as
nd, plants, fortifying stout little
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller. Mr. and Thomas of Rio de Janicro and Mrs
leader. She will have as her subject bodies for the long flight spilth ward.
Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury. Mr. a^d Mis. i C. M. Thomas.
“First Ladies.”
It is the autumn migration of the versity.
Lester Sherman. Mr. and Mrs. A. C. J
----*
later bird?. Urgent calls have been
McLoon and John McLoon. Mr. and
The Patchwork Club of tlie Relief
coming to the feeding station from
LATE OCTOBER
•Mrs. M. E. Wotton. Miss Gladys, Corps, was entertained Wednesday j
MISSION WORKERS
white-croWned. white-throated and
(For The •Courler-Caz.vflv]
B.etlien. Mrs. Leola Rose and daugh- afternoon and ev'nlng by Mrs. Eliza- ,
The leaves are chungiiiz colors,
dar street.
.
.
.
r- '
• L J Isong «part’ows for grain which ceuld
ter Mrs. Frederick Rugg of Flushing, j beth Mil’s at her home Cedar
lack Dost has been this way,
L. I.. X. 5., Mrs. Elonia Tuttle, Mr. , There wen t n present and much Day of Inspiration furnished he quickly consumed. The garden
And a million fairies, painting.
has been vocal with calls from
and Mrs. Joseph Brewster of Cam-I work was dot^e. A fine picnic supper
Are busy night and day.
By Conference of the Lin (hickadce. nut hatch and goldfinch,
den. Mrs. B. B. Smith and daughter waH served at 3.30 witli chicken und
-h'iM
The hillside gives surprises.
is a g>odly supply of sunflower
Miss Janette Smith. Mr. and Mrs ' ...p,co„,i things. A very enjoyable
coln Association
Ko changed by brilliant dye.
seeds, swaying on tall stalks in the
Ernest C. Davis. Nelson I!. Cobb. Mrs tinu. w;ls .pent. This club is comAnd the lowland glows with colors
crisp morning sunshine furnished
To please the passer-by.
J. A. Jameson. Miss Elizabeth Junta- posed mostly of th ■ past presidents of
Tuesday, an all day session of the food great iy prized.
son. Jarvis C. I’erry. Mrs. G. A. l.aw- n,P Corps, hut there are always sevThere's
sunlight in the yellow.
The rare chance to see and Hear a
Woman's Missionary Conference, of
rence and Miss Lucy Marsh who is
On,„l..i wfi„ participate.
Fire's warmth shows in the red:
the Line'ill Association met witli the « meadow lark and a visit from the
one of the bridesmaids.
I
___
In the brown the end of hrrvest ;
Koon white will be earth's bed.
A sewing club composed of a group First Baptist Church this city. Mrs. ) alder fly catcher were high lights of
Miss Doris Hyler and Mrs. Alice of little girls, met at the home of H M. Purrington of Warren, presid the past season. The wee fly catchei
The
landscape's 'most completed,
Mathews of Warren have r turned Muriel Mei’hee. Limerock ' street ing. More titan !)0 ladies were pres was apparently blown off his course
The artists' work near done
as he is common in parts of Ver
And the touch of airy brushes
from Portland where they attended Thursday afternoon. Luncheon was ent.
,T)irrcttd hif
Tlie morning meeting "was opened mont. He was quite exhausted when
A miracle has won !
the Rebekah Assembly. Tuesday.
served at 4.30 ,with Dorothy Munroe
Olive L.
by
a
shori
song
service,
and
Mrs.
J.
he
found
food
at
the
station
and
for
and June Cook assisting.
Thomaston
C. MacDonald led the devotional exer- three or four days identification was
Miss Madeline Coffey who goes to
impossible,
but
after
a
period
of
rest
Curtis
and
Mrs.
H.
A
clscs.
Mrs.
Kilborn
of
Thomaston.
Xew York thii week, for the winter.
Mrs. R.
secretary and treasurer < f the confer- the ina V ngs ol' his family were plain
| ence gave her report which showed ly seen.
an enjoyable bridge party given ifly pending the weekend in Portland.
! Conference to be in a successful conAs the summer birds leave us for a
Mias Faye Hodgkins. Tuesday eve
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike have rtfion. Reports from the different brief sp in. I feel sure the kindheartef
ning a surprise ffirty was given for
her at the home of Mrs. John M. g: ne to Waldo Countv on their annual I societies, showed that tlic> were people of Rockland, who havp pro
Richardson, by Miss Ruth Richards hunting trip, guests of Charles R. progressing well in ail their various vided houses and food for their com
activities, doing White Cross Work. fort an 1 safety, will join me in say
and Miss Virginia Proctor.
The Coombs of-Belfast.
___
'sending boxes of clothing, or hospi- ing:'
decorations were of a Halloween
THREE DAYS
TODAY
“Bon-voyage, gay little citizens o<
Charley A. Staples of Portland <«’ supplies, etc. to home and foreign
character and very pretty.
Miss
the
ail
’
God
speed
you
and
good
spent
the
week
with
his
mother,
Minstations,
thus
gladaenlng
the
hearts
Coffey received a number of hand
MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
Mrs. 1
‘he worker* in those fields. Miss bye."
Ada C. Burpee
some gifts.
Wednesday she was | nie Staples. IJndcn street.
MUSICAL SHOW
■ Alice M. Purinton. of Waterville, secRockbtnd. OcU 16.
again a guest of honor this time at a .Minnie Smith of Vinalhaven visited
I
retary
director
of
Eastern
Maine.
Portland.
The De Luxe Super-Special Attraction of the
dinner party given by Miss Estelle Mrs. Staples on her way
gave a talk on her work.
Miss
Hall at her h< me on Park street.
PARK THEATRE
Season
Mrs. John Carver and family of Martha Howell spoke briefly of her
A Sound Picture, with
A number of Broadway’s outstandlabors in Porto Rico.
owl's
Head
are
in
Rockland
for
a
few
Luc.wig
and
mother
Mr?-.
Rn
Dorothy Burgess
The noon hour was given over to ,ng entertainers in the realm of
Susie Ludwig are spending the week- weeks. Mr. Carver, who has been
A Musical Extravaganza
musical comedy are featured in *the
Paul Pa-je
visiting his family for a week returns’ | the discussion of a fine lunch pro Warner Brothers all-talking, singing
end ir. Lewiston.
vided
by
an
efficient
committee,
and
to Seal Island today.
to a i>eriod of sociability. The first •ind dancing comedy, “Gold Diggers
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mills have
of Broadway,” coming Monday for
Mrs. Wallac? Spaulding and son period of the afternoon was devoted three days’ engagement.
returned from a delightful vacation
to business.
These officers were
Donald
of
Camden
are
spending
a
trip, the destination of which was
Heading t)je cast are Winnie Light
elected: Mrs. H. M. Purrington. War
Mt. Vernon, X. Y. There they were few days with Mr. and Mrs. I). J. ren. president: Mrs. E. M. Holman. ner. the star of ‘KJay Paree” and
Cole.
and
Mrs.
Dion
E.
guests of Mr.
Camden, vice president: Mrs. H. S George White's ‘'Scandals;” Nick
Woolley under whose escort they
Kilborn. Thomastoh. secretary and Lucas, the “crooning troubador*^of
The
teachers'
of
the
Junior
High
made a number of side trips. One of
treasurer. Mrs. H. R. Hatch of Fair- the radio and famous recording art
these was to West Point where they School and grades have a new organ field spoke on “Missionary Educa ist; Ann Pennington, nimble dancer
ization
to
he
known
as
th?
Teachers
were so fortunate as to he present
tion.” advocating the reading of the •f the Zicgfeld Follies: Nancy Welwhen 40 officers and 150 cadets from Reading Club, formed Dor the pur books provided in the reading con ford, last seen in the Joe Cook musical
Japanese training ships were in pose of reading and discussing con test. and the “White Cross Work." comedy, “Rain orfehine;’’ and Georgie
specting the Military Academy. A temporary literature. The present She showed samples of what could be Price, considered by many to he one
At the done by the children, as well as older
full dress parade by the West I’oint membership is about 30.
of the finest dancers on the stage to
cadets was one of the features pre meeting Wednesday it was voted to folks. She was followed by Miss day. In addition to these stars of the
A Warner Bros. Vitaphone Picture
sented in honor of the visitors from take up for general reading “All Quiet Martha Howell of Rio Piedras. Porto nusical comedy stage are Conway
On
the
Western
Front.
”
which
is
at

the Orient. Mr. and Mrs. Mills made
Rico.
In introducing Miss Howell Tearle, Lilyan Tash.man, William
A BRILLIANT CAST
ALL TALKING
SINGING
DANCING
numerous sightseeing trips in Great tracting su?.i widespread attention. Mrs. Purrington gave a short sketch Bake well and Helen Foster, all of
The next meeting will be Oct. 30 • of her life. Miss Howell was born
Photographed Entirely in Natural Colors
er New York, including of course
ANN
PENNINGTON
whom
are
engagingly
cast
in
comedy
visit to the f'ver fascinating China-! “I the Mclatin Building. Supper will in Indiana. She was located at one
roles.
CONWAY TEARLE
town. They saw George Arliss In I be served by the teachers of that time in Central America.. . Before
HE gimme gang is out to painlessly extract gold! No pi k and
Photographed throughout in beau
“Disraeli." a talking picture, and school. The officers are: President, going there she was at Spellman.
WINNIE LIGHTNER
tiful
natural
colors,
this
latest
War

shovel for them, but kisses and caresses. My, how the sugarpromi.•« • Rockland patrons a great Miss Relief Nichols; secretary. Miss She talked interestingly of the coun
ner production has rapid-fire pace,
NICK
LUCAS
treat when it is presented here. In Frances Hodgdon.
try and much of her work, among that
daddies
like it! You'll like it, too! There’s a real ^tory in this
lilting tuneful melodies, hilarious
Raynham. Mass, they were guests of
•
: Spanish speaking people. She sang
LILYAN TASHMAN
glittering array of good and bad girls on Broadway. Of all the musi
Miss Kitty McLaughlin of New one verse of a hymn in their language. comedy, unusual stage sets and some
Mr. Mills’ aged aunt. Mrs. Adelma
AND A CHORUS OF
Ames, formerly of Vinalhaven. In ' ork is expected to arrive at her This was her first visit to Maine and of the fastest and cleverest dancing
cal comedies you’ve seen on the screen this is the best. The best color
100 DAZZLING BEAUTIES
Rrook’iine they made a brief visit Rockland heme Tuesday or Wednes- she was much pleased with the scen- seen In many moons. In many ways
photography! The best song hits! The best story! Don’t miss this
with Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Wild. day in preparation for her conceit to cry. Her pleasing and affable man “Goal Diggers of Broadway" is even
more entertaining than its predeces
On the first day of their trip from le given under the auspices ol’ the ner delighted all.
and
regret it later WELCOME THE HIT OF HITS!
The meetings were interspersed sor. the widely acclaimed “On With
Rockland Mr. and Mrs. Mills motored I ni versa list organ fund committee
Home of Paramount
the
Show."
Eor
the
story
of."Gold
Monday
evening,
Oct.
28.
Miss
Mc

with
several
selections
by
Mrs.
430 miles.
PRICES
Performances
Tel.
Talking and Singing
Laughlin will have as accompanist Hughey of Rockport. Mrs. Barton of Diggers" holds together: there is a
403
Pictures
Matinees,
25c
at
Your rug problems can be settled Mrs. Faith G. Berry of this city and St. George and Mrs. Washburn'of genuine dramatic situation which in
with satisfaction guaranteed by call as assisting artist Miss Alcada Hall, Thomaston with Mrs. Lillian Joyce at its entirety, lends itself wfll to
Evenings,
25c,
35c
2.00,
6.30,
and 8.30
ing The People’s Laundry. Limerock pianist, of Thomaston, the concert the piano. It was Altogether an en musical comedy interpolation. Most
Children,
10c
P. M.
One of the Publix Theatres
street. Tel. 170. We shampoo your I promising to be one of the most bril- livening and instpira.tional session of these songs are already hits of the
ruga .and return them promptly, Uk^ 1 hunt musical events in ihi section
Tlie Conference was invited lo meet season, as dance orchestras are testi
fying to throughout the country.—ad.
with the Camden church next vear.
new.
124-tf for some time.

COATS

its

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Atwater

Kent

Screen-Grid

Fear after year the same good cigar

D,V,lTI.

r

RHCKSW '

G

If It’s Making Love—or Fight
ing. FJagg and Quirt

VOUglllEb
WORLD
VICTOR M LACLEN
EDMUND LOWE
LILY DAMITA

RAOUL WALSH

BOB O7T

PROTECTSON

“The Gold-diggers
of

Broadway”
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HOST

DEASY SWORN IN

BIG DENTAL MEET

New England Society To New Chief Justice Will Set
In Motion Revised Court
Have Noted Speakers At
System
Tufts College

"AU of these problems can be
relating to fish and game adminis
tration and conservation. But it must worked out satisfactorily to our peo
' be remembered that the sportsmen of ple and for the benefit of our State by
Dentists from all over Xew EngAssociate Justice Lucre B. Deasy of
I Pennsylvania, that Pioneer State in honest efforts on our part, keeping in
I Conservation, to which the sportsmen mind always the rights of others, par land will meet in Boston Oct. JL to Bar Harbor on .Saturday became
i of the whole country look, took seven ticularly the farmer and land owner attend the annual meeting of the Xew chief justice of the supreme judicial
i years to solve her fish and game and with a willingness to make some England Dental Society. This meet court of Maine, succeeding ScotVWilac
problems, and we may well take pride personal sacrifice for the benefit of ing will be of three days duration son of Portland who resigned
cept appointment to t the United
at the Tufts College Dental School.
J in our accomplishments in less than the whole."
1 two years of concerted endeavor.
The three-day session will be given States circuit court of appeals. The
Following custom President Butler
"Let me touch briefly on certain called to the chair the resident mem over entirely to a series of dental oath of office was administered to
I principles of conservation at which ber of the executive board, Alfred C. clinics presided over by eminent Justice Deasy by Gov. Gardiner in the
some criticisms have been directed.
Hocking who got the ovation that a leaders in various branches of den presence of the executive council.
Upon Chief Justice Deasy will deman is entitled to after personally tistry. Among the visiting dentists
Sanctuariea
While we live In Xew England, an goes on road work and works out road
arranging such a successful meeting, from outside New England who have 'Olve the duty of setting In motion
taxes.
Then,
tdo,
they
use
them
for
"The
two
primary
purposes
of
this
Industrial sec tion of the country, and
with the banquet and entertainment a prominent place on the program 'be revised court system of the State,
cultivating, seeding, cutting hay and Association are:
are Dr. E. H. Hatton of Chicago, Illi- authorized by act of the 1929 Ifgislagive little thought to the west, it may hauling it and pulling it into the mow
“First: To make better hunting and already alldded to. Mr. Hocking ex
to become effective January 1,
tie interesting at this time, the har with a fork; they cultivate the or fishing in this county for our own tended a most cordial welcome to the nois, and Dr. Carl Grove of St. Paul,
visitors and his humorous allusions Minnesota, tWo outstanding dental '830. I nder the act the supreme
vest season, to take a glance out that chard, the garden, the raspberry people.
authorities in their respective sec- I court becomes a court of law to hold
Second: To make the county, to the drive for black ducks caused
way and note what the folks out there patch—in fact, the tractor does about
everything there is to do on the farm. through our efforts,, more attractive much laughter. Full credit was given lions of this country. Dr. Leroy M. el’jht terms a year' and aK 'acapcles
are doing to gather In the dollars.
in itK Personnel occur they shall reThe manufacturers of these ma to our out of state visitors, in order to Harry Booth who provided the bulk S. Miner, Dean of the Harvard Dental main
Senator Arthur Capper of Kansas
unfilled until the court consists
knows more about this subject than chines have kept abreast of the times that we may obtain for the people of the material for this portion of the School, will also give an address.
The Xew England Dental Society of a chief justice and five associate
any other citizen in the United States. to the extent that an up-to-date of the county a larger share of the menu. Mr. Hocking was inclined to
justices instead of a chief Justice and
Not because he is a senator from a tractor today will haul three plows, $100,000,000 that they leave in our think that the ducks turned in by has done a great deal to supplement seven associates, as at present. The
Dr. Walter Conley died of fright, and the activities of the various State
farming state, and has been these disks, drills and a packer—and plow, State each year.
number of superior court justices has
"To carry out these plans we have that those shot by E. M. O'Neil and Dental Societies and has brought the already been increased, by virtue of
many years, but because he has the. disk, plant and pack down the soil
confidence of all the farmers in the all in one operation. Doing away ; attempted to improve our fishing David Goldberg belonged to the decoy members of the dental profession in the act, from four to seven, and the
the several Xew England States in
great west, and they bring their with hired help and 12 horses, the through careful and systematic stock- flock.
President Butler stated that the closer touch with each other. Pre jurisdiction of the superior courts
problems, their troubles and their owner of the farm plows and plants ing and to increase our game through
henceforth is extended to all counties.
successes to him.
He cannot be j 10 to 12 acres a day, all by himself, at | means of sanctuaries, with plans of next membership meeting would be eminently an organization devoted to
Judge Deasy has been a member of
held
in
Union
in
November
and
the
scientific
study,
its
annual
meeting
reached by the lobbyists. He is a cost of $3.50 for gasoline and oil.
feeding and stocking by proven methVie bar since 1884 and was first
presence
of
a
smiling
quartet,
con

brings
together
hundreds
of
dentists
true blue, a yard wide, and he is for
Just now at harvest time he at- ods that have worked out successsisting of Fred E. Burkett, Clarence each year for three days of intensive named to the supreme bench in 1918.
One unfinished wall shelf, (knocked down) three matched
the farmer first, last and always.
j laches binders and reapers, and com- 1 fully in conservation states.
He was born in Gouldsboro, Feb. 8.
He reaches the farmers and they j bines, and corn harvesters, and these
"We have one of the best sanc- Leonard, R. M. McKinley and Frank educational work.
stencils, one individual stencil—worth at least $1.25—free
1859.
Gordon,
rather
indicated
that
Union
To become a member of the Xew
reach him through his six publica machines do all the harvesting while tuaries in the State in our Knox will be heard from in fine style.
with the purchase of a half pint can or more of Acme
England
Dental
Society,
one
of
the
tions. He has daily, Sunday, weekly the owner runs the tractor. A new I County game preserve. In spite of
POULTRY ACCOUNTS
Quality
Enamel-Kote (Rapid Drying). This special offer
Frank
A.
Tirrell
told
of
the
pro
requisites is that the member also be
and monthly papers, and they have corn reaper will handle three rows of restrictive shooting during the past
is made to demonstrate how easy it is to do your own
s«d n‘‘w sanctuary on the western a member of his State Society. In Twenty-six Books Being Distributed
made him a very rich man because corn at a time, cut the stalks, pull oft four years game has increased, within P«
side of Megunticook Lake and said
decorating with Acme Quality Enamel-Kote.
the farmers know they can believe the ears, husk them, shuck the corn, its limits, many fold. The Legisla- that a bill was being drafted for pre this way and through co-ordination
In Knox and Lincoln Counties
what he tells them, and they sub dump it into a bin. and take care of ture of 1929 made of this preserve a sentation at the special session of of purpose and effort, the Xew Eng
land organization and the various
scribe for and advertise in his papers. the cobs and the fodder all in one teal sanctuary, eliminating all hunt- Legislature.
Many requests are being received
State dental,societies are becoming a by County Agent Wentworth for the
Acme Quality
operation. All you have to do is 'nR ar,d shooting in its confines
Far a single example take just one I operation.
President
Butler
directed
attention
powerful influence for good and are new 1930 poultry account books that
Floor-Roc Var
publication, of the six, and we find it attach the tractor to this jptachlne and now that It Is entirely closed we
to
the
Thanksgiving
turkey
.shoot
nish it a lasting
has a circulation of 345,000 copies | and start off.
I "lan lo ‘"ttoduce pheasants, and in
doing a great deal for the advance are to be sent all poultrymen the last
I ACME QUALITY
which
will
be
held
at
Oakland
Park
Other machines equally compll-lthe sPrin& to P>a"‘
feed, of
protection for
ment of dentistry. The public too is of this month. There are a total of
each issue. The advertising rate is
your floors. It
wUh but.one thought in commencing at 9.30 a. m. Xo guns benefiting in no small measure from 26. divided into communities thus:
$4.50 a line, and as there are about cated and effective are constantly various
larger than 10-bore may be used, and a more highly trained and responsi
dries hard and
mind,
namely,
that
the
surrounding
11 lines to an inch in newsprint, that being devised so that a farmer can
Warren and Waldoboro /our each,
smooth and
territory may soon produce the Best ammunition may be obtained on the ble dental personnel.
is $49.50 an inch; in a newspaper with do most everything there is to do
West Aina three, Dresden, Damaris
ground.
will not show
hunting ever known in this county.
Drs. Ralph W. Bickford, Dmery B. cotta. Xorth Edgecomb, Friendship
20 inches to a column that Is only on a farm with gasoline and kero
heel or water
"However, there are still those who
• * • *
Howard. Edward W. Peaslee and J. E. and Whitefield two each, and Camden. |
$lki0 a column. His papers have a sene. Then with electricity they milk for their own selfish convenience,
marks.
Tibbetts are members.
combined circulation of 1.593.271, and the cows, churn and separate the without a thought of the morrow or of
Burkettville, Hope, West Rockport
The attitude of the Camp Directors’
milk,
and
the
housewife
has
her
elec

lie therefore talks to that many peo
and Thomaston one each.
the boys of the next generation, would Association toward the fishing license
$1.20
tric washer, electric iron and Hoover repeal every sanctuary law in the imposed on non-resident juveniles
ple interested in agriculture.
These books are furnished free by i
WHEELER’S BAY
sweeper.
His farmers tell him—and he pub
Mrs. Charles Carr and Mrs. Sidney the Extension Service to any poultry- |
game code: they would catch the last was explained by Mr. Webster of the
lishes many columns of tlieir letters— : These labor-saving devices are not trout, kill the last deer, shoot the last Belgrade Camps, speaking in behalf Thompson visited Mrs. Edgar Rack- man in the county who requests one.
that the American farmer has gone beyond the m^ans of the farmer these seed bird with utter indifference. We of Frank E. Poland, proprietor of the iff Thursday.
At the end of the year the books will •
GILLEY & DUNCAN
tractorwise. Every farmer Is buy- days, for one tractor saves 12 horses, cannot understand their view point. Medomak Camps, and president of the
Mr. and Mrs. John Olson and be balanced and summarized and a
778 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAN0
and
one
man
with
a
modern
tractor
‘ng one and those that have had them
I fear they will never understand New England division of the Camp daughter Selma recently visited her county summary will be made up.
can
work
300
acres
of
land
to
advan

say they could never again get along
This is very valuable to the poultryDirectors’ Association. Mr. Webster parents Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Cline.
ours.
without one. They are doing away tage without any outside help at all.
made an excellent impression and the
Merrill Wall and Miss Geneva Wall man for it gives the individual a clear
”THE HOUSE OF COLOR”
Sunday Hunting
A
farm
in
the
west
is
not
complete
with their horses entirely; doing
weight of his arguments was felt. attended the wedding of Edward understanding of his year's work. It
In
years
gone
by
little
effort
was
away with extra farm help. With without all these attachments, in ad
He said the license fees meant a small Grindle and Miss Marguerite Win- is a service that many business or- !
tlie.r tractor they saw the winter dition to the radio, the motor car. mad" in this locality, to enforce that increase in State funds, but had capaw at Martinsville last Saturday ganizations spend thousands of dol
section
of
the
game
law
that
pro

wood, plow, disk, drag, harrow, spread i and other modern cenveniences—and
created a vast amount of unfavorable | evening,
lars each year to obtain.
At twenty-five the average man
lime and fertilizer, grind feed, crush , that probably is the reason that the hibits Sunday hunting. Two years comment. He expressed the AssoThe pioneer who crossed the coun
During the next few weeks many
Rev. and Mrs. Chadbourne are in
ago
when
the
State
Department
;1 sees the need of better laws but at try by might and main has a grand
stones, pull stumps and trees, haul farmer needs "relief.’*
ciation
’
s
willingness
to
co-operate
:
Massachusetts.
more
requests
are
expected.
Last
informed
the
officers
of
this
Asso

|
forty-five
he
sees
the
need
of
better
son Who goes by plane and train.—In
rocks, move buildings, fill silos, run
And it is up to the manfuacturers of
Mrs. Reuben Maker visited Mrs. Il, year 160 books were kept throughout
ciation that the wardens had been in with any fair legislation, and sugdianapolis News.
i men.
the threshing machine—and when the these things to see that he gets it—if
gested a graduated license scale—$1 E Rackliff Wednesday,
Knox and Lincoln Counties.
structed
to
enforce
this
law,
all
of
tractor is not at these things it I they want to keep on selling him.
mhmmsmhh
us seriously and earnestly angued for children from 10 to 12. $1.50 for
children from 12 to 15. and $2 fur \
with tiie assistant commissioner that
children from 15 to 18.
Jbr Economical Trontporlolion
ATLANTIC HIGHWAY a strict enforcement of this law Chief Game Warden F. H. Small
MANY DEER SEEN
would work a hardship on the sports
wood
spoke
of
the
criticism
which
men of moderate means, who had no
been caused by an arrest for.
Com’r Stobie Regrets Close Sam Erskine’s Sound Views other day In which to enjoy his had
Sunday hunting but said that he had
recreation.
Time On 'Moose In SouthOn Our Eastern Counties "Looking at the problem from an been asked to enforce the law not
honest point of view it seems difficult only by the department, but by the
ern Counties
Getting Together
to understand why one class of men owners of land.
George J. Stobie, the new com
can fish, play golf, or seek recreation
Although expressing his disap-1 Considerable criticism is heard that through the use of motorboats, auto missioner of inland fisheries got a
pclntment that there is open season 'construction on the Atlantic Highway mobiles or airplanes, and hunting fine greeting from the organization
_ „ In any counties
_ o.„. between
Portland and Rockland and
should be prohibited, but the answer, which was first to endorse his can
• ■». 1 e.
in moose
of the State
xespecially between Bath and Thom
didacy.
Speechmaking is not his
tiiis fall. Commissioner Stobie of the aston is not being pushed along more now at least, is obvious. It is the I.iw forte, but he knows the department's
of the State, it is being enforced else
State department of Inland fisheries rapidly. It may be argued that this where and we as an Association are work from a to z and is not a bit
and game expressed his belief that section receives more benefit from obligated as good sportsmen and afraid to express his opinion. He said
that the warden's force has been in
such open season should be in the the Bath bridge than other parts of under our Constitution to assist in the
creased to two superintendents. 12
the State but that is not a valid ar
southern counties of the State rather gument. The bridge is an asset to enforcement of ail Fish & Game chief wardens and 76 deputy wardens
Laws.
than in the northern counties.
The audience was somewhat aghast
the whole State but this section is not
Without any doubt the abuse of the
"It is in tbe populated sections of getting the benefit to which it is en- day by ________
a certain_____
class________
of hunters has at his statement that the Camden fish
the State and not in the big woods I tllled because sections of the Atlantic
much Vo do' with the present strict hatchery is fit only for the hatching
--------------------- — —
Highway
east of .uthe «•
Kennebec
are in enforcement of the law. However, a ot eggs, and that fish liberated from
that moose arc causing the trouble." j guch deplorabie condition that tourcommission is now working on the it are not A1 fish. This is due in the
said the commissioner. "In the big ists wishing to reach the eastern part general Sunday Law and it may be main to the fact that the temperature
woods or the northern part of the State
the state are routed up north to possible in the future to work out a of the water in summer runs as high
there is not more than a fair breed Bangor.
They are consequently solution that will be satisfactory not as 70. while in winter it drops to
ing stock for tiie future."
turned aside from the attractive drive only to the hunters, but also to those freezing. Supt Libby used 10 tons of
The hunting season for moose com alona the coast route and both they who have heretofore, been seriously salt last year to remove fungus
mences Nov. 25 and closes Nov. 30 and residents aibng the way are the imposed upon In their worship by growth. Fish grown in spring water
will develop twice as rapidly. The
in the counties of Aroostook, Han losers.
hunters and their hounds
hope for the Camden hatchery. In the
cock, Knox,
Lincoln, Penobscot.
In Woolwich, the section under con
The Farmer
opinion of the officials lies in the
Waldo and Washington, the season struction is hardly passable and in
INCE January 1st, over a million one hundred and
'We want the farmer to be our proposition of digging artesian wells
limit being one bull moose to a dications are that the work will not
friend,
for
without
his
co-operation
The
department
will
spend
$400,000
hunter.
be completed before cold weather
thirty-five thousand six-cylinder Chevrolets have been
"Deer are reported by the wardens comes on. Another weak link in the we would have no public shooting on fish and game this year.
Supervisor Joseph Stickney showed
to be quite plentiful all over the chain is the Wiscasset bridge. This grounds in America. If the farm
I w.
State,”
continued
Commissioner structure is in bad shape and you ers as a whole should deliberately three reels of motion pictures per
produced. Naturally, this is an outstanding industrial achieve
Sto.bie. "They are more plentiful are told to “go at your own risk." The close their property we would be no taining to the department, and reveal
than last year. It is also reported State is responsible for this bridge better off here in America than they ing several local sportsmen.
ment. But it is more than that. It is a great public endorse
are in England, where only the great
that deer are carrying larger antlers and should replace it with a bridge
landed proprietors have their own
this year due to an early spring and adequate and safe for the heavy traf
private shooting preserves and the
A formidable list of new members
fic which it must carry.
ment of Chevrolet’s policy of progress:
good feeding.
■When this string of counties. Knox, poor man goes without the recreation obtained largely through the efforts
“Bears are l-eported plentiful in
that he enjoys.
of
Alfred
C.
Hocking,
was
announced
Lincoln
and
Waldo
got
together
on
nearly all sections of the northern
"It has always been one of the pri
part of the State. The beech nuts are the Bath bridge proposition they put mary aims of this Association to work by Ernest C. Davis. The list follows:
plentiful meaning that the bears will it across. In union there is strength for a better understanding between Forrest Wall,
Tenant’s Harbor
be found this fall mostly on the beech and it would be the part of wisdom to land owners and sportsmen, the one Reed R. Pierson,
Tenant's Harbor
again
unite
in
an
effort
to
speed
up
nut ridges. This also means that the
Tenant's Harbor
to provide shooting grounds and the Charles Morris.
construction
on
the
Atlantic
High

hear will probably den up later than
St. fjeorge
other to destroy vermin and preserve Ardie H. Thomas,
in former years due to the fact that way. Other sections of the state have such birds as are friends to the farm W. L. O'Brien,
Rockland)
received
more
consideration
In
the
there is plenty of food.”
er in his agricultural pursuits. Some Chandler Stetson,
Jefferson
past,
and
with
more
concerted
action
Ctmmissioner Stobie related an
day I hope this Association may be in Allison Morris,
Tenant's Harbor
Interesting story concerning an extra down in this neck of the woods our sufficient funds that we can offer a George W. Ryder,
Camden
large bull moose whieh for the past claims might be presented in such a reward for the detention and convic Harold M. Dowling, Tenant’s Harbor
few years bad ranged the Ripongenus way as to command attention. Let’s tion of any, so called, hunter or fish Levi Hathorn,
St.
George
road from Ragged Lake to Chesun- get together—Lincoln County News. erman who commits any act of van Alton F. Brown.
St. George
We want
co. k Lake, bad proved his worth in
dalism on any farmer’s property iEdwin S. Wheeler, Tenant's Harbor
PERSHING'S NICKNAME
hattle and had been "king" of the
within our territorial limits.
Wilfred 8. Robinson.
St. (ieorge
you to know what this policy has meant in the develop
realm. Wardens now report that
The nickname Black Jack was
Harry F. Booth,
Ixing Cove
License
there is every evidence that the ani given to John J. Pershing by the
Frank
G.
Booth.
Vinalhaven
“Since our inception we have stood
mal has met his match for his body cadets while he was tactical instruc
J. C. Robinson,
ment of the Chevrolet Six—
St. George
is covered with scars and one horn is tor at West Point in 1897. Since four square for a resident’s license. Stephen 8. Comery,
Thomaston
The
proper
administration
of
our
fish
hioken. Other evidence is noted in 1892 Pershing had been an officer in
Clifton E. Marshall,
Rockland
We want you to know that Chevrolet has brought
the fact that the animal has lost his the 10th U. S. Cavalry, the famous and game department costs a great Israel Snow.
Rockland
deal
of
money.
Either
those
who
seek
fighting instinct and his air of su colored regiment which later dis
Leo
Howard,
Rockland
within the reach of everybody, everywhere, all the advan
periority and now represents meek- tinguished itself in the Spanish- their recreation afield or astream Earle Cogan.
Thomaston
American war by coming to the sup must bear the burden or the money Bussell Thomas,
n ?ss itself.
St. George
must
come
from
taxation.
Personally
port of Col. Roosevelt and the Rough
J. Russell Davis,
tages of smooth, six-cylinder performance. Come in today!
Thomaston
I
Riders. It was only natural that I could never understand why we
Henry K. Allen,
Tenant's Harbor
I
"Jack" Pershing should acquire a should ask those who never hunt or
Rodney
A.
Simmons,
Glenraere
it
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CHEVROLET SIX
^the Car of Universal Appeal!
S

to build a quality
automobile whose design incorporates every possible
feature of progressive engineering . . . whose beauty
is distinctive, smart and satisfying . . . whose reli
ability is assured by fine materials and precision manu
facture . . . and whose price is so low as to be within
reach of the great majority of the people.

the modern car of universal

appeal.
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COME IN—TAKE A RIDE

IN THIS SENSATIONAL CAR

